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ANNE LINDBERGH’S COLLAPSE

GOOD ACHIEVED BY PROHIBITION

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Distinguished Maine
Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable In Changes In Frequency Re Two
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
sult In Greater Effective
Men Listened To With President Quimby Marshals Significant Facts — Tells News of Son’s Tragic Fate Too Much For Lone Eagle’s
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
What Women of Today Demand
Wife—Whole World Enraged
ness of Stations
High Appreciation
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished nnd consolidated with the Gazette
Greater effectiveness of Canadian
Two Maine gentlemen of distinction
In 1882. The Free Press was established
The fate of Charles Augustus Lind along the road within 75 feet of the
A distinguished visitor in the city but the women of today demand enIn 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to and American radiobeacons along the sat at the honor table at yesterday’s
the Tribune. These papers consolidated North
Thursday
evening
was
Mrs.
Althea
.
forcement,
not
repeal.
bergh,
Jr., who was kidnaped from body, it lay undetected in the bushes.
Atlantic
coast
has
been
Rotary
luncheon
—
Judge
Powers,
who
March 17. 1897.
—

♦

♦

♦
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Kind words are the music of »
—• the world.—F. W. Faber.

MAINE’S PURE WATER

During the month of April drink
ing water samples from 138 different
public water supplies in Maine re
ceived a complete chemical and bac
teriological examination in the labor
atories of the State Bureau of Health,
Of this number, 131, or approximately
95 percent met the standards of the
United States Public Health Service
for a safe drinking water. At the pres
ent time there are 162 municipal
water systems in the State, of which
72 have a bacteriological examination
each month, as well as the quarterly
complete analysis; 74 have the quar
terly check up only, while the remain
ing 16 sources, which operate only
during the summer months, are given
a complete bacteriological and chemi
cal going over once a year.

VOTE FOR

GUISTIN
FOR SHERIFF
Impartial, Honest, Fearless
World War Veteran
Twelve Months Overseas
Member Veterans of Foreign Wars
and American Legion
Occupation, Barber; Age 36
Married; Five Children
Your Support Is Respectfully
Solicited
56S64

Parent—“My son has so many
original ideas."
Teacher—"Yes. especially in arith
metic.”—Lustige Blaetter.

SPECIAL FOR MAY AND JUNE
BOWNOT PERMANENT WAVE $8.00

NOTICE!

Patrons of the Rockland-ThomastonIDEAL BEAUTY SHOP
Camden Bus Line are hereby notified
501 Main Street
Rockland that the waiting room in the Bicknell
Ethel Blackington, Prop.
Block is no longer available, as lease
Make Appointment Early
cannot be renewed.
58-61
57-58 ,
at the

CLASSES AND PRIVATE PUPILS
IN

brought about by changes in the fre
quency on which stations operate,
according to the Lighthouse Service
of the Department of Commerce.
Cooperating with the Canadian De
partment of Marine, the U. S. Light
house Service has worked out a fre
quency schedule affecting three sta
tions on the Maine coast, which will
greatly lessen the Interference.
The frequency of Mount Desert
Rock Lighthouse and Portland Light
ship has been changed to 292 kilo
cycles, and the new radiobeacon
which went into commission at West
Quoddy Head, April 16, was also ad
justed to this frequency. Lurcher
Shoal Lightship and Seal Island
Lighthouse, the two Canadian sta
tions concerned, will be synchronized
on the frequency of 310 kilocycles.
This new arrangement, providing a
wider separation of frequencies be
tween the neighboring Canadian and
American stations, will greatly facili
tate the taking of bearings by navi
gators. Vessels, even when midway
between an American and a Canadian
station, will be able to tune in on
but one at a time, securing accurate
bearings for navigational purposes.
This Improvement in the radiobea
cons of the New England coast and
the neighboring provinces of NewBrunswick and Nova Scotia has been
made in time for the summer traffic
to the many resorts along these
shores. These radiobeacons are used
by a number of passenger vessels,
among which will soon be included
two new liners about to enter service
between New England and the Mari
time Provinces.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

DANCE

MISS IRMA FICKETT
(Leland Powers School of Expression)
Under Supervision of Adelyn Bushnell
54 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
PIIONE 1032-W

58-It
4-++*+**+++++*->*++++*+4‘'S-*4-+-f-++++++*++**+**+*❖ ++ +

AT

THE NEW ARMORY
Third Floor of Spear Block
Foot of Park Street

MONDAY, MAY 16

OPENING

Dancing 9 to 12.30 P. M.

Kirk’s Orchestra
58-lt

DANCE
AT PIONEER PAVILION, EAST UNION

COMMUNITY

SWEET SHOP
SOUTH HOPE, ME.

NOW OPEN

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 14

CHICKEN AND STEAK
DINNERS, $1.00

Dancing Begins at 8.00 P. M.
Standard Time

SALADS
SANDWICHES
CHICKEN BARBECUES
Open Evenings Until 11
Daylight Time
53-55

56-58

The

Camden and Rockland Water Co.
OFFERS

600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock

NEWYORKUFE

LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS

|

TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE

FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or in part at $105 a
share.

The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under order dated
May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of the sale of this issue to be
used for the purpose of;

(a) Paying its notes payable, proceeds from which were used
for the construction of additions, extensions, improvements and better
ments of its plant; and of

(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys expended in the
acquisition of property and for the construction, extension and improve
ment of its facilities, and which actually were expended from income or
from other moneys in the treasury of the corporation not secured by or
obtained frpm the issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
indebtedness of the corporation.

Elizabeth C. Knowlton

1

Subscriptions for this stock will be received at the office of the
Company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland, Maine

Camden and Rockland Water Company

KOSKINEN IS CONVICTED

In The Year 1931

A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTMENT

This stock, issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
Commission is offered to investors at a price of $98.00 per share and
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.

~ ~
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, i Bishop Cannon denies that he en- the home of his parents in Hopewell,
While the cold rains of March and
is presiding at the Knox term of court, G. Quimby, able State President of dorsed the Byrd plan
WC TU
April beat down on the stilled form,
and Hon. Burleigh Martin of Augusta, the Woman's Christian Temperance holds fast and will not compromise N. J., March 1 was revealed Thurs false hopes were being aroused al
day afternoon by the discovery of the most daily by clues that at the time
President of the Senate. The latter Association, here for the purpose of our principles.
Our youth of today. We recently pitiful, mutilated corpse, with the looked plausible. Col. Lindbergh,
was the official speaker of the enter addressing the Mother and Daughter
listened to Jov Elmer Morgan, editor skull crushed, at Mount Rose Hill less through his intermediaries, was nego
tainment hour, though His Honor was banquet sponsored by the local Union, of the National Educational Joiftnal than five miles from the Lindbergh tiating with the supposed kidnapers
not permitted to get by without a the full story of which occasion is and spokesman for 220,000 teachers home. It removed all barriers to and hopefully paying over his $50,000
little informal talk in which he noted told upon another page. The text of say that his travels among the high bringing Into play every power hith to be vilely tricked.
The public watched the “Jafsle”
the spread of communism in Maine, Mrs. Quimby's address Is herewith schools and colleges of the land and erto held In check for fear overt
police action might bring harm to notes published in the papers by Dr.
a
questlonaire
sent
out
recently,
re

against which he looked to see the presented. Her subject was "What
John F. Condon, the Colonel's in
veal that the youth of America drink | the baby.
service clubs staunchly set them Women of Today Demand.”
Authorities made it plain that a termediary; read, “The money is
far less now than in the open saloon
selves. no less than that great body of
days; 98% of the teachers say there hunt perhaps unprecedented in ready,” and thrilled with hope; read
• * ♦ •
conservative citizens, who will band
is less drinking among the youth. criminal history was already In prog later, “Have you crossed me? Please
You ask what Prohibition has ac Out of 312 letters received from col ress; that no spot on earth would be better directions.” and then learned
together to fight this social and po
complished. I reply:
litical evil.
lege presidents, only nine stated con safe for the killers; that every peace that the money had been paid when
Representative McLoon of the en
It has made liquor an outlaw.
ditions were worse. Youth know— officer in the United States would be the numbers of the bills were broad
tertainment committee, a personal
No, the bootlegger is not the child on the alert, that foreign police cast to the world.
It has stopped liquor advertising.
friend, introduced Mr Martin, briefly
All the time, Lindbergh was workof prohibition. The bootlegger is would lend their full co-operation;
It
has
reduced
arrests
for
drunk

sketching his professional life as pre
more than 12 years old. He was ma that no matter where the blood- ing untiringly, following every hopeenness.
,
senting a striking background of
ture before National prohibition was money extorted from the tortured ful clue, making flying trips to ConIt has reduced drinking by at least, dreamed of.
achievement and equipment in re
parents is spent, it will be traced.
nrcticut Sound, over Long Island
spect of his present aspirations to be 60%.
The baby had been killed, appar- ‘waters and to Virginia, hoping ConThe speakeasy is not the child of
Governor of Maine. Whatever of poli
It has made our streets safer for prohibition. As early as 1900 the ently by a blow on the head, and the don and Curtis had turned up some
tics the introduction may have glanced women and children.
Liquor Dealers' Association admitted corpse secreted in the woods about 75 thing real.
at received no attention in the speak
With the baby dead Mrs. Edward
It has removed the saloon—the I that there were 2200 speakeasies in feet from the road. An attempt had
er's ensuing remarks, which were ad meeting place of organized crime and the vicinity of Pittsburg alone,
been made to conceal it in a shallow B. McLean of Washington, was paydressed to questions affecting the gen rum politicians.
Speakeasies have increased in Can- depression, probably scraped in the ing over to Gaston B M'-ans, in a
eral welfare of Maine, with which his
Il has almost completely done away ada since prohibition has been re underbrush, end it may have been generous effort to help. $104,000 which
long association with public positions with drink-made poverty.
pealed there, and speakeasies flour covered up until the wind and rain (is yet to be recovered
have given him great familiarity.
Positive identification of the baby
It. has given millions of youth a ish there now upon the admission of of more than two months brought il
He touched in particular upon the better chance for education.
to light.
i found in the Hopewell woods as the
the Canadian Liquor Commission.
recreational features in respect of
The body lay face down. The. kidnaped Lindbergh child has been
Some are saying that the profits
Tt has given efficiency to United
their asset value and praised the ac States industries unequalled in the from the present illegal sale of liquor sleeping suit was missing. Two dirty ' made by Col. and Mrs. Lindbergh,
tivities of the Maine Development World.
are the principal source of support of and rain-soaked shirts lay on th» , Anne Lindbergh after maintaining
Commission in advertising these ap
shrivelled and decomposed form. J her calm and composure throughout
It nas given United States eco the criminals.
pealing features, which in the past
Just what are the facts? U. S. Att. The stomach band and diapers were the long search, was ordered to bed
stability whereby we have held
year increased their value to the nomic
up better in world depression than General Mitchell says after checking gone. Remnants of the child's blond, by her physician last night and is
State from sixty million to one hun Uquor-ridden nations. U. S. is the on the disclosures made in tax curly hair clung to the skull.
' under medical care.
dred million dollars, the direct effect
The finder, William Allen, ran back , A mysterious vessel is being sought
evasion suits, that only 20% of their
only
nation
in
the
world
today
whose
of Intelligent advertising of Maine’s
to his truck, informed his companions today between Boston and Cape May,
revenue comes from sales of liquor.
dollar is worth face value.
recreational advantages.
As I go over the country I frequent and the police were notified. In an 1 N. J. in an intensive ocean hunt,
It
has
given
a
uniformity
in
law
The speaker further discussed the
ly hear the people of New England, incredibly short time, garments of | Twenty-five coast guard craft are
matter of taxation, which has had its that aoplies to all states ar.d protects
the
dry
sections
of
the
nation
from
■
especially the people of Maine, re the child were brought from the searching for this vessel, thought to
growth in Maine as elsewhere and
the
deluge
of
liquor
that
was
formerI
ferred to as being “level headed." I Lindbergh home and found to match 1 have the kidnapers on board, with
calls for careful consideration by our
perfectly.
I whom Col. Lindbergh Is said to have
legislators. The state tax for Knox ly pouring into them through illegiti believe they are. I do not believe
The identification was completed made contact on Wednesday,
they will be swayed or influenced by
County in 1920 had increased in 1931 mate channels from wet sections.
more fully later. The child had eight i Police reveal that a piece of the
It has changed the policy of the fatuous statements.
by 32 per cent. We must reduce ab
teeth, the toes overlapped, and other baby’s sleeping gann^nt was used in
» » ♦ »
around. One mill reduction will save government towards the liquor traffic
making it an illegal business.
For instance that it would restore physical characteristics convinced convincing the colonel that he was
Knox County in its tax $7500.
We are convinced that its benefits prosperity to permit the production Mrs. Lindbergh and the child's nurse, , dealing with the baby's abductors.
“Maine," he concluded, “is well off.
far
transcend the eviLs that have transportation, and sale of light wine Betty Gow, that It was Charles, Jr. j Tlie various notes he received, crudeThanks to the recently enacted code
The medical report tended to con- i ly and illiterately written, had the
grown
out of the violation of the law ar.d beer, and levy a tax thereon!
law the budget will balance. There
firm the theory that the baby had ’ same symbol as the note left pinned
that
enforcement
is
becoming
in

Let
us
use
our
common
sense.
Who
is here no excessive unemployment
been killed almost immediately after to the window sill and were thought
and the banks in 1931 increased their creasingly efficient, that laws should would, largely, be the customers, and the kidnaping.
1 to be from the same source. All the
not
be
changed
as
a
compromise
with
pay
this
tax?
It
would
be
the
work

deposits.”
Discovery of the body revealed thn ! negotiators had been repeatedly
their
violators
and
that
the
solution
ing
man.
Shall
we,
as
a
nation,
re

Mr. Martin is an easy and convinc
cruelty practised on Col. Lindbergh ! assured that the baby was alive and
ing speaker of the colloquial type, a of the age-old problem of the liquor store prosperity by taking money when the kidnapers, or persons pre- well. Curtis, the Norfolk ship-buildthorough-going optimist, and his traffic is to be found in the observ from shoes to buy booze? Shall we tending to be the kidnapers, extorted ' er, states that $200,000 additional
hearers at the conclusion gave him a ance and enforcement of the prohibi again, send our mothers and daugh $50,000 from him for a child already 1 ransom was being sought by the powters and wives to scrub to buy the
warm round of appreciative applause. tory law. not in* repeal.
I erful gang/With whom he was carry• • *
bread while father pays this tax by dead.
The opening paragraph lists two
It revealed, too, the futility of the ; ing on negotiations off-shore.
Our opponents arc loud in their buying beer?
Maine men of distinction as sitting In
Police have built a wall of cement
Just how much beer must we, as great hunt that has been going on. blocks around the spot, where the
at the head table, which catalogued demands for repeal, and for return to
While searchers hunted the Sourmethods
of
state
control
which
pre

a
nation,
drink,
to
produce
a
revenue
the speakers only. There was a third,
land Hills, supposedly “comblnR" body was found and the place 13
iff the person of Frank J Ham of Au vailed before the adoption of na to balance the National budget? Un every foot and undoubtedly passing strictly guarded.
tional
prohibition.
To
this
policy
w?
der
the
high
taxes
before
prohibition
gusta, U. S. collector of taxes, promi
nent for two generations in the po art opposed for we are confident that the revenue to the U. S. Government
litical life of Maine, where everybody it would ultimately result in the re of all liquor taxation was only 1-ir
knows him, and for a long period a turn of the liquor traffic to its former of 1% of the present revenue of the
United States. That would hardly
resident of Thomaston, as warden of stranglehold on American polities.
Prohibition is not a religious issue, balance the budget.
the State Prison. He got a good
.but many of its promoters and supAt the same rate of taxation, it
many handshakes yesterday.
] porters were and are identified with beer were used to collect the revenue, Warren Man To Be Sentenced On Serious Charge! Christian service. This is true of the it would require that each drinke*
BIG GAIN IN OUTPUT
Port Clyde Case Monday Morning
W.C.T.U. In the midst of opposition imbibe 13’Z- times as much as he did
‘•■•-••••-•••••••-•-••••-•••••••-•••a*
Chevrolet Production Takes a Big we are not afraid for we believe with before prohibition!
Jump During the Month of April j the Psalmist, "in God I have put my
Shall we vote to bring about this
The
attendance
next
week
at the grievance against the Aho boys and
1 trust.” We call upon all friends ol condition that we may protect the
Port
Clyde
manslaughter
case
will
be made several lunges with a knife, one
I
prohibition
to
meet
together
on
Chevrolet built 55,432 cars and
forty or more millionaires from "pay
of which inflicted a wound an inch
limited
to
the
seating
capacity
of long and an eighth of an inch diep
trucks in April. This compares with Thursday, June 2, to pray for the na ing a cent of income tax” as Nicholas
38,890 built in March and is the high- tional political conventions that they Murray Butler suggests? Maine is the courtroom, and the doors will be in Eino Aho's left hip. while another
‘ est month’s output so far into 1932, may take no backward steps looking too level headed to accept such a locked as soon as the seats are occu made a slight flesh wound on the
President Knudsen said.
to the repeal of the Eighteenth proposition.
right side of his throat,
Total production of the new 1932 Amendment. That they nominate
Do we want to relieve Germany of pied. Court will open Monday at
The case was opened to a drawn
line of Chevrolet sixes since its in for President and Vice President her financial embarrassment by buy 8.30 a. m., standard. The case is ex
jury which comprised Howard An
troduction last winter is now in ex men. who, if elected, will be true to ing tier, beer, or establish more pected to occupy about three days.
derson, foreman, Delmore R. Cum
cess of 260.000 units, the Chevrolet their oath of office "to maintain, sup friendly relations with France by
• * * *
mings, Harry Berman, Fred W.
head announced.
port. and defend the Constitution of buying her wine for our young peo
Cousins, Mrs. Inez Dyer, Albert C.
The Koskinen Case
He stated that the April schedule the United States.”
ple to drink? The women of today
The criminal docket, which has Jones, Albert R. Marsh. Edward C.
was stepped up several times during
This is what the women of today- say “no" and demand enforcement
Francis R'-a’-don, Craw
the month, as commitments for cars demand.
of our present law, the best law yet loomed so impressively at this term Merriam.
were increased over the original esti
A referendum plank In a party found to deal with the liquor traffic. of court, was taken up yesterday ford Young. Quincv E. Young and
morning, and the first case to reach George H. Robinson. Three women
mates, and that Chevrolet dealers re- platform would not be a dry plank
Cost of enforcement—
| ported the sale at retail of 89.2 per Some politicians are ready to com
Last year nine million dollars were the Jury was that of the State vs. and a man were challenged by the
I cent more cars during the first 20 promise by approving a referendum expended for Federal enforcement ot John Koskinen of Warren. The respondent.
Eino Aho testified to the alterca
days of April than in the correspond measure. There can be no refer the prohibitory law, of which four respondent was under two indict
ing days of March.
endum on the 18th Amendment ex* million was returned to the treasury ments for, assault with a dangerous tion between Koskinen and Walter
cept by the submission of a repeal in fines, penalties, sales of seizures weapon—and intent to kill—one on Aho, and told of shouting to the lat
amendment.
and forfeitures, leaving the net cost Walter Aho and one on his brother ter that Koskinen had a knife, and
The proposal that it be ratified b- for Federal enforcement as five mil Eino Aho, both of Warren. County to look out. The witness said that
conventions called for that purpose lion dollars, a cost of four and two- Attorney Otis elected to try the Eino Koskinen cut him twice and then
followed him. The two then engaged
or by National Constitutional con tenths cents for every man, woman Aho case.
The alleged assaults occurred on in a rock-throwing duel. “I told
ventions is simply to make it easier and child In the United States.
THE
to effect repeal. Some drys have Surely not burdensome, but an in the night of April 21 on the banks of Koskinen that he had stabbed Wal
the Georges River, but a short dis ter,” said the witness, and he said
been deceived by this proposition, vestment In good government.
tance from Warren village, where a "Yes, and I will do it again." Wit
I ------------------------------------------------group of fishermen was waiting fpr ness reported to Deputy Sheriff Wil
♦+4-**4>4>++«*+++*+*++++++++++*4"F+++++++++*+<"f‘+*+++4'+* the tide to serve. According to Coun liam H. Robinson of Warren what
INSURANCE COMPANY
ty Attorney Otis' opening Kos had happened.
Paid to living policy-holders
kinen came along with an apparent
The cross examination was conduct
ed by Jerome C. Burrows, newest
$156,096,109.08
and this time the couple became member of the Knox Bar, who was
fairly boisterous, turning several appointed to defend Koskinen. It
It also paid to beneficiaries of
elicited from Eino Aho the admission
complete somersaults.
15,908 deceased policy-holders
Thus the entertainment went on that he was "not sure Koskinen used
and the secret of it all was the ma a knife but something sharp."
$71,487,826.31
nipulation of foot pedals setting four
Walter Aho told of the alleged
(Latter Includes $3,167,697.73
distinct wires In operation while Mr. assault unon himself, and exhibited a
MacDonald was apparently doing coat sleeve which had been slashed,
of Double Indemnity)
nothing else than beating time to his the weapon penetrating his left arm.
music.
The total payments amounted to
He saw a blade, he testified, but not
The cabinet, about three feet wide the handle. He denied that he had
by four feet In height, is Mr. Mac been drinking.
$227,583,935.39
Donald's own composition—In fact
George Pease of Appleton, a by
Of which $71,468,972.75 was for
he built with his own hands the lit stander during the fracas, testified
Dividends
tle cabin which houses It and which that he heard Walter Aho say; “You
he terms his studio.
stabbed me; throw down your knife
BUSINESS IN MAINE
The maker’s versatility is by no and fight fair." On cross examina
New business in Maine
means confined to skilled carpenter tion the witness admitted that he
during 1931 ........... $4,942,514.00
and Joiner work, for with no teach had twice been convicted once for
Insurance in force in
ing whatever he has dabbled con
Maine as of January
siderably in oil painting, with some
(Continued on Page Two>
1, 1932 ....................... 54,219,599.00
creditable landscape scenes as his
specialty. One of these forms the
background of the cabinet. “I never YOUR FAVORITE POEM
took a lesson," said Mr. MacDonald
If 1 had to live my life again I would
and one can sense the originality of
AGENT
have made a rule to r»*ad some poetry
his work.
TEL. 1010
and listen to some music at least once
The cabinet and installation are a week. The loss of these tastes Is a loss
216 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
collapsible, and the owner can easily of happiness.—-Charles Darwin.
58*63
When Nero Fiddled It Required a Magnificent Inspiration—See What carry the contraption from place to
SONG TO THE EVENING STAR
Happens When This Man Fiddles
place. One of his public exhibitions
Star that bringest home the bee.
recently was before a Knox County
And sett'st the weary laborer free!
Grange.
If any star shed peace, *tis thou
That send'st it from above.
In the little one-room cabin which across his genial features, and from
Mr. MacDonald is a native of Bel
Appearing when Heaven’s breath and
he has erected at the sightllest point his lips ever and anon came the in fast. His mother didn't want him
brow
on Dunton avenue sat Frank T. Mac junction to “Pat and his wife" to do to go to sea, so when the family
Are sweet as hers we love.
their bit.
Donald. fiddle in hand.
moved to Skowhegan, and later to
WALDOBORO, MAINE
Come to the luxuriant skies.
"Turkey In the Straw" that lively Lynn, Mass., for a residence of 23
Almost at his elbow was a quaint
Whilst the landscape's odors rise.
OPENS
cabinet on the shelf of which stood oldtime melody which Mellie Dun years, he took up his principal
Whilst far-off lowing herds are heard
And songs when toil Is done.
two marionettes, awaiting the call ham brought into such widespread occupation the construction of stone
SUNDAY, MAY 15
From cottages whose smoke unstirred
to action. But there were no strings popularity, and which Mr. Mac fireplaces, at which he is an expert.
Curls yellow in the sun.
Under New Management
in sight and apparently. nothing to Donald has played many a time for
When he finally came to Rockland
CHICKEN and STEAK DINNERS
Star of love's soft interviews.
electrified the it was to select a most attractive
account for the strange antics Mellie's brother,
Parted lovers on thee muse;
$1.00
which the figures presently began to marionettes into life, and Pat and abiding place near the waterfront
Their remembrancer in Heaven
Old Mexico Style Barbecues
his wife stepped it out in great style. where he can always see the ocean
Of thrilling vows thou art.
perform.
Too delicious to be riven
Rooms
Bath
Cabins
Then the tune changed to another from which a mother's wishes with
Mr. MacDonald continued to fid
By absence from the heart.
58-lt
dle, an inscrutable smile playing I oldtimer—“Pop Goes the Weasel"— held him.
—Thomas Campbell.

AUNT LYDIA’S
TAVERN

MR. MacDONALD AND COMPANY

j
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SCHOOLBOYS HAD CHARGE

IwASHINGTON,D.C.|

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., May 14, 1932.
|
From Our Correspondent
Personally appeared Prank S. Lyddle,
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Washington. D. C.—While an
May 12, 1932 there was printed a total of
aroused country is letting a confused
6112 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.

And

YOU'RE TOUGH ON A

the Fire Alarm and Hoosegow Were Worked
Overtime—Francis Fisher Mayor

Congress hear from it, national
Schoolboy officials failed to get the several spurious applicants for aid
He giveth power to the faint: and politics keeps on just the same. Thc
including one who told a pitiful
to them that have ho might he in- primaries are held, helping this or breaks yesterday that they did a story of being entirely out of chew
that presidential candidate, and every year ago. partly because the Boys'
creaseth strength.—Is. 40:29.
ing gum. Madeline Coffey as ste
now’ and then lopping off a Con- \yeek observance came a week later nographer for Tax Collector Maurice
gressman
who
hoped
to
come
back.
this
timp
£Q
that
Superintendent
A CRIME OF CRIMES
Shepherd found herself in rather
and the Washington go P>
Toner and Principal Blaisdell were deep ..
lc, trying ™
water
to master vn
theC .«•
inThe ri8ht on the j°b “istead of obliging-, tricacies of the bookkeeping system
To the shock and sorrow visited 0UL?f Cong^;u!
politics as of the depress o .
• j attending the annual meeting of Dorothy Lawry wassecretary to the
upon the world two months ago by two subjects are interlocked and ;the Principals. AssoCiation which'mayor.
news of the kidnapping of the Lind each is affected by the reaction o. comes tbe drst week jn May. “gupt.” The officials who seemed to enjoy
McAlary was duly elected by the themselves most were the police and
one upon the other.
bergh baby is now added the dread
Looking at the New England and school board of five "Whigs" and two firemen, possibly because their borful story that reveals the murder of national political picture at this writ- “Tories," Constance Snow. Kenneth rowed uniforms gave them a sein
ing. Gov. Ritchie of Maryland de- Orcutt, Rose Flanagan. Nelson blance of authority. Although no
the child and the agony into which mands attention. If the convention Rokes. Ednah How’ard. Bernadette j actual fires occurred several alarms
this overwhelming tragedy plunges of the Democratic party were to be snow. Byron Joy, but his duties-did were rung in. and the hoosegow wa'
held tomorrow, a large bloc of New not weigh too heavily upon him.
1 seldom without an occupant. Virthe parents of the beautiful boy. England votes might very possibly go
"Mayor" Francis Fisher who de- ginia Proctor was apprehended for
Ex-mayor
What is bound up in the story, what to Ritchie for President after Al feated John La Crosse in a closely going past a red light.
Smith had been eliminated.
contested election slid into offlce carver was taken into custody for
malignancy of man may have inspired
Massachusetts, Connecticut. Rhode without any formal ceremonies. The having a suspicious looking bottle in
the stealing and immediate killing Island, and possibly Vermont today board of aldermen, consisting of Ber- his possession. The chief excitement
contain support for Ritchie. It is nard Freeman. William Glover. Wil- centered around a complaint which
of the innocent child, is a dark mys said that the Smith forces look with bur Connon. Horace Booth. Nicholas came over the telephone that one
tery remaining to be unraveled. The some favor on the Maryland gover- Pellicane, William Ripley and Ken- Donald Haskell was disturbing the
nor Al Smith will have something neth Daily confirmed all his ap- peace of the Southend. Police hurworld waits upon that event and the to say as to where the delegations pointments without a murmur. ried to the spot and found him in
the very act of playing his trombone.
apprehending of the monster guilty from Massachusetts, Connecticut and These officials were appointed.
He was promptlv
incarcerated
City Treasurer—Lawrence Pike.
Rhode Island go after the expected
of such an unthinkable crime.
City Clerk—Richard Knowlton.
Twice he made a break for liberty
demonstration that Smith himself
Tax Collector—Maurice Shephard and very nearly succeeded in escan't be nominated and that con
raping with the help of Patrolman
City Solicitor—Richard French.
TIIE LOCAL HISTORIAN
tinued voting for him w’ould serve
I Trask also a temporary inmate.
City Marshal—Edward Palmer
no wise purpose.
Judging by the long list of "arCity Electrician—Russel! Bartlett.
This paper has always regarded it
A Massachusetts business man
Chief of Fire Department—Fred rests" the usual conditions supposed
stopped
over
in
Washington
last
week
„????
as a privilege to lend its endorsement
to govern police activity were reto any efforts put forth for the not long after a trip to the Middle
Road Commissioner — Sherwood versed. If you had a friend in poWest. His unsolicited report was
; lice uniform you were in danger o!
lecording of matters that should that business men he met were talk Small.
City Auditor—Earnest Doyle.
arrest. If vou had a brother on the
preserve the history of these coast ing Ritchie. New England governors
Sealers of Weights and Measures force you were sure to be arre'ted.
regions of Maine. Readers wil! returning through here after the re —Carrol Gray.
If you had two brothers, the Lord
Building Inspector—Sherman Rub- help you! In spite of all their efforts
recall the late Judge Miller's admir cent governors' conference in Vir
ginia reported that Ritchie got the en^tTin"
4 o'clock came and their day in of
able historical articles that appeared biggest demonstrations in that state.
fice ended without the school boy
Health Office—Lawrence Crane.
in these columns no long time ago.
As far as one can figure it out here.
police having an opportunity to
City Physician—Everett Frohock.
Ritchie
is
liked
by
Mid-Western
busi

function in any more serious public
a phase of this form of history that
Milk Inspector—Sidney Harden.
ness men and by their brothers in
In the absence of Miss Corbett ! service than that of herding the mob
is now to be supplemented by publi
New England because he seems able Migs Gertrude gmjth instructed Joar. of youngsters surrounding the city
cation of soma of Judge E. K. Gould's ar.d safe, with plenty of the accent or. Moulaison jn the ways and means building out of the way of the fire
researches in a companion field, the the last adjective.
oj administering the city poor funds. [ engine and ladder truck in their reHe is, of course, a fellow-southerner Miss Moulaison withstood firmly i peated exits and entrances.
first installment of which has place
and New Englanders who don't think ____________ _ _________________________________ ___________________
in this issue of the paper under its that fact counts below the Masonstriking title "British and Tory Dixon line are mistaken. But he is
very wet and Virginia's reception to
Marauders."
In his Foreword Judge Gould indi the wet Ritchie suggests that his wet
ness wouldn't lose him a single
jurors back to the court room and
(Continued from Page One)
cates something of the wide charac Southern State.
advised them as to jurors' duties
ter of his researches in this congenial
So much for Ritchie, who will bear driving without a license; "I forget
At 10.15 the jury returned with a
field of Revolutionary history, which watching. What of other candi what the other one was for."
verdict of "assault with intent to
dates?
Al
Smith
has
been
spoken
of.
this present article illustrates. That
Arthur Pease of Burkettville saw kill." It is rumored that the vote
Newton D. Baker must always be
his forthcoming book, of which in a kept in mind because an astonishing Koskinen make a pass at Walter Aho. from the start was 9 to 3 in favor
cf conviction, but the degree of
sense It is a by-product, is to deal with number of voters would like him and and saw Koskinen and Eino Aho assault caused the prolonged con
the. biographies of more than six are saying so. even though they don t throwing rOcics at each other,
tention.
ereatlv expect to get him as the canhundred soldiers of the Revolution didate. Baker's rating with the New
Dr Pred ° Campbell ol Warren
The Koskinen case was conducted
accredited to this Knox County sec England democracy is probably one described the nature of Eino Aho's
fcr the State by County Attorney
tion, furnishes a measure of the con of his weaknesses. That seems to be wounds, and testified that they were Otis and displayed careful prepara
made with some sharp instrument.
spicuous part played by our local an one section where he is not
tion. Jerome C. Burrows was apseriously—among the average of the
Jesse Collins of Burkettville said pcinted to defend Koskinen. It was
cestors in that memorable war of New England Democrats, that is.
object about five 1 his maiden case, and despite the
.. . . . .
hi hl
r d for
independence, of which these later The old league of Nations issue is ne -aw a steel ODjeci about in
probably the main reason; a great inches long in Koskinen s nand. and ^s manner of handlffigh He wa'
generations have scarcely the faintest part
of the New England democracy saw Eino Aho lying face down, on the™ ,™™er k°Xn^Tan, nation and
knowledge. This sketch, and those i,. Trich Hm
lias some support,
.'UDDort. sidewalk.
sidewalk
onininn Koskinen
Koskinpn
H
,
.
ls Irish. But he nas
In his opinion
cross examination, and made an ex- ,
to follow, should markedly contribute Gov. Ely of Massachusetts, for in- ; had been drinking,
cellent argument.
Eino Aho. recalled to the stand,
to the quickening of interest in that stance, is believed to like Baker as a
♦ # * *
exhibited the garments which he
early period upon whose achieve compromise candidate.
Edward Benner of Thomaston apThe antics of the House are not wore when the alleged slashing had ptared in Ccurt yesterday and pleadments the foundations of this coun aiding the presidential boom of been done.
ed guilty to the use of a fraudulent
try were established and whose con Speaker Garner. He must take some
Deputy Sheriff Rcbinson described check on the North National Bank
tinued permanence is to be found in responsibility for the miserable re- Eino's appearance after the affair, in the sum of $27.50, made out to
a sustained spirit of national patri cent performances of the lower He thought Koskinen was under the Ernest Lane, and bearing the signabranch of Congress. He is still in influence of liquor, but that Eino had ^ure°“W<’B Fish " The charge of
otism.
the running, of course, with Texas not been drinking.
bail defaulting was stricken out. '
and California in his pocket
John Halls services as interpreter Benner wij,
sentenced Iater.
TAXES AND PROHIBITION
Then there is Gov. Roosevelt were brought into play when the de....
whom no one can ignore. There is fense opened.
decision of the Law Court denyWe may be permitted to quote a plenty of Roosevelt sentiment in Carl Hankilla of Warren told of u
motion for new trial resulted
paragraph out of a personal letter Massachusetts and Connecticut and seeing the participants in Rockiand ytsterdav ln Harold L. Kennison of
from Col Peter O Knight of Tamm if lhings brea? 10056 31 ‘ ?°"L"’ °n? ? fT"
g “ Rockland presenting himself to thc
from Col. Peter O Knight. of Tampa, Uon lhat preference may get regis-and evidently thought it"some party state Prison authoritles for the be_
Florida, whose views upon current tered. Just now the Bay State as there were 3'j gallons of beer in ginning of his sentence, which was to
matters have previously been quoted Democracy is recovering from a evidence.
be from two tQ {our years He was
ln this column and are always en- Walsh-Fly fight against Mayor CurSamuel Matson ofWarrentestified
convicted as an accessory ina Wal. , . . .
U a C amays eu
of Boston and the Connecticut that there was trouble brewing on
rnhhprv last vear
tertaining for their directness. He Democrats are cheering up Senator the night of the fight, and he heard
'
— > ___ z.___ 1_
writes:
Bingham, Republican, who seeks re- John Koskinen remark: “If you wan!
Professor—"What is the most com"I forgot to answer your question election, with a vociferous and dan- to fight I am right here." .In his mon impediment in the speech of
people? ”
about politics The people are not gerous inter-party scrap.
opinion Eino had been drinking, but American ncnnia?
Freshman — ‘‘Chewing-gum.” —
interested in either the Republican
In both instances, although the was not very full. He didn't see any
Christian Advocate.
or the Democratic party There ar?
Smith andRoosevelt factions are in- weapon in Koskinen's hands,
only two things they are interested volved, the real battle is over conE. A. Perkins of Warren testified
ln: One Is the prohibition question,trol of the State machine. The Smith that he was awakened by the dis
and the other is a reduction of taxes,
faction, orone employing the Smit i turbance and saw that somebod ..as
We have built up tax expenses to a banner, won in Massachusetts and throwing rocks at Koskinen. He saw
point where the productivity of the the Smith faction may come out on no assault, and advised the men to go
country will not sustain them, and i top in Connecticut also. But the along about their business.
Deputy Sheriff Robinson, who saw
there must be a drastic reduction of superficial fact that the Roosevelt
them, national, states, counties, and ; forces are getting beaten in both Kcskinen after the fight said the
latter had a black eye. and that John
cities. And the people are over- States is somewhat misleading,
whelmingly opposed to prohibition.
The Massachusetts-elected Smith claimed other injuries.
This closed the case so far as evi
They want liquor sold legally in the delegation does contain some who
future instead of illegally. And the prefer Roosevelt. In Connecticut it dence was concerned. The jurv re
parties might as well meet it,”
may t* noted that former National tired at 2.15 and reappeared several
hours later for instructions. At 8
As
, reduction of ,h. taxes one
o'clock no verdict having been re
should need to travel far in search and against Smith at the 1924 con- turned Justice Powers summoned the
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND
of objection to the Colonel's con- vention. Rhode Island also contains
elusion; but in respect of prohibition persons who look kindly upon Roosecountry as the means of putting “one
there yet remains some open ground VeRooseven men here predict that If million men to work in 60 days.”
The great majority of projects listfor contention. Have the women yet he js nominated fairly early—for it is
been reckoned up? The Literary generally agreed that a protracted I ed for Maine are new ones and have
,c„ „,u ■» Ibr
*Jg

KOSKINEN IS CONVICTED

connection, somewhat inconclusive. carry Massachusetts and Rhode been already authorized but have
The views of Mrs. Quimby, as setisland and very possibly Connecticut. • been facing indefinite delay for lack
forth upon the first page of this This is predicted on the general be- of money. Included in the
are
,
.
. ..
.. lief that Al Smith would fight in be- Thomaston. Waldoboro, Boothbay
issue, suggest a phase of the situa- ha[{ of
if the lalt€r were Haibor and Damariscotta,
tion which is not lightly to be dis-i named
• « » *
missed.
There is little earnest talk yet of
Butter prices in Maine are the
vice presidential nominees. Gov. Ely highest and the price of potatoes the
of Massachusetts and Gov. Cross of lowest among the States of the counOFFICIAL HIGHWAY MAP
Connecticut are state executives try. according to figures from the
The 1932 edition of the official above the average and can be kept Bureau of Agricultural Economics
highway map of Maine has just been in mind. The Smith faction might which says:
issued by the State Highway Depart- hke to do something for Ely if oppor“In some states average prices are
ment. It has an attractive cover in tunlty offered, in the case of a jo low as to read like a price lis.
Our O K. means Absolute Satis
black and bright red. with a center- Westerner being put at the head of frem the year 1332 instead of one lot
faction with the accent on the “Ab
piece depicting the recently completed the ticket. But this is only gossip, tedaj.
solute." Fine, dependable cars for
Waldo-Hancock bridge, over the Pe- There is too much uncertainty about
The farm price of butter range,
little money.
nobscot River between Prospect and the head of the ticket yet for second- from a low of 17 cents a pound in
Verona Island. There are three United , Place speculation.
Tennessee to a high of 28 cents a
1931 Chevrolet Roadster
States Routes in Maine, Numbers 1. In all reporting of the Democratic j pound in Maine. The puces of po2, and 201, with a mileage of about, pre-convention picture the state of tatocs, on the other hand, rang? j 1928 Buick Coupe
860 miles, and some 2,000 miles shown mind of Senator David I. Walsh of from 25 cents a bushel for old pota1930 Essex Sedan
on the various Maine routes. The Massachusetts must be borne in toes in Maine to $1.16 a bushel for |
1927 Dodge Cabriolet
longest continuous numbered high- mind, for it is not unique. Several the new crop in South Carolina. ^hc
way is Route No. 1, which measures months ago Senator Walsh expressed figures are averages as of April 15
1929 Whippet Coach
The farm price for eggs in Maine
564.2 miles and extends from Kitterv his conviction that the issue is not
1928 Oldsmobile Sedan
comes
near
the
top
of
the
list,
aver

to Fort Kent. The shortest designated 1832 bul 1336: in olher words- lhat
1928 Pontiac Cabriolet
stretch is number 194, which is 1.9 ! the Democratic party must nominate aging 18.2 cents a dozen as compared
miles in length and runs from Fort a strong man next month—for nomi- with the highest price, 22.8 cents in
1928 Durant Roadster
Fairfield to the Canadian boundary, nation in 1932 means election- in Massachusetts and the lowest price,
1930 Ford Coupe
near Andover, New Brunswick.
1 ,jrd<’r that the party may win in 1936: seven cents a dozen, in Texas. Apple
____________
This “1936 issue,” if several of the on Maine farms brought 95 cents a
1930 Essex Roadster
The Parent-Teacher Association :eal convention leaders become con bushel while in Arizona farmers were
has its monthly session Monday eve-I vlnced of its soundness, will inject getting $1.75 cents and in West VirWe Do Our Own
ning at the High School auditorium new angles into the convention and ginia 55 cents.
Milk cows averaged in value $50
at 7.30. Superior Court Justice Her- may well have its effect on the selecFinancing
a head in Maine, while in New Jersey
bert T. Powers will be the speaker,' tion of the nominee
average
value
was
$88
and
in
Alabama,
and the program will include num- j
....
E
bers bv the High School Girls' Glee
Construction of new postoffices in a $25. Maine horses, on the other
Club and the Junior High School Or- ton:, list of Maine cities and towns hand, were pretty valuable as com
che'tra oiano solos bv Ruth Dondis '' nrovided for in a bill introduced by pared with other states, averaging
of the High School. The annual re- Keller of Illinois. The Keller me.as- $106. New’ York's average value wa' I
27 RANKIN ST„ ROCKLAND
norts will be heard and officers ure calks for construction of 3283 $114, and the lowest, Montana
jilted
public buildings throughout the t with $31.

CAR AND HAVEN'T

THE TIME TO PET IT
f recommend

Oldsmobile"
'LDSMOBILE owners will tell you that their cars

provide the one thing to be desired above all others—

deep-seated satisfaction. In fact, so stoutly do owner*
champion Oldsmobile that it is known as "the car that I
owners recommend to their friends?* Therein lies the

one sure guide to safe selection of your motor car.
For the acid test of an automobile’s worth is its record

in owners’ hands—its capacity for giving satisfaction

through months and miles of driving. How well Olds
mobile passes this test is proved by the impressive

proportion of Oldsmobile sales directly traceable to
The Oldsmobile Six and

owners’ recommendations.

Straight Eight bring you the most modern features ...

at appealingly moderate prices. Let us demonstrate
IL TEMPERATURE REGULATOR. On. ef th. nto.t
Oldsmobile to you at your convenience.
Important feature* contributing te the exceptional en
durance ef Oldimobile engine* it th* oil temperature regulator. This device heap*
the oil at the bait lubricating temperature, summer and winter, souring a freeThis statement is typical of comments made in many of the hundreds of
flowing, full-bodied film ef oil that prolong* th* life ef all bearing surface*.
owners’ letters on file at the Oldsmobile offices.

O

MUNSEY

MOTOR

21 LIMEROCK STREET,

CO

ROCKLAND

OLDSMOBI LE
o'and
SYNCRO-MESH TRANSMISSION

OIL TEMPERATURE REGULATOR

SILENT SECOND GEAR . DOWN-

ENGINE DECARBONIZER . FREE

DRAFT CARBURETION . AUTO

MATIC CHOKE . RIDE REGULATOR

8

OUTCLASSED
IN TRACK
________________

WHEELING . BODIES BY FISHER

PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS

s

Come to Portland Week-Ends

Rockland High Loses To Morse But Has a Brilliant *
Victory In Relay Race

Special Week-End Rates

at
The Rockland High School track Ladd, Karl, Doyle, Connon. Time.
teams opened their season at the 1 min. 46 3-5 sec.
Girls’ Events
Knox Trotting Park Friday and
proved to be no match for the Morse
50 Yard Dash—first, Hamilton ]
High tracksters as the Shipbuilders 'M»; second, Spinney (Mt; third,
rolled up a total of 135 5-6 points to Cutting (M). Time, 6 2-5 sec.
75 Yard Dash—first. Hamilton iMi;
the locals' 54 5-6 markers. Tlie visit
second, Lindetberg <M); third, Fisher,
ing boys piled up 72 1-3 points to (M). Time, 10 1-5 sec.
Rcckland’s 43 2-3 while the Bath
Relay Race—Won by Morse High.
Shot Put—first, Moses (Mi; sec-'
girls scored 63 1-2 counters to the
Orange and Black lassies' 13 1-2 points, ond, Breen (Ri; third. Abbott (Ml.
Distance, 28 ft. 2 1-2 in.
which gave them a very decided edge.
Discus—first, Moses (M); second.
Although no records were broken Abbott (M); third, Fisher (M). Dis- i
some very interesting and exciting tance 79 feet, 8 in.
High jump—first, Howard (R);
events took place. The boys' relay
second, Mahone (R); third, Abbott
race stole the whole show with the (M). Height, 3 ft. 8 in.
men from both teams doing some ex
Standing Broad Jump—first, Fish- ]
cellent roadwork. Ted Ladd, Rock er (M); second, Spinney (M); third,
land's lead-off man in this event, Linderberg <M>; fourth, Rackliffe
secured a slight lead at the outset of |R). Distance, 7 ft. 3 in.
Running Broad Jump—first, Web- ]
the contest and Karl maintained it
on the second 220 yards, as did Doyle ster iM); second, Litterpick (M);
on the third lap. In the final dash. ' third, Howard ,(R);’ fourth, Flanagan I
however, the Morse man overtook |R). Distance, 14 ft. 3 1-2 in.
Norm Connon midway on the home
Baseball Throw—first, Moses (M):
stretch and for a few seconds it ' second, Webster (M); third, Breen
seemed csrtain that the visitors (R). Distance, 17? ft. 10 in.
would carry off the event. The j
Rcckland flash then put on a burst
PARK THEATRE
of speed and left his opponent two :
yards behind to give the locals the
“After Tomorrow,” will be shown
final event of the afternoon.
The Morse team Was led by H. Mc- Monday and Tuesday. Charles Far
Elman who scored a total of 18 points rell and Marian Nixon are to be
to lead the scorers of the afternoon, seen in the leading roles of the pic
while Miss Moses of Morse rolled up ture, as the romantic young sweet
15 points which was more than the
entire Rockland girls' team was able hearts whose marriage is constantly
frustrated by the opposition of their
to score.
sentimental and selfish mothers
The summary:
Rather than to bo against their par
Boys' events:
100 yard dash—first, II. McElman ents’ wishes, they seek emotional
(M); second, N. Connon <Rt; third. relief in a blind trust in the future,
that "After Tomorrow," life promises
Coombs (M).
220 yard dash—first, Paladino <R) to be bright. Minna Gombell, as the
25 1-5; second N. Connon (R>; third, mother of Miss Nixon is said to give
the greatest performance of her
Murray iM). Time 11 1-5 seconds.
440 yard run—first, Paladino (R); screen career, In a characterization
second. W. Green (M); third, Barns that calls for her to deny love for
her own daughter, a performance
(M). Time 56 3-5 seconds.
Half mile—first Lowery <M>; sec which even surpasses her unforond, Davis <M>; third, Paladino (R). getable “Edna" in “Bad Girl.” This
conflict arises from the fact that she
Time 2.18 1-5.
Mile run—first, Oliver (M); second, is married to a weak and ineffectual
Pietroski (Ri; third, Hellier (R). husband, played by William Collier,
Sr., who has never been able to sup
Time 5.10 2-5.
High jump—first, R. McElman <M>; ply her with the pretties demanded
second, Thomas <R>, Huse (M) Pie by her vanity.—adv.
troski (R). Height 5 feet.
STRAND THEATRE
Pole vault—first Morse iM); sec
ond R. McElman (M), White (R).
The pathos of a boy's struggle to
Height 8 ft. 4 ins.
Broad jump—first. Hatch <M>; conquer fear and thus overcome a
second R. McElman (Mi; third, physical handicap provides the
Thomas (R). Distance 18 ft. 6 ins.
Discus—first, H. McElman (M); dramatic appeal of "When a Feller
second, N. Connon iR); third, Stin Needs a Friend,” co-starring Jackit
son (M). Distance, 85 ft. 10 in.
Cooper and Charles “Chic" Sale
Hammer throw—First, Legard (M); which will head the program next
81 ft. 8 in.; second, H. McElman iM); Monday and Tuesday.
third, Grindel (M). Distance, 81 ft.
The story is laid in a small mid8 in.
western town in which Tom Randall,
Shot Put—first, H. McElman (M). a moderately successful lawyer, his
35 ft. 5 in.; second, Legard <M). Dis wife and their little son, familiarly
tance, 35 ft. 5 in.
known as Llmpy, make their home
Javelin—first, W. Connon, (R); Because of his injured leg, the Ran
second, Legard (M); third, Armata dalls have mollycoddled Limpy from
(R). Distance, 124 ft. 2 in.
babyhood and in so doing, develop
Relay race—won by Rockland, a terrific feeling of inferiority in the

THE EASTLAND
Room for two persons at the price of one person
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

REGULAR ROOM RATES REDUCED

40%
Room With Bath As Low As $6,60 per week
49*60

THIS GREEN <0

(A

GREEN
TRIM AND TRELLIS GREEN
fllPOSJ

XPERTS have made a brand-

E

new discovery in green paints.

It is Du Pont Trim and Trellis

■»

PAINTS
. i , rur x»

VARNISHES
DUCO

Green. Tests indicate that it lasts
50% to 100% longer than any

outside green' you’ve ever used.

Defies weather. Dries quickly.

Brushes smoothly even on chilly
days. For trim, trellises and blinds. ’

ASK US THE NEW LOW PRICE

J. A. JAMESON CO.
_____ ROCKLAND, MAINE

FOR HOUSEHOLD USE * FURNITURE - WOODWORK • FLOORS • AUTOMOBILES

boy. This causes him consistently tc
run away from any form cf conflict.
It is the effort of Uncle Jonas, aged
friend of the family, to help the bov
regain his self-respect which pro-

?.

The old man teaches Limpy to boi
takes him on secret and forbidden
fishing expeditions, lets him drive
his horse-car, encourages him to
defy his tormentors and in the end

vides the basis for the story’s action.^paves the way for his growth.—adv.
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

CLIMBING THE LADDER

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 16—Monthly meeting of the Par
ent-Teacher Association at R. H. 'S.
auditorium.
May 17—Annual meeting of Knox
County U. of M. Alumni Association at
Copper Kettle.
May 18—Membership meeting of Knox
County Fish and Game Association in
Union.
May 19-20 — Thomaston — “Corporal
Eagen” at Watts hall, auspices Episcopal
choir.
May 21—Junior music clubs of Eastern
Maine hold field day at R. H. S. audi
torium.
May 23—W. C. T. U. county conven
tion at Camden Baptist Church.
May 27—Rockport—Dramatic Club pre
sents “Mrs. Wlggs of the Cabbage
Patch.”
May 27—Annual meeting of the Rotary !
Club.
May 28—Poppy Day.
M^.y 30—Memorial Day.
June 3—Rockport schools close.
June 3—Waldoboro High School gradu
ation.
June 10—Rockland schools close.
June 10-13--Bates College commence
ment.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
bodies hold Encampment Week at Rock-

MUSIC IS THE KEYWORD
State Contests In Camden—Rockland Junior Girls Win
First In Glee Club Competition

The State contests for school bands, Here is the list of winners as rendorchestras and glee clubs taking place ered by the judges:
Camden had an .widow, open- !
ing yesterday with the weather man
Senior Boys: Edward Little, 1st;
in his happiest mood and nearly 400 Bangor, 2d.
Junior High Girls: Rockland, 1st;
boys and girls on hand to participate
in the glee club contests. Hundreds Bangor, 2d.
Junior High Boys: Bangor.
[ of spectators thronging the gallery of
Cups, bronze busts of Mozart, music
the Opera House were charmed by the cases and music stands were awarded
eagerness and vivacity of the young-, as prjZes
sters gathered there to sing their ; The decision of the judges in
prettiest. Standish Perry of the high i awarding first prize in senior high
school faculty acted as master of girls’ glee clubs to Lewiston caused
-ceremonies and announced the en- ‘ some surprise, as it seemed to be the
trants who were:
opinion from the floor that Rumford 1
Senior High Girls’ Glee Clubs: would carry off high honors. The J
Rumford Girls' Glee Club, 30 mem- Rumford club showed particularly
•aild.
bers, Mrs. Ada D. Swett, director; full rich tone, clear diction and fine
June 10-13—Colby College 111th com
Friends of Donald E. Merriam, who Bangor Girls’ Glee Club, 62, Miss Hil- shading, its work being presented
mencement.
June 17—Camden High School gradua is a student in the Graduate School of da Donovan; Camden Girls Glee Club with a surety that was most pleasing.
„
. „ .
.,
,
, . 15, Mrs. Ethel Lee Hayden; Lewiston
tion at the Bok amphitheatre.
The Rockland Junior High Girls’
Harvard Un.vers.ty, will be pleased to Girls, Glec c,ub 5Q George w Howe
June 20—Primary election.
Glee Club deserves more than passing
Aug. 2—Annual convention of Three- learn that he has been appointed inSenior High Boys’ Glee Clubs: Ban- mention, for it was not only one of
Quarter Century Club in Skowhegan.
structor in French at Harvard for tlie gor Boys’ Glee Clubr 20, Miss Hilda the smallest groups but was probably
Donovan; Edward Little Boys’ Glee the youngest competing. This club
following year.
WEATHER
Club (Lewiston) 35, E. S. Pitcher.
displayed the best stage deportment
The High School boys who were in
. j Junior High Girls’ Glee Clubs: BanRuth Mayhew Tent will meet[ gor Junior High Girls’ Glee Club, 64, of any club, and sang with excep
charge of the city's destinies yester
tionally fine tone, style and diction.
day had it all their own way in Monday evening, with supper at 6.
Miss Hilda Donovan; Rockland Junior
All of the clubs presented their
weather as well as in directing Rock
High Girls’ Glee Club, 29, Miss Eliza- numbers with care, reflecting the ex
land street traffic. It was fair and
Anderson Camp, Sons of Civil ' deth Hagar.
warm, wind south and 62 at noon. War Veterans, has an important! Junior High Boys’Glee Clubs: Ban- cellent leadership over them. A
wealth of talent was displayed in the
This morning is another of these meeting Saturday night at 7.30.
j gOr junior High Boys’ Glee Club, 24, groups, good tone and clear diction
fine sunny days that help along the
Miss Donovan.
seeming evident in nearly all cases.
gardens, 55 at 8 o'clock this morning,
Charles M. Lawry hands us the
Mixed Glee Clubs: Dexter Mixed
Today's activities include: Parade
wind southwest and fair is the pre first strawberry blossom of the sea Glee Club, 48, Mrs Mary C. Smart.
from Elm street school, at noon, and
diction for tomorrow.
son. Picked in Lindsey grove.
The clubs for the most part sang brief concert by massed bands on the
two selections, an assigned number Village Green, directed by Alton L.
Special matinee for children at
Mlrs. W. E. Morgan, in Bangor and one chosen by the director.
of Bangor. Orchestra con
Strand Theatre next Tuesday after Thursday to attend the May meeting j Among the assigned selections were Robinson
test beginning at 2 p. m. Meeting of
noon at 4 o'clock.
of Universalist ladies’ societies, was Night Wind, by Clokey; Marianina; State committee, directors, etc., at 5
Orpheus and His Lute, by Wood; and
Commencing next Monday the dinner guest of Miss Edna P. Wood among the chosen numbers appeared p. m. Banquet at Green Gables at 6
p. m. for delegates, leaders, etc. Con
Western Union telegraph office will in Brewer.
By the Waters of Minnetonka, by cert at 8 p. m. in Opera House, the
be open until 9.30 p. m. daylight time.
Lieurance;
Oh
Susanna;
To
a
Wild
program drawn from visiting orches
Thirteen horses are being trained
Rose, by MacDowell; and Will o’ the tras and bands, featuring a group by
Rockland folks are making their at Knox Trotting Park. Holding the Wisp.
the Bangor High School Band.
annual pilgrimage to Warren where reins are such well known drivers as
The judges were Roland W. P.
The high light of the program will
the alewives are having their annual Henry Jordan, Fred Carini, Harold Green of Providence, assistant to
be a trumpet solo by Walter Smith,
Burgess, M. Frank Donohue and
track meet.
State Superintendent Butterfield of director of the famous Jenney Band,
Henry Carleton.
Rhode Island. Mrs. Faith G. Berry of and acclaimed as the finest trumpeter
A baseball diamond for the use of
Rockland, and Frank H. Thomas of in the country. All contests are held
the cement employes is being built on I A kicker’s handicap tournament Camden.
Their decisions were based
the New County road not far from > will be held at the Rockland Country j on ensemble, interpretation, tone, . in the Opera House, a limited number
of tickets being at the disposal of
the plant. From the highway it looks i club today, this tournament being
those who may wish to attend. This
like a very good job.
, the first of
also applies to tlie evening concert,
tournaments.
d.io,
;
™ J*** admission prices being placed at> a
A. C. McLoon & Co. have leased the condition to, aueh
'reasonable figure.
store at 507 Main street (Bicknell all regular greens open.
|___________ _ _______________ y
block) for the permanent occupancy
of its oil burner department. The
Dr. F. F. Brown motored to Boston .
quarters will be open today.
I yesterday accompanied by Mrs.
[ Brown. Mrs. Frank Hewett and Mrs. ]
Miss Phyllis Snowman of this city j Margiterite MacAlman who are atgraduated yesterday from Commer- I tending the Second Conference of the Chief Justice Believes It Would Be Sufficient For Knox
cial College, having attained the : Eastern zone of the American Fedhighest honor in typewriting, writing 1 eration of Organizations for the
County Under the Existing Conditions
75 words a minute. William Pullen Hard of Hearing at the Bancroft
of Camden also graduated yester- Hotel, Worcester. May 13-14.
day.
Attorneys in attendance upon Su- I Chief Justice Pattangall's opinion
Dick Reed has resigned his position perior Court yesterday learned of (night suffice for Knox, Somerset and
Isn't there any way of stopping with Sea View Garage and goes the proposal to decrease the number < W~^0,’ _ ._
, a, .
dogs from running across and dig Monday to Bar Harbor where he will ,
, ,
,
.,
. .
... I Clerk Griffin was asked to bring
of
court
terms
from
three
to
two,
“
in
:
the
matter
t0
the
attention
of
th
“
ging up my garden? asks a despair become advertising manager for the
ing Southend man. Yes, there are Bar Harbor Times, and assistant to the interest of reasonable economy ' county commissioners and Knox Bar
two ways—lock up the dogs in plant the editor. With his work he will from the standpoint of the State I Association. The attorneys to whom
ing time, or call out the National combine press correspondence for and county," as indicated by Chief j the letter was read yesterday were
Guard.
metropolitan dailies, at which he had Justice William R. Pattangall in a j favorably disposed to the proposiletter to Clerk of Courts Milton M. [ tion under the existing conditions.
Grades Five and Three of the Ty much experience and excellent suc Griffin.
That the county commissioners
cess
while
in
newspaper
work
here.
ler school have tubs set in the school
The chief justice expressed the will be is a natural supposition as it
yard, the latter with yellow pansies
opinion that Knox County can get
Rehearsals are now in progress for along nicely with one term in March would involve a material reduction
all in bloom and the former planted
in the county’s expenses.
with nasturtium seeds. Mr. Flanders ; the operetta "Cinderella, with words and one in September or October.
A similar suggestion has been
made the tubs and painted them and music by Mrs. Lucia Burpee
.............
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties made from time to time in recent
green. They set on standards and are ! Miles, which the Universalist Sun-! each have two terms and this in years.
attractive.
_
day school members are staging
_____
under direction of Mrs. Ralph C —
■ —■
One of Rockland High School's fin- 1 Wentworth. This will be given the I a black bordered program was laid
House-party Hostess—“Very bad
est athletes is Liberate Paladino, son evening of May 26 at the High On the newspaper desk this morning form, I call it, to ring me up during
of the well known barber. Each morn- School auditorium, also a children’s by Charles A. Emery, the “Order of church hours.”
ing before breakfast the student runs matinee at 4.30 May 25.
' arrangements for the funeral oi
Guest—“Probably she knows you
Major General Hiram G. Berry." It don’t go to church."
to Knox Trotting Park, then thrice
Hostess—"Very likely; but she
around the half mile track, and back! At the meeting of Miriam Rebekah bears the date' May 14, 1863, of which
home. A bite to eat, away to school, ‘ Lodge Tuesday the last circle sup- this present day is the 69th anniver might have had the decency to as
sume that I do.”—Boston Transcript.
and he is fit for the day’s work.
per of the season will be served at 6, sary.
with Mrs. Annie Aylward as chair
A Texan who did not wish his name man. There will be a brief business
She—“Would you put yourself out
Dr. Dana S. Newman, dental sur
used, but who travels extensively session, after which, at approximate geon, is to locate in this city June 1st, for me?”
He—“Certainly.”
through the United States told a ly 8.15, a public entertainment will and will have the office in Singhi
She—“Then close the door as you
Rockland group yesterday that if the be given under the direction of Miss block latelv vacated by Dr John E
national election had been held last. Hazel Marshall. The program will, Tibbetts. Dr. Newman is a son of pass out.”—Florida Times-Union.
November President Hoover would [ include a one-act play, a vaudeville . the late Herbert Newman, a former
---------------------- S
have been swamped. “Today," said act, musical selections by the Harvie I Warren druggist, and for the past 10
he, “I find an unbelievable change of Family, readings and solo dances , years has been associated with Dr.
sentiment, and with conditions as i a small admission will be charged,
Hutchinson in Augusta.
He has
they are in the Democratic party I
-------leased the Flora Kirkpatrick house
do not believe it possible to stop his
A report is in circulation that on Grove street.
re-election.
friction has been aroused because
the American Legion is to have
A banquet for the members of the i
charge of the Memorial Day exer
County Fish & Game Association will cises in this city, instead of the Sons Girl Scout council was held Thurs- I
be held next Wednesday in Union, of Union Veterans. The Courier- day evening at the Universalist
dinner being served at 6.30, daylight, Gazette is informed that Winslow- Church. The supper was put on by
by the Ladies’ Aid Society of Union. Holbrook accepted this task only four of the older girls of Blue Bon
G. A. Harrison of the Canadian Na after receiving a written request net Troop, assisted by Capt. Bev
tional Railways will be the speaker, from Col. F. S. Philbrick, adjutant erage and Lieut. Irene Lunden. The
and will present movie reels of hunt of Edwin Libby Post, G.A.R. and supper was a practical demonstration
ing and fishing subjects.
Make another from John W. Burns, com of what the girls have learned in
For Good Reconditioned Used
reservations not later than May 17. mander of Anderson Camp, Sons of scouting. Mrs. Ellingwood and Mrs. Cars stop at the PONTIAC SALES
No guests except candidates for ad Union Veterans. Under such cir Beverage were presented with bookROOMS, 712 MAIN STREET.
mission to membership.
cumstances Winslow-Holbrook Post ends by the Scouts in appreciation of
Every used car in our stock has
the
splendid
work
done
by
them.
The
can scarcely be accused of “butting
been completely checked and re
The annual “Children’s Party" in." In any event a sacred anniver new officers are: Commissioner, Mrs.
conditioned where necessary, and
given by Edwin Libby Relief Corps sary like this should not be made the Ruth Ellingwood; deputy commis
for you there is countless thou
sioner, Miss Lucy Rhodes; secretary.
Thursday afternoon had 40 kiddies basis of ill temper.
sands of miles of unused transpor
Mrs. Harriet Sherman; treasurer,
in attendance who unanimously
tation at the lowest prices ever
voted it the best time ever. An im
Mrs.
Gertrude
Wooster,
Mrs. Minnie Rogers of Amesbury
known.
promptu program afforded har street was hostess to the Woman's
monica solos by Oliver Hamlin Foreign Missionary Society Thurs
The ‘meeting of the Speech Read
1929 MODEL A FORD TUDOR.
trumpet solos by Marian Harvie with day afternoon with Mrs. Ruth
her sister Dorothy, at the piano, and Ellingwood as leader, for the de ers Club Wednesday afternoon was
1929 MODEL A FORD CONVERT
piano solos, songs and recitations by votional exercises and formal pro devoted to reports of the lip-reading j
IBLE COUPE.
other children. A peanut hunt fur gram. Using “With God Among the tournament in Portland, in which
nished merriment, and other games
1930
MODEL A FORD SPORT
and stunts were enjoyed. Cake, Nations” as the topic of the de Mrs. F. F. Brown, Mrs. Franlj, Hew- I
ROADSTER.
votions,
Mrs.
Ellingwood
led
up
to
ett
and
Mrs.
Marguerite
MacAlman
cookies, ice cream and punch were
the program subject—“World Fel participated. Although the Rock
1930 MODEL A FORD TUDOR.
served.
lowship." Two excellent articles on land club did not bring back the
1931
MODEL A FORD TUDOR.
Rockland is to have an important this subject were contributed—“The cup, the experience gained by the[
Building
of
Empires,
”
by
Mrs.
Lena
activity provided encouraging stimu- ’ 1930 CHEVROLET COACH.
musical event Saturday, May 21, when
the Eastern Maine district field meet deRochemont, and “Women and In lus. Plans were discussed for the I 1931 CHEVROLET SEDAN.
ternational
Fellowship,
”
by
Mrs
Secopd Conference of the Eastern ■
ing of junior clubs of the State Fed
eration of Music Clubs takes place Edith Tweedie. Mrs. Ella Lurvey Zone of the American Federation of| 1930 PLYMOUTH SEDAN.
conducted
the
mystery
box
questions,
Organizations for the Hard of
here. This district embraces about
1929 ESSEX SPORT COUPE.
20 of these organizations. The tenta and to close the program Mrs. Elling Hearing in Worcester May 13-14, to
1930 PONTIAC CUSTOM SEDAN.
tive program includes a meeting at wood read the poem “Teach Me to be attended by Mrs. Brown, Mrs.
Hewett and Mrs. MacAlman. Missj 1930 PONTIAC STANDARD
the high school auditorium beginning Love.”
Langdon Bellows of Worcester, pro
at 10.15 a. m.; a noonday banquet at
COUPE.
Burleigh Martin of Augusta, who gram chairman, has asked Mrs.
The Thorndike grill for the children,
is
conceded
to
be
one
of
thc
leading
Brown
to
tell
about
the
teacherless
1930
PONTIAC SPORT COUPE.
at 50 cents a plate; and a concert pro
for
the Republican classes which the local club conducts,
gram in the afternoon. All these ac candidates
1931 PONTIAC SPORT COUPE.
tivities will be open to the public free, gubernatorial nomination, was a and her story will be presented.
1931 OAKLAND COACH.
and it is hoped that parents and other visitor in the city yesterday, accom under the feature head: “Adven
adults who have the musical training panied by Frank J. Ham, collector of turing Among the Leagues.” Twelve
These are only a few of the good
of children at heart will make an ef internal revenue, and at one time other leagues out of the 34 in the
cars we have ready for you. Call
fort to attend and see the brilliant warden of the State Prison. Collec Eastern Zone will be represented in
at our sales rooms and inspect
display of musical talent lined up for tor Ham was introducing Mr. Mar this feature, each having something
these and many others.
the future. Reservations for the ban tin as “the next Governor of Maine,” different to offer. Mrs. Brown wili
quet should be made with Mrs. R. C. a suggestion which is very pleasing also assist in ushering in the Satur
Wentworth, Broadway, not later than to the Augusta man's friends in view day afternoon session. The formal
of Mr. Ham’s astuteness in making program of the conference embraces
Thursday, May 19.
political prophecies. Mr. Martin many noted speakers, round table
upon leaving Rockland wore the sat discussions, and delightful social |
isfied smile of a man who has been events.
cordially greeted, and who was fac
Don’t take chances without automo
ing the prospect of a day’s fishing
in the northern part of the State. bile insurance. Insure your automo
ROLLINS & STRONG
712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
TEL. 824-M
TEL. 1009-W Incidentally it will be his first day bile today with Roberts & Veazie,
of
real
recreation
since
he
began
Inc.,
M.
F.
Lovejoy,
manager,
Masonic
|
TEL. 1000
ROCKLAND, ME.

TWO TERMS OF COURT

NEW

LOW

PRICES

ELECTRICIANS

C. W. HOPKINS

his primary canvass.

Temple, Rockland.
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Page Three
LET WALDOBORO DECIDE

IN THE
CHURCHES

City Council Adopts Resolution Re
garding Highway Route

At a special meeting of the City
Council last evening this resolution
had passage:
“Whereas, a controversy has arisen
as to the location of the Atlantic
Highway, so-called, in so far as it
relates to Waldoboro village.
“Resolved, that this city council
feels that this is a matter that
should be left wholly for the State
Highway Commission and the Town
of Waldoboro to settle between
themselves, without outside interfer
ence."
The resolution arose out of a situa
tion created by a vote of the directors
of tlie Chamber of Commerce, ex
pressing approval of that proposed
location of the to-be-reconstructed
highway between Wiscasset and th
SERMONETTE
coast which would route it north of
Waldoboro. This action raised a
Simon Peter’!' Confession of Faith
storm of protest in that town, which
In the ministry of Jesus and the City Council felt entitled to
nearly at its close the Master recognition.
made certain statements concern
Winslow-Holbrook Post, American
ing his mission and his divinity. Legion at a meeting Thursday eve
These statements he knew would ning passed a vote of similar characlead him to the cross, and more | ter.
immediately he knew that many
The hearing upon the matter of
would forsake him. We read. location of the road takes place be
“From that time many 'of his fore the Governor and Council May
disciples went back, and walked [25. Tlie controversial points connect
no more with him;” and from ed with the matter have already been
then on “he walked in Galilee; [ printed in these columns.
not Jewry, because the Jews
sought to kill him.”
TIIE FLOWING BOWL
Noting the desertion of the
many, he shot a keen and unex Which Continued To Flow In Most
pected question to the twelve
Mysterious Fasliion
“Will ye also go away?” Then
Simon Peter answered, “Lord, to
A correspondent writes:
whom shall we go? thou hast
Last Friday, when the fifth grade
the words of eternal life; and Tyler School had their Mothers’
we believe and are sure that Day party, Walter Flanders made
thou art the Christ, the Son of the punch. Naturally any hostess
the living God.”
is concerned about the refreshments.
Any man, anywhere, who so The teacher anxiously watched the
believes is a Christian. He is en “punch-kettle”—but after 90 guests
titled to baptism and membership had been served the kettle was still
in the church body, Catholic or full to the brim. Again the 90 were
served and still the kettle is brim
Protestant.
Tlie question is asked whether full. The teacher listens, hears the
Mahatma Gandhi is a Christian. janitor say: “Boys, when you come
He thus states his belief: “In my back, bring me a pitcher of water,
religion there is room for Krish won't you?”
na. Buddha. Christ and Moham
To the teacher he said, “Don’t
med;” he cannot set Christ on a I worry, the punch will last as long as
solitary throne because he "be the faucet holds out.”
lieves God has been incarnate
The punch slowly turned from a
again and again." No man who beautiful red to a deep pink; it was
so believes can be called a Chris very cold and nobody, so far as
tian. He is hpwever a man who known, suffered from an overdose of
believes in prayer, he practices water, due to extra full stomachs.
prayer and life to him is more
than meat and the body than rai
WITH THE BOWLERS
ment. Like John the Baptist he
has reduced life to its simplest
The Rockland locals won the Knox
terms. His status in religion is County bowling championship last
a matter between himself and [ night by defeating the Camden locals
God.
W. A. H.
2445 to 2407 on the home alleys. The
detailed report will appear in Tues
St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal) Rev. day's issue. The first game was won
a single pin.
E. O. Kenyon, rector: Services for to by Rockland on
• » ♦ »
morrow will be appropriate for Pente
A.&P. won four points to Gulf Re
cost. Holy Communion at 7.30;
church school 9 30; choral eucharist fining’s one at the Recreation alleys
1339 to 1336.
and sermon at 10.30; vespers at 7.30 last night. Score
• • • •
p. m.
• • • •
The Kickapoo’s long absence from
port militated against the training
At the Congregational Church to ; of the ship’s bowlers, and they
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will failed tc score a point against the
preach on the subject. “The One Texacos. Mayo had high total by
Thing We Are All Thinking About.” 15 pins and high string (125). The
The Sunday School will convene at summary:
neon. The Comrades Of the Way will
Texacos—Fogg, 300; J. McLoon,
givfe the admission step to the newly 251; A. McLoon, 311; Gay, 303; Mayo,
organized Camden Chapter. Work 326; total, 1491.
will begin at 6 30 with lunch follow
Kickapoo—Rogall, 293; Dickenson,
ing.
[289; Folan, 283; Drinkwater, 279;
* ♦ • •
Shute, 263; total, 1407.
At First Church of Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
FROM HEADQUARTERS
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the lesson sermon
Capt. Richard Saville command
tomorrow will be "Mortals and Im ing Battery E, 240th Coast Artillery,
mortals.” Sunday School is at 11.45. Rockland, is in receipt of the fol
Wednesday evening testimony meet lowing communication from head
ing is at 7.30. The reading room is quarters at the State Armory in Port
located at 400 Main street, and is land:
open week days from 2 until 5 p. m.
“From reports received by the un
• ♦ • •
dersigned, you are hereby commend
Rev. George H. Welch will have as ed for the initiative shown in tlie re
the subject of his sermon at the cent move of your armory to new
morning service at 10.45 “The Battle quarters and for the splendid way
of Doubt." The quartet will sing your quarters are arranged. My
these anthems: “How Long Wilt thanks are extended the officers and
Thou Forget Me, O Lord” by Oley men of your Battery, and to the
Speaks, and “Jesus, Shepherd of the Mayor and City Council of Rockland
Sheep” by Briggs. Mrs. Katherine for the able backing given you. A
Veazie, soprano, will be welcomed copy of this commendation will be at
back after an absence of several Sun tached to your next efficiency report.”
days due to illness. Church school
ANGELS IN WHITE
and Knickerbocker Class at noon.
* * V »

Pratt Memorial M. E. Church, Rev
H. H. Marr, pastor. Morning wor
ship at 10.30 a. m.; sermon by pastor,
Subject, “A Breakfast on the Shore
With Jesus." Anthems by the choir,
I Will Praise Thee O Lord, (Peace)
and Be Thou O God (Van Laer)
Church school at 12 with teachers
and classes for all; Epworth League
devotional service at 6 p. m.; eve
ning worship, 7.15 p. m., short ser
mon by pastor, subject, “The Heal
ing Serpent.” Music by chorus choir,
led by Parker Worrey. Midweek
prayer and Bible study service. Tues
day evening at 7.15. There will be a
short business meeting of the Ladies'
Aid at close of this service.

A Sonnet to Knox County Hospital
Nurses
Angels in white earth-sent from heaven's
blue.
To serve the slCk. where human Ills
abound:
Ubiquitous! They fly, they hover round
With eagerness their selfless deeds to do,
Throughout the day and all the long
night through.
A liner service nowhere can be found:
For lesser acts have kings their heroes
crowned.
Nor praise, nor wealth can overwelgh
their due.

With smiles and radiant personality.
Impart they to us courage, hope and
cheer;
As did of old the Man of Qalllee;
From hearts oppressed they banish
doubt and fear.
Salute we these who aid us In distress.
• • » •
Fair minlstrants of health and happi
The installation of Troop 8, Boy
ness.
Renry Felton Huse.
Scouts of America, as a church troop,
North
Haven.
by A. Kenneth McCartney, Scout

executive of the Rockland district
will take the place of the regular
morning service at Littlefield Me
morial Church. The choir will sing
the anthem, “Sing Unto the Lord.’
Junior church for the children at
the usual hour. Sunday school at
11.45, with classes for all ages. The
young people hold their meeting at
6.15, continuing the study of
Matthew. The evening service at
7.15 opens with a song service ac
companied by the orchestra. The
pastor’s subject will be, “A question
for the times, what shall it profit
me?” Prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7.30.
• • • •
The subject at the First Baptist
Church on Sunday morning will be
“Tarry . . . Until.” The choir will
sing, “Jubilate Deo," by Corbin, and
“Spirit of God,” by Bixby. The
church school will meet at noon.
The Endeavorers will meet at 6.30.
"Perseverance,” is the subject, and
“Gin” Eagan is the leader. The
People's Evening Service at 7.30.
“Everybody's big sing.” The choir
will sing, “The Heavens Proclaim
Him,” by Beethoven. There will be
a duet by Mrs. Marjory Glidden and
Osmond Palmer. The subject of Mr.
MacDonald's sermon will be “Three

Get your appointment with the

HOOVER EXPERTS
Hoover Silver Jubilee
SPECIAL OFFER
ONLY

DOWN
Bulance in greatly
reducMl monthly
paymeutH, for u
Silver Jubilee
Ihiovrr and
I lusting Tools
ur lluaustte

The cleaning experts from
the Hoover factory will be
in town for only a short
time. If you want them to
call and show you the new
Silver Jubilee Hoovers,
amazing in efficiency and
easier than ever to< buy,
telephone at once for an
appointment. Be sure to
ask them about our spe
cial offer, in effect only
while they ure here.
*

*

*

Hoover owners — do you
want your Hoover in
spected and adjusted,
without charge, by these
skilled factory men? Then
leave your name with ns.

Central Maine Power Co.
Phone 529 or 530
Stanley of Old Town—tough and
clever kids.
Clarence Widdecombe of Rockland
Foreign War Vets To Stage vs. Tarzan Jack Carter of Bangor.
Seats are on sale at Allen's lunch
a Big Exhibition At Empire room, Torrey’s pool room and Maine
Music Store.
Theatre May 26

THE MITT BOYS

The Veterans of Foreign Wars, rep
resented by the new Huntley-Hill
Post, are going to try their hand at
entertaining the public Thursday
night May 26, and Empire Theatre
will be the scene of five star bouts,
two of which are scheduled for six
rounds. Oliver Hamlin is the match
maker, and he’s a good picker.
The main bout will bring together
Ronald Sukeforth or Rockland, whose
victory over Jules Zachow put him
under the spotlight, and William
(Tuffy) Taylor of Bangor, a former
Rockland boy who has been going
good In Boston the past winter.
’’Sukey's" hand has healed in fine
style, and the lad will be there with
the punch.
The semi-final bout sees Al. Wil
son, Rockland favorite facing Eddie
Monohan of Bangor who has numer
ous victories to his credit.
The preliminaries will find these
couples matched.
Young Hooper of Tenant's Harbor
vs. Battling Dow of Rockland. Dow
took an awful punch the other night,
but liked it well enough so that he
Is coming back.
Tommy Regan of Bangor vs. Joe

LONG COVE
St. Georges Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor: Services
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Pentecost. Church school at 2.30;
evensong and sermon at 3.30, standard
time. Everyone is welcome at St.
George's Church.

MARTINSVILLE
The Riuge Church, Milton R. Kerr,
pastor, will acknowledge the new
law and hold its services on daylight
time.

DENTAL NOTICE
During the summer months I will
be located at 153 LIMEROCK ST.,
one minutes' ride from the Postoffice, where I have filled up a
modern Dentist Office. Work done
by appointment only, and at re
duced prices for the present.

DR. J. H. DAMON
DENTIST
• Rockland

Tel. 1160-J

58-59Ttf

LEARN TO PLAY THE GUITAR
Hawaiian Guitar, Spanish Guitar, Tenor Banjo,
Ukelele *
Taught by Hawaiian Studio Players
For Full Information Inquire At

MAINE MUSIC STORE
58*lt

4500 ROLLS OF
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AH New Patterns

Exclusive in Coloring and Designs

;.-i

B

Every One Fast Colors
Prices From 121 -2c to 50c Per Roll

J

a

BORN

6|

PAUL—At Llmlngton. May J. to Mr and
Mrs. Brainerd Paul a son. William Lee.
DANIELS—At Rockland. May 11. to Mr
and Mrs. Lloyd E. Daniels, a son. Lloyd
Keith.

E. O’B. GONIA

DIED
HILLS—At Fall River. Mass. May 10,
Adela Snow (Fuller), widow of Cyrus
C. Hills, formerly of Rockland, aged
89 years, 9 months, 29 days. Burial ln
Achorn cemetery.
SLINEY—Brookline. Mass.. May 10. Mrs
Helen J. (Howard) Sllney of Belmont.
Mass., a native of Thomaston, aged 28
vears. 3 months. 9 days. Interment in
Thomaston.
ALLEN—At Camden. May 14. Mary
(Oooglns). wife of George E. Allen,
aged 77 years.

Ways of Facing Facts.” The happy
prayer and praise meeting on Tues
day evening at 7.30. The “Rainbow
Hour” will be broadcast from our
church over WLBZ Wednesday eve
ning from 6 to 6.30.
1855

L

1932
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PANSIES
20,000 of them.

Six to a Basket,
Twelve to a Basket,

------------------------------------------------- BB-V

Fine Plants.

30c
50c

ALSO AT WHOLESALE

: : AT : :

THE SILSBY GREENHOUSES
253 CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND
AND

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
High iand*
Artistic Memorials in Stone

PANSIES

From Choice Seed.
In Bloom

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

56-60

Every-Ot’ncr-Day
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’|ipraMy~to get In eonnecTlun with
Raker. Even shot signals for him
to wait Rut he scorned our offer.
CHAPTER I—Six bandits coma
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun,
•‘When I got hack here." Haskell
while she ls tied to the bank of the i went on, ‘‘I planned to go up the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
Alooska and take him supplies. I
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry in
wanted to put everything I had at
this Great Waterways country, a
his disposal, lie's the best manthousand miles north of Edmouiun.
hunter in the country, and I felt
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
years with the Canadian Mounted,
he would get those criminals if
draws his gun In the face of the
anybody could. • I didn't give a
covering rifles and (Ires upon the
d—n—if you’ll pardon me, sir—
ruffians. He Is shot y through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
about him being so hostile to me
get away with gold dust and choice
personalty. All I cared about was
peltry.
to help him run down those ban
dits. If they escape, it will be a
CHAPTER
H—Corporal
BUI
Hardsock brings the news of the
blot on the splendid record here
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
at Endurance. Rut. ns I explained,
the Mounted Police oost et Fort
l’edneault told me a lie about some
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his incompetent
trouble at an Indian camp, and ran
superior. Inspector Haskell, Alan
off with the launch.”
starts out after the bandits in the
As he watched his superior’s re
big police launch with the corporal
and four constables.
action, Haskell smiled to himself.
His generous praise of an enemy
CHAPTER III—Reaching
tbe
was having its calculated effect.
Midnight Sun, they stop long
enough for Alan to board her and
He was doubly damning Raker by
consult witnesses of the crime Alan
praising him. He was gaining Wil
asks the skipper to put Jimmy
liamson's sympathy, his approba
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yeartion. He had beaten down the old
old daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her In the care of Alan’s
officer's former prejudice against
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
him, and had Instilled a subtle hos
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan ls alone,
tility against Baker and the two
awaiting the return of Dave, her
deserters.
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
ls thrilled when tbe police launch
For moments afterwards Wil
ties up there for the night, as she
liamson made no comment. Sur
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
prised anil alarmed at discovering
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him; then she was stunned by the
this bad blood here at an Impor
news of his engagement to Eliza
tant post, the old officer gazed si
beth. She is happy now to perceive
lently down upon the purpling
from his halting talk that the
planned marriage ls not definitely
river.
certain.
His gray eyes, which through
forty years-of self-sacrificing serv
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Younge,
one of Alan’s men, discovers in
ice. had looked upon human weak
MacMillan’s fur shed a bale of pelts
ness and hardships and heroisms,
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
were filled with a profound sor
evidence incriminates Dave so
row, What cut him to the quick
strongly that Alan ls compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
was this blow at his faith in Alan

THE STORY

father. Alan leads his expedition
up the Big Alooska- Compelled by
HaskeH’s^'oolish orders to divide
the party, Alan falls to capture the
bandits. The police expedition re
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
badly wounded.

CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who Is
Alan's active enemy and Is trying to
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
failure and orders his demotion to
the ranks. He flatly denies that he
ordered Alan to split the police
party. He refuses to let Alan leid a
second expedition against the ban
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
after the bandits and clear Joyce's
father from the charge resulting
from the obviously planted* evid
ence, Alan buys cut of the Mounted.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
condition that he signs a paper to
the effect that Haskell did not give
the order to split the expedition.
CHAPTER VI—After Banking ar
rangements with Hardsoek and old
Dad Pence to look after Joyce’s
safety while she ts alone at the
MacMillan post Cher father being
Jailed at Fort Endurance), Alan
starts out of the country in a mo
tor canoe. As the days pass and
she does not hear from him, Joyce
la heartsick for Alan.
CHAPTER VII—Gn his Journey,
Alan runs across "Buzzard” Featlierof, famous aviator of the World
wfir, and now "on his own.” with a
dilapidated machine.
A (Unity of
spirit draws them together, and
Alan enlists "Buzzard” tn the en
terprise. Lacking sufficient funds
to procure equipment, they loot
government stores, starting their
pursuit of the bandits, themselves
criminals In the eyes of the law

CHAPTER VIII.—•Slob-Ire" Jen
sen. leader of the handits, plans to
capture Joyce MacMillan ard es
cape/o Manitoba. At Fort Endur
ance- Haskell catches on that Bill
Hardsock is caching gasoline and
oil for Alan at En Traverse lake,
and plans with Constable Whinple
to capture Alan when his plane
alights there.
CHAPTER IX.—Haskell’s .elabo
rate plan io entrap Alan failV Picklng^up Hardsock at En Traverse,
the plane, with its three occupants,
continues to the MacMillan post.
CHAPTER X.—Alan is thrilled to
see Joyce again, but she is coo] to
ward him. Continuing the flight,
Alan locates the bandit tent on an
island. He leaves Bill in charge of
the one bandit found there, and he
and Buzzard fly hark to the Aloos
ka to try to head off the other
bandits. Hut they have made,their
raid, killing old Dad Penoe^ her
sole defender, ar.d with Joyce their
prisoner are on their way back to
the rendezvous.

CHAPTER XI. CONTINUED

rraskell was elated, he was se
cretly exultant, at his success so
far in “working” his superior offi
cer. Williamson was openly pleased
with the inspection.
Rarrackq,
cabins, dog teams, canoes, guns-everything was In capital shape.
This auspicious beginning was all
well enough, Haskell felt, hut his
trouble with Raker was the all-cru
cial thing. It was going to make
or break him. Tlie whole outcome
depended on Williamson; depended
on whether the division command
er would believe his story or Rak
er’s. As yet he did not know what
Williamson thought. The super
intendent hiid heard a few of the
hare facts on his way down the
Mackenzie, hut he had left head
quarters before Raker's buying-out
papers had reached there for his
signature.
Haskell decided that the old of
ficer had been favorably prepared
for the story now; and he ted into
It gradually, shrewdly. Starting
with the Midnight Sun robbery, he
gave a detailed account of this
last month, down to the hour when
l’edneault stole the launch and
Joined Raker’s venture.

“What hurt me the worst, sir,"
he added, with a consummate show
of real sorrow, “is the refusal of
these men to co-operate with me
or let me help them. Maybe I’m
at fault: I don’t know. Hut by way
of example, sir, if Corporal Hardaock had told me about needing gas
and oil, he could have had every
drop at the post. Rut he wouldn’t
tell me; he st— I mean, he took
It. An Indian brought me word
about him waiting at En Traverse
lake for Raker. I figured Raker
might need extra supplies or help,
ap with Whipple I went down
[there right fiwajr. We tried des-

What Cut Him to the Quick Was
This Blow at His Faith in Alan
Baker.

Raker. He had always liked Alan,
had trusted him as he trusted few
men; and had fought for his pro
motion. lie, who had given forty
years of his life to tlie service at
a miserable salary; who with his
brother officers of the old guard
had unselfishly watched other men
of their generation carve oat for
tunes in timber, ranches, land and
mini's in tlie developing West--he
had thought of Raker as of one to
carry on that tradition and spirit
of loyalty to the Force.
Now, according to Inspector Has
kell's account. Raker had quit liecause his commission last fall had
not come. At the beck of a higher
salary he had tossed aside loyalty
and his invaluable work here In
Hie North. He had made a miser
able failure of a patrol, had im
bued the other men with insubordi
nation, and then bought out.
Stern and impartial, Williamson
could not help feeling that Haskell,
though a newcomer and not fully
experienced yet, had been fair, and
more than fair, in this trouble with
Raker and these other men. Raker
bad certainly had a fearful moral
lapse from the man he uspd to be.
Without doubt his failure to get
commissioned had set him brood
ing and hail worked a pernicious
harm on a once-superlative man.
As he looked thoughtfully at
Haskell, Williamson considered It
very creditable of him to praise a
man who had done him so much
injury. And he thought it showed
exceptional stuff In the inspector
to remain In service, to slick with
his hard thankless work here in
the North, when he had come Into
a large inheritance and might bex
lending a pleasant life in Ottawa.”
Playing no favorites whatsoever
hut trying to give every man his
Just dues, the old officer felt that
bis former uncharitable opinion of
Haskell had been entirely wrong,
as wrong and misplaced as bis
faith in Alan Baker.
Presently, In slow decisive tones,
be said; "You did right to demote
Raker after that patrol. It was
foolhardy of him to split his de
tail. Constable Younge over there
will pay the price of that mistake
for the rest of liis life. And about
those other men, I think tlie rough
sledding you've had with them is
easily explained. Raker was In
charge before you came; lie was
rather lax on discipline so long as
1he work got done. One of tbe
things .urged against him when he
was up for commission was the
fact that he was too familiar with
his subordinates. When you came
and Insisted on stricter discipline,
I presume they resented it The
faults Is theirs, not yours. I'm
backing you to the limit against
them and against Raker, too, if he
tries to stir up any further trou
ble."

Haskell drew a deep breath. His
story had gone across handsome
ly. In half an hour of skillful talk
he had accomplished more than
Baker could match tn a month of
lnbor and heavy expense and dan
ger.
•
•••••
•
For Alan and Featherof there at
MacMillan's trading post after
their discovery of the catastrophe,
the waiting was the worst of it—
the long hour after hour of grim,
self-enforced delay.
"We’ve got to let them get out
of timber country into tlie open
Thal-Azzah," Alan spoke to Buz
zard, who was looking to his ex
perience and leadership In this
fraught crisis. “There we can be
sure of sighting their canoes.
They’ll have no shelter there, when
we drop down on them. We'll make
ourselves give them a fifteen hour
start on us.”
It was his cold man-hunting wis
dom that spoke; but all his being
clamored to start Instantly, fling
ing himself against those men and
tearing Joyce away from them be
fore twilight fell.
He forced himself to go up to
the trading store and cook a meal,
for they had eaten nothing since
dawn. . . .
He remembered the little auto
matic Joyce always carried; re
membered the hard bulge of It that
time he lifted her down from the
window. Knowing her spirited
pride, her passionate nature, be
had fearfully imagined her choos

ing a proud escape from her hor
ror. . , .
When he and Buzzard had forced
themselves to eat supper and were
putting the things in order again,
as though for Joyce to come back
and find, they heard a far-away
drone miles down the Big Alooska.
A breeze whipped the faint sound
away for several minutes. When
they caught It again, the sound
was clear and unmistakable. They
once had heard that same low
throaty drone approaching across
En Traverse lake to destroy their
plane and stop their venture.
Alan rose up, with an expression
on his face that frightened Buz
zard.
“It’s Haskell. He's coming to
smash us. He didn't quit with that
one attempt. I don't think—even
if he knew that you and I are all
that stands between Joyce and a
horror—1 don’t think he'd hesitate
a second. Buzzard, you stay here.
I’m going down to the landing. I
don't want you to be involved In—
1 suppose it'll be called murder."
He went out through the trading
hall and down to the landing, and
crouched there behind the machine
gun. With his hand on the spade
grip, training the weapon down
river, he waited.
But, as he listened to the launch
tearing wide open up the treacher
ous Alooska, he grew convinced
that Whipple never would or could
drive It at so demoniac a clip.
Frank Pedneault was the man be
hind that wheel.
Uncertain, in a dilemma, he rea
soned: “Haskell might have forced
him to make the trip. But Red
would never throw himself Into it
like that, he'd never risk his life
that way, unless it was something
he felt like putting all his heart
Into.”
Lifting the binoculars, he focused
them on the first bend below. When
the launch came tearing into sight
and thundered on up toward the
post, he saw at a glance that it
carried but one man—a man with
his hat jammed low on his eyes
and a dead pipe In his teeth.
Swinging the launch around In
mid-stream like a toy, Pedneault
gently nosed it In beside the plane.
“Thank Lord, you’re here, Alan.
. . . Was afraid you’d be gone—”
“Ped! What are you doing up
here? You’re on some patrol?”
"Patrol h—1!” Pedneault panted,
breathless and excited. “I caught
onto your idea. Elizabeth told me
about it, too. She's aching for you
to win out. Larry and I talked It
over. I said, ‘By Lord, I'm going,
Larry! I’m going to be In on that
with Alan and Bill!' So I euchred
the launch away from Haskell,
pitched off, and streaked for here.
Brought you some extra gas if you
need any."
Alan was staggered.
“Good Lord! And you've de
serted, too, Ped!"
“But I couldn't miss out on a
trick like this, could I?"
Alan winced. Here was Pedneault
mixed up in his trouble. Like an
pager wolf-hound whom his mas
ter has left behind, Ped had
chewed his collar and come along
on the hunt.
"Where's Bill and Joyce?" Pedneault's face grew long, his eager
excitement sobered down. He de
cided it was better to say nothing
just dow about Dave's suicide.
Alan had enough anxiety preying
on him.
“I’m thankful for that gasoline,"
Alan said. “And for you throwing
in with us, Ped, at the price you'll
pay. But I don't see how you can
help. We can’t carry a third per
son on this trip. I’ll have to have
room to work the machine gun—”
"Then I'll go In the launch.”
"You can't make It. Above the
Alooska forks there’s twenty miles
of low water that you can’t get
through."
“I can make It now. I know what
the launch can do. After all these
heavy rains, draining down that
left fork from the Thal-Azzah . . .
Look there—” he pointed at the
water edge on a pier—“that’s eight
een inches higher than when we
made our first patrol after them.
I can get through; and once I'm In
those deep-water channels of the
Thal-Azzah—”
“All right.” Alan agreed. “You'll
he a mighty big help. If they put
us out of it, you’ll be in position
to carry on with them. Let’s go
up to the post and make our ar
rangements.
You’ll be leaving
ahead of us.”
Meeting Buzzard In the trading
hall, he introduced Pedneault and
explained. They went on back to
the kitchen and worked out their
plana.
Pedneault was to leave at dawn
In the launch. Then the plane
would leave at ten o'clock. Passing
Pedneault just inside the Thal-Az
zah, the plane would fly on ahead.
I locate the bandits and bring them
I to bay. The two craft would thus
close in together for the battle.
There was but one hitch in the
plan. All three men were aware of
it, but no one mentioned it. Those
handits had Joyce with them; they
could an<J would use her for pro

tection. How could they he swept
with a machine gun's deadly spray
when she was will) them? It was something which had to
be left to luck or fate.
Alan gave final Instructions: “If
anything happens to the plane,
don’t try to fight those five men
by yourself. Pedneault. Swing wide
of them, go on east to that big
lake I mapped for you, and join
Bill there. Then the two of you
fight them to a finish.
“One other thing. I don’t want
Buzzard or myself to bo charged
with murder. You're in service.
Pedneault; you’ll not only be on a
legitimate patrol, but you have the
power to deputize us as speciai
constahles. We'd better put that
down in black and white.”
It seemed strange to Pedneault.
who had sworn in half-breeds and
Indian scouts and dog-team drivers
on emergency occasions, to be
swearing in his former officer com
manding In so lowly a capacity. He
wrote out the formal authoriza
tion: James A. Featherof; status,
special constable temporary; ca
parity, aviator. Alan McCleod
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Services at the Methodist Church.
Miss Hazel Day who passed the Rev. R. H. Moyle, pastor, will be on
winter in Portland is visiting hoi daylight time: Public worship at
mother. Mrs. Charles Creamer, foi 10.30, subject, “Love's Supreme Great
ness;” the Odd Fellows will be
a month.
10
il
7
8
2
b
4
3
9
1
5
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger of guests; church school 11.45, all are
PlWladelphia have been in town ana invited; Epworth League service 6.15;
12
13
14
are now guests of Mr. and Mrs praise service and message at 7 p. m.,
'Great Expectations," the theme;
Charles Stenger at Friendship.
lb
15
Miss Mildred Waltz motored here prayer service Friday evening at 7
from Wollaston, Mass., and on her o'clock.
w
Sunday the I.OO.F. will attend
return was accompanied by Mrs
17
W 18
20
19
Crosby K. Waltz and Miss Dorothy church in a body. Charles Wilson oi
w
Warren
will
sing,
Rev.
Mr.
Moyle
Davis who have been at the Waltz
will give an address in keeping with
21
home here.
21
the occasion ,and it is hoped there
The Susannah Wesley Society will be a large congregation to enjoy
held a successful cake sale at E. C. the services.
2b
28 29
23 24
25
27
Teague’s store Friday afternoon.
There was a missionary meeting
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay were in with Mrs. Moyle Thursday and a
W 33
30
31
32
Augusta Friday. Mrs. Gay attend good number of ladies attended
sW
ed a meeting of the Republican Staff Lunch was served and a very pleas
Committee at the Augusta Hojise ant and helpful afternoon passed.
i
38
3b
35
34
and dinner at the Blaine Mansion
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Flint of Rock
where the committee members were land were calling on friends here
40
w
guests of Gov. and Mrs. Wm. Tudor Wednesday.
39
Gardiner.
Mrs. Marcellus Cunningham is
w
Mrs. Maude Beale has returned visiting her daughter in Washington.
i 45
41
42
Mb 47
43
44
S. M. Holway of Portland was in
from Lvnn, Mass., where she passed
town Wednesday looking after the
the winter.
4fe
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Larrabee and income taxes. The way things have
49
Baker; status, special constable
temporary; capacity, scout and ma Mrs. Rose Post of Rockland were re been the past year, we judge his
cent guests of Mrs. Isadore Hoffses duties here were not very arduous.
chine gunner.
50
51
53
52
Mrs. Nina Fuller took Mrs. Ufford
Mrs. Florida Brown of ThomasAt the earliest hint of dawn they
went down to the landing, ln- , ton and Mrs. Goldie Banks of Bel- and her two daughters for a long
spected the launch and lashed , fast held an interesting service at ride Wednesday. They also called on
5b
54
55
friends in St. George, Thomaston
the
Joyce’s light canoe on the stern “
“ Hahn schoolhouse Wednesday
J
half-deck. Pedneault shook hands night. The subject of the message and Rockland.
Friends here are sorry to learn of
with them, slipped Into the wheel was, “Becoming Acquainted With
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
seat, and set out alone, a solitary 1 God,” as found in Job 22:21. They the serious illness of Frank Leighton
11-Sever
41-Jumps
1—Ill-bred fellows
;
will
hold
service
at
the
same
place
at
Pownal.
figure, up the Big Alooska.
19-Royal Highlanders
44- American poet
5-Everything
Late Monday afternoon 20 fellows
Waiting, nervous and jumpy, as Sunday at 7.30 p. m. standard time
(abbr.)
45- Short gaiter
8-Agitate
of
the
junior
and
intermediate
rooms
both had waited for zero hours in | at which everybody will be welcome.
21- Appeared
48- Dormant
12-Verbal
of
the
M.
E.
Church
school
took
a
A special meeting of the Woman's
France, Alan and Buzzard stalked
22- A recessed space
49- Property of a
13- Ocean
about the unutterably lonely post. I Club was called Tuesday afternoon rugged climb to the summit of Rag
23-Gave food to
deceased person
14- Large lake
ged
Mountain
up
over
the
steep
cliffs
At nine o’clock, drawn down to ! by the president, Mrs. W. H. Crowell
24- Curious scraps of
50- Killed
15- Small mammal
the landing, they went over the ' at Stahl’s Tavern. Arrangements and ledges on the west side where
literature
related to the
51- Consume
plane for the third time, and Alan were made for the meeting of the there is no trail. It surely was some
25- Prefix. Upon
53-Greases
monkey (pl.)
mounted the machine gun in the i Lincoln County Union of Women's climb, and at one place it was neces
54- Possessive (abbr.) 27-June-bug
16- Detain
cockpit. When their zero hour ! Clubs which will be held here May sary to use a rope. After gaining the
23-Largest city in the
55- Numbers (abbr.)
17- Title of former
came, he towed the craft out Into 27. Many distinguished guests will top and taking a brief rest and a good
world (abbr.)
56- A mandatory
Russian rulers
midstream, held It there while Buz be present, including Mrs. A. E look over the country for miles away
29-Before
precept (Law)
18- Unit of work and
zard warmed the spluttering mo Chittenden, president of the Maine and estimating the height of the
33-City of Italy
■
energy
tor; and then, sending the eanoe Federation of Women's Clubs. Mrs mountain, psalms were repeated, pray
36- Occur
VERTICAL
20- Tart
,
spinning with n kick, he sprang up Florence Waugh Danforth of Skow ers were offered and hymns sung, and
37- Deposits sleet
21- Pale
into his seat.
hegan, a former president of the then the descent down the mountain
38- Deteriorate
1- A young horse
23-Street venders
Buzzard lifted the plane out of Federation and Mrs. Ruth Elling was in order. For safety it was neces
2- Greek god of war 40- Depart
26-Enigma
the river, climbed to five thousand wood of Rockland, director of the sary to keep close lookout for loose
3- A fine twilled linen 41- A fastening device
30- Half an em
feet, and headed into the northeast. Ninth District of the Federation in rocks and slippery ledges. By the aid
42- Capital of Norway
4- To slight
31- Italian river
which Lincoln County is included.
of William Hilt’s compass the party
43- Uses needle and
32-Company (abbr.)
5- To value for
TO BE CONTINUED
reached the woods road at the foot
thread
taxation
33- Either
45- Pack
of the mountain, from whence they
6-The (Fr.)
34- Pertaining to
EAST WALDOBORO
46- A king in Scandl
started. Several porcupine were seen
7- G reate r
Denmark
CASTINE
navian mythology
8- A bristle (Bot.)
37-Receptacle for
Stanton Hanna was weekend visitor in trees along the side of the way.
47- Examine
9- Tracked
Those taking part in the hike were
sacred relics
Miss Alta Wood of Orland is in of relatives in Round Pond
39-Large bird of prey 10-A clock dial number 52-Army Order (abbr.)
Henry Lenfest, Alger Linscott. Pres
town caring for Mrs. Hatch Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Newbert of
A party was given at the new North Waldoboro were recent guests ton Esancy, William Hilt, Carlton
(Solution to ITevious Puzzle)
bungalow on Terratine street Friday of Mrs Newbert's daughter Mrs. J. O. Payson, Edgar Whitney, Howard
Messer,
Curtis
Payson.
Willard
How

night in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Rob Jameson.
ard, Donald McEdwards, Roger Far
ert Spurling and daughter Nella of
Mr. and Mrs. Leeman. Mr. and Mrs ris, Foster McEdwards, Burnell Far
Haverhill who were visiting Capt.
Albert
Mank
and
son
Albert
of
Round
ris. Warner Howard, Howard Leon
and Mrs. E. T. Spurling. In the com
pany were Mrs. Sewell Perkins, Mrs. Pond were guests Sunday of Mr. and ard, Leon Esancy. Clarence Leonard.
Rev. Richard Moyle, John Howard and
N. W. Coombs. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mrs. Fred N. Mank.
Mrs. Earl Risteen of Thomaston J. C. Moody. It was thought by some
Spurling. Capt. and Mrs. E. T. Spur
ling, Miss Beatrice Spurling. Miss and Mrs. Berry of Rockland recently that when the entire church school
SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
makes this hike it might be better if I
Nella Spurling. Mrs. Orville Veague, called on Mrs. Dudley Munro.
683 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
they
followed
the
trail
up
the
north
!
Miss Eleanor Wescott, Mrs. Pauline
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson of
ROCKLAND
Tilton and Mrs. King. Five hundred Portland visited Mrs. L. L. Mank Fri side of the mountain.
56-tf
was played and a social evening was day of last week.
enjoyed.
ROCKVILLE
Among the dinner guests at Aunt
The Castine High School played aLydia's
______ _______
Tavern _______
Mothers'_____
Day weri
fast game of baseball at Bar Harbor ( Charles Bicknell of Rockland. Charles
Mt. and Mrs. Joseph Jaseph mo
Saturday against Bar Harbor Hteh Brown of Portland, Major and Mrs tored through from their home in
Castine came home defeated, the Ra[ph Brown. Mrs. Robert Bicknell v tchburg, Mass., Tuesday and have
k
• r
score 8-10.
and Mrs. Rose Smith of Rockland; Cfencd their summer home, Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and Mr. and Mrs. George O'Brien. Mr. Acres.
APPLETON RIDGE
Miss Lois were dinner guests Sunday and Mrs. Wendell Chatfield and son
Miss Mabel Oxton is in Rockland
of Mrs. Edna Harquail.
Raymond of North Vassalboro.
caring for Mrs. Albert Hastings for
The W.C.T.U. met Friday after
Both churches observed Mothers'
Miss Una Clark of Augusta visited-a while.
noon with Miss Fannie Gusbcc.
Sunday with special sermoris. tf^v: Mrs. Nellie Reever last week Friday
Mrs. F. J. Hunter of Rockland
T. E. Gushee and son Stephen of
John Mueller took as his subject *ui- and Saturday.
Highlands was guest Thursday of Camden were callers Friday on Mrs.
fluences Radiating From the Home.”
Mr. and Mrs. Millard T. Mank and Mrs. F. L. Hunter.
Elizabeth Newbert.
At the Federated Church Rev Oscar son Kenneth of Farmingdale were
After several weeks spent at Knox
Mrs. Hazle Perry and son Norman
SIMON K. HART
L. Olson christened seven children. guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Hospital George Tolman is enough
spent the weekend in Massachusetts.
MONUMENTS
Gilman and Robert Perkins. Mahlon Mank.
improved to return to his home.
P. D. Perry returning home with
Richardson. Geraldine and Gene Day,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson of
There will be a service at the Rock them Sunday. Mr. Perry has been ' 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland
318tf
Karol and Dana Gray.
South Warren were callers Sunday on ville Baptist Church tomorrow at 3 employed at the Monson State Hos
Early Saturday morning the fire Mrs. N. S. Reever.
o'clock. Mrs. J. C. MacDonald will pital for over three years. He will
alarm sounded for what might have
Mr. and Mrs Edwin A. Flanders ot bo the speaker and there will be spe now remain at home.
DR. PERLEY’ R. DAMON
been a serious fire at Porter Htefcoston were last weekend guests at cial music. The service last Sunday
Appleton Village grammar school ,
ett’s house. The roof ciugirtf«ky
was
especially
effective.
Mrs.
MacI. Mank's and J. L. Flanders'.
DENTIST
and Burkettville grammar played |
sparks from the chimney.
t
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler is visiting her Donald was in charge of the meeting, baseball at Burkettville Friday after
302
Main
St.
Tel. 915-M Rockland ;
The Music Club met at the home daughter Mrs. Addie Lawry in Rock- reading the scripture and offering
noon, score 22 to 6 in favor of the
of Lois Robinson Friday evening Ar.d land.
prayer, and Rev. J. C. MacDonald village school team
139*60
the time devoted to the study, of
Mrs. M. A. Bowers was guest Sun the speaker, weaving his address
Rev. and Mrs. Watson were in , .
Grieg. Original compositions on his day at Charles Bowers' and Miss Rena about, the theme "Mother.’
Mrs. Martinsville Thursday to attend an j life were read by members, and dif Wiley at Mrs. Sarah Sidensparker's.
Lillian Joyce sang two solos.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
annual meeting of the Baptist Asso- [
ferent musical terms discussed.
Mrs. Laura Orff, son Arnold and
STEAMBOAT CO.
ciation.
Piano solos were played by Charles Peter Dubon were guests Sunday ol
NORTH WALDOBORO
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Mabel Pendleton and Mrs. Colburn
Hall, Gilman Perkins, Marguerite Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Creamer at
leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
of Camden were callers Thursday on A Steamer
M . Stonington 6.25. North Haven 7.25.
Faye, Marjorie Hooper and Lois West Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. John Burnheimer and Mrs. W. M. Newbert.
Vinalhaven
8.15. due to arrive at Rock
Robinson: a duet by Marguerite and
The Social Club met last week at Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Teague motored
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Luce and family land about 9.30.
Lucille Fave, and one by Maxine Mrs. Hilda Miller’s, ten members and Sunday to Kent's Hill.
Return
-Leaves
Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
of Oakland were weekend guests of Vinalhaven 2 45. North
Haven 1.30. Ston
Knights and Lois Robinson. Those three children were present. The pro
Mrs. Ora McFarland of Christmas her brother and family.
ington at 4 40; due to arrive at Swan's
present were Mrs. Harry Macomber, gram included piano solo. Mrs. Muriel Cove is passing a few days with her
Island
about
6
00
P
M.
Mrs. Maynard Whittaker of Eangor
B H. STINSON, ueneral Agent.
the teacher. Marguerite and Lucille Lermond; readings, Mrs. Maude Cof parents. Mr. and Mrs Alvin Eugley. and Mrs. Jessie Fuller of Liberty were
140-t.f
Faye. Marjorie Hooper. Charles Hall, fin, Thelma Borneman. Edna McIn
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett ot guests Saturday of Mrs. Esther
Gilman Perkins, Maxine Knights, tire; singing by the club; Mrs. James Warren were visitors in this place Moody.
and Lois Robinson. Mrs. Edna Har Mank. lecturer. Refreshments were Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F Moody and War
quail. grade teacher of the girls and served. Next meeting May 19, will be
Mr. and Mrs. Judson Benner and ren Moody were visitors Sunday at For RHEUMATISM take <
boys, and Mrs. Ralph Norton were with Mrs. Beulah Studley.
Lizzie and Winnie Winslow of War Forrest Jewett's in South Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes and ren were guests Sunday of Mr. and
special guests. Mrs. Robinson served
Mothers' Day was observed at the
daughter
Priscilla
of
Union
were
call

ice cream and cakes.
Mrs. James Storer.
Baptist Church Sunday. A sermon
ers at Charles Bowers' Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Mank went appropriate to the day was delivered
SPKCIAL COMPOUND
Clarence Coffin and L. L. Mank at Wednesday to Saco where Mr. Mank by the pastor and special anthems
‘GROSS NECK
tended district meeting of Odd Fel is to have employment on the State sung by Mrs. Alice Watson, Mrs. Cla You will not regret it. For sale at all
leading drug stores. Let us send you
Miss Evelyn Waltz has returned to lows Saturday evening at Rockland. road.
rissa Perry, Misses Ruth Arrington a booklet. Buxton Medicine Co., Ab
Mrs. Charles Bowers and daughter
Rockville, Conn., after a week’s visit
George Newbert of Warren was a and Chrystal Stanley. Frank Meser bot Village, Me.
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. Alden Phyllis called on Mrs. Edwin Gam business visitor in this place Tuesday. vey and Edward Ames, with Mrs. New
mon
in
Warren,
Sunday.
Waltz.
Merlin Eugley has been in Wiscas bert accompanist at the organ.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Mank are at set serving on the jury during court
Carroll Dinsmore of Nobleboro
Miss Cecelia Whitney who has been
Ellis
D
e
Coster's,
North
Waldoboro.
was in this place last week.
for several days past.
employed in Camden is now at home.
Mrs. John Johaninson of West
Mrs. Della Martin visited Miss Adna
Rev. Elizabeth Greene preached an
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Waldoboro spent Friday with Mrs.
interesting Mothers' Day sermon, the Pitman Saturday.
William Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Conant and son
words of the text being “As one whom
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were
R. J Marshall served on the grand his mother comforteth. so will I com of Pleasantville were guests Sunday |
JAMES KENT, D. O.
Rockland visitors Saturday.
jury in Rockland last week.
fort you." A large audience Was pres at Everett Whitney’s.
TEL. ROCKLAND 1076
Dewey Winchenbach has employ
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Towle
of
Pal'
Mrs. Susie Davis of Rockport it ent both afternoon and evening.
122Stf
ment at Ozro Weeks' in Waldoboro. visiting at the home of R. W. Brad
mer, Mass., are spending a week at
Harry Creamer was a Rockland ford.
their home here.
ISL E AU HAUT
visitor Monday.
Maurice
Bradford
and
son
Clar

Mrs. Harvey Simmons has been ence of Hallowell spent the week
BURKETTVILLE
May Coombs, Isabel McDonald.
spending a few days with Mrs Carrie end at W. A. Bradfords
Etta Robinson and Margaret Rich
Wallace at Broad Cove.
Callers at Linwood Mitchell's Sun
Miss Sadie Davis is confined to the are cleaning the club house and cot
Mrs. John Johaninson visited Mrs.
day were Mr. and Mrs. L. E. BlackSERVICE & REPAIRS
tages at Point Lookout!
house by illness.
AHred Waltz Monday.
Mrs Merle Bunker of Camden ington and daughter Gertrude of j
Walter Townsend of Boothbay wat
Miss Elizabeth Geele was in Rock
ALL makes of sets
at A. A. Orne's Sunday. On his re came here last Saturday and will Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lin
land recently.
coln
and
daughter
Marguerite
of
j
remain
while
Mr.
Bunker
has
em

Mrs. C. L. Eugley spent the week turn he was accompanied by Mr
ployment here.
Washington, and Mr. and Mrs. Wil- |
R. W. TYLER
end with her daughter Mrs. Irvine Townsend and daughter who had
Dr. Noyes of Stonington was ford Robinson and daughter of St.
been visiting there for a few days.
PHONE 58-23
Genthner in Broad Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis, son called here Thursday to attend Mrs. George.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley and
Mrs.
Mary
Mitchell
and
daughter
ElmeLufkin
who
is
quite
ill.
daughter spent Sunday with Mr. and Earl and family of Port Clyde, and
Mrs. Llewellyn Rich was in Rock Marion of* Washington visited rela
Mr. and Mrs. William Richards ol
Mrs. Arthur Stewart in Bremen.
land last weekend visiting her tives in this place Sunday.
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
Rockland
have
recently
been
visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach
daughter Ruth at the home of Mr.
Kenneth Mitchell returned Sunday
and two daughters were in Friend at the home of Emma Davis.
from a visit with his grandmother
& SON, Inc.
Russell Davis of Thomaston was and Mrs Fred Snowman.
ship Sunday.
Mrs. Lucinda Gerrish who has and sister in Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of in this place Monday.
Burkettville grammar school will
Cemetery Memorials
A. V. Grafton with a crew of men spent the winter with her daughter,
Thomaston visited Mr. and Mrs.
has been burning over blueberry Mrs. Samuel Rich, is now at Ston play baseball with Appleton gram
EAST UNION, MAINE
Melvin Genthner Friday.
ington for a visit with her sisters mar school May 13.
4-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley ard land In Warren the past few days.
Hattie
and
Margaret
McGuffie
at
There
will
toe
a
bee
at
Miller
Riley Wallace, 75, after several
children motored to Boothbay Sun
Sand
Beach
Farm.
Cemetery
May
21
at
9
o
’
clock.
All
j
years of illness died Sunday night at
day.
Maurice Barter, Donald Smith. those having lots are asked to be ;
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons and the home of Emma Davis where he Everett Robinson and Noyes Me there.
had
been
a
boarder
for
about
ten
son Woodrow were in Wiscasset years. Mr. Wallace’s former home Donald are working on the road.
Miss Loena Lenfest. Mrs. Lee Len- i
Tuesday.
Gardner Jameson is doing some fest, Mrs. Howard Derry and Mrs. I
at Lawry. Interment was at
Miss Leatha Orcutt of Nobleboro was
gardening
at
the
East
Side.
Jesse Hills were visitors at Mrs. S. B. !
Friendship.
was recently guest of Mrs . Alden
The Sewing Circle meets every Miller’s last Friday.
Waltz.
Wednesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Lillie Standish of West Wal
Elizabeth Rich.
NORTH HAVEN
Since 1840 this firm has faithf””” 1
All Mothers
doboro visited Mrs. Alfred Waltz
Mr. and Mrs. John Crowell of
served the families of Knox County
mow
its
value
for
Friday.
The past week has been ideal for Swampscott. Mass., are making
LADY ATTENDANT
I Colds, Coughs, Cuts,
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach garden work, fanning and road work short stay on Burnt Island.
Scalds,
Burns,
BruitDay
Telephone 450-781-1
Leon Small is building an addition
and two daughters were Rockland
Earl Marden and Mrs. Marden
les, Chilblains.
visitors Saturday.
were Rockland visitors Wednesday to his log cabin.
[MONEY REFUNDED if
BURPEE’S
Mrs. Sarah Hamilton went to ___ . _
Mrs. Charles Morse and daughter
Foy Brown and Henry Duncan
lit (ails, used as directed.
ROCKLAND, ME.
of Waldoboro have been visiting Mr. were in Rockland Thursday, going Stonington Wednesday to visit her Prepared by Norway Medicine CoNorway, Maine.
AU Dealers.
daughter Mrs. Celeste Coombs.
and Mrs. Frank Simmons.
pvqr with Merle Mills.
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GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen arc doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.

Fort Point

Fine weather here this week, and
gardening is well under way. Percv
Kneeland did the plowing Monday
and peas, potatoes, com and carrots
are in the ground. A pleasing ad
dition to the flower garden is a love
ly crimson rambler given by Clar
ence Costello. Mr. Costello and
party of friends are occupying his
cottage on the Point for a week,
Yesterday they enjoyed a fishing trip
to Swan Lake. Mr. Costello, who is
in the nursery business in Connecti
cut, bought the place formerly
known as the Prichard cottace last
year, and will live there with his
family this summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden P. Webster
of Bangor called on the Mitchells
Monday. They expect to open their
summer home at the Point about
June 15.
The roads are passable now, so
Etta Marie Mitchell has been living
at home and going back and forth
to school by auto for the past two
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell enjoyed a
call with Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Libby
at Sandy Point Sunday afternoon.
Henry Hawes was a caller at the
lighthouse recently. Visitors come
by auto, bicycle and on foot now that
the warm pleasant days are heft
again.
A Mav party was given at the
Porter schoolhouse in Searsport Sat
urday evening under direction of the
teacher, Miss Etta Marie Mitchell.
Sch. Gertrude Parsons passed in
Fort Point Friday of last week due
in Bucksport with a load of pulp
wood for the Maine Seaboard Paper
Company.
The Kickapoo went up river Mon
day and down by the light again in
the afternoon.
The Norwegian steamer Ervia
passed in Fort Point Monday and is
discharging salt at High Head.
Sch. Frederick H. of Nova Scotia
went ashore on Spindle Ledge to the
eastward of the lighthouse last Fri
day and was towed to Bangor bv the
tug Walter Ross. The vessel was not
damaged to any extent.
The Mitchells’ hearts have been
saddened recently by the death of
a dear friend, Edith E. Mitchell, wife
of Edgar J. Mitchell of Bangor.
• • « •

Quoddy Head

Mrs. A. G. Maker and Mrs. Fred
C. Clark were visitors at the station
Sunday afternoon, Mr. and Mrs
Judson Carver of Cranberry Island
and Surfman Alley and Mrs. Alley
of White Head also called for a
short time.
Capt. Guptill, retired, bought a
new Chrysler automobile last week
from Peterson Bros, of Calais and
called on friends at Quoddy Head
Sunday.
Many fires have been seen burning
in the woods and blurberrv lands
during the past two weeks and a
large acreage has been burned over.
The farmers are doing their triow
ing and getting ground ready for
planting potatoes and garden truck.
They hope to get better prices than
they received for last year's crop.
George Clark, B.M. lc <L) is en
joying ten days leave of absence with
his family at Lubec.
The coast guard surfboat towed ir.
a disabled motorboat Tuesday after
noon and left her at the home of
the owner, Mr. Farmer in South
Lubec.
• • • •
Tenant's Harbor

Keeper L. B Dudley was in Rock
land Monday on business.
Tender Ilex passed this station
Tuesday going west.
Mrs. Rodney Wiley was a recent
visitor at the light, also George
Johnson of Elmore.
The keeper is working on his
power boat at odd jobs, getting it
ready to launch.
Mrs. Dudley received a large
bouquet of real mayflowers from her
sister who lives up in Masardis,
Aroostook County.
The keeper has his Ford truck out
and going once again, hauling wooa
up from the boat house.
• • • •
Burnt Island

i

The three masted schooner Frank
Brainard that has been laying ir.
Boothbay Harbor for seme time,
sailed this morning.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Staples have received cards an
nouncing the birth of a son April 22
Mrs. Albert Staples is recovering
from a bad cold.
Mrs. Douglass Larrabee and children and Mrs. Staples went to Mouse
Island Sunday and called on Mr.
Sprowl.
Keeper Staples is planting his gar
den.
• « • •

Little River

Keeper and Mrs. Corbett called on
Mr. Corbett’s sister Mrs. Charles
Porter Sunday.
Myron, Florence, Neil and Purcell
Corbett attended a dance in the
Grange hall at Cutler last Saturday
evening.
Mr. Corbett was in Machias Sat
urday and attended the baseball
game at East Machias between
Washington Academy and Machias
High, the former winning the game.
The Corbetts are glad to have their
daughter Florence with them over
the weekends now, as she was able
to get home but very few times dur
ing the winter term of school.
The keeper has bought a nice pig
and is in hopes to have enough pork
to grease the slip with this fall.
• * * •
Matinicus Rock

-»

Mrs. Choate has left for Ashland.
Mass., where her sister is very ill.
The message came through Matini
cus Island as the telephone here is
out of order. The station boat going
ashore met the boat coming out with
the message. The keeper is in hopes
the station telephone will soon be
fixed, ay it is very much needed
away out here.
Mr. Choate, the first assistant, has
bought Mr. Robinson's 30-ft. Jones-
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port model boat which he has just
brought up from Millbridge. Mr.
Choate will install a Palmer Husky
in her right away.
The station work is completed
We have had some nice weather out
here, though somewhat chilly.
• • • *
Franklin Island

Frogs are again piping their eve
ning chorus. The nights are yet
rather cold, but farming goes on
apace, the trees are showing tiny
leaves and buds, a few bees are
crawling out where the sun shines
warm, and dandelion greens grace
the menu as often as they can be ob
tained. Barn swallows are already
building, and one pair remodelling
their old “tenement” in the barn loft
daily sit on the big rope of the hay
fork and twitter and coo.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland
of Camden and her brother Wood
bury Mann of New Hampshire were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Clara Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H|. Perry and chil
dren Alvin and Bernice of Owl's Head
recently visited his parents at Wil
low Brook.
John Meservie was a recent guest
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Bennett.
Leland Perry was again on his
route last Thursday with a good
assortment of sea food after a winter
of scallop fishing.
J. C. Johnson of Lincolnville was
supper guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
A. I. Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Coose of Sears
mont were at Willow-Brook Sunday.
Mrs. A. I. Perry and E. Donaid
Perry were callers Sunday on Mrs.
E. G. Wiley at Camden.
Karl Wentworth of Searsmont has
been assisting his grandfather the
past two weeks.
The Hilltop Club was entertained
April 30 at the home of Mrs. Clara
Hall. A comforter was knotted in the
afternoon and supper served at the
usual hour. The evening was given
to cards and social chat. Out of town
guests were Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Perry
and daughter Bernice of Owl’s Head.
Donald Perry who has been doing
quite extensive painting, papering
and other work for Mr. and Mrs. El
mer Johnson of Lincolnville returned
home Saturday night.

Keeper Robinson went to Portland
Sundav of last week to call on his
son Elmer and found him looking
fine, though still at the hospital.
It has been bad weather for paint
ing but the keeper is in hopes to
have better weather soon. Brothers,
leave your brushes alone for awhile,
for the paint would freeze right on
the brush.
Millard and Guy Robinson have
returned to the station for the pres
ent, and Guy is going lobstering
There are quite a few from Friend
ship down around the lighthouse
with lobster pots, trying to find the
lobsters.
Arthur Garland visited his mother
Mrs. Lettie Garland at Loudville
for the weekend, arriving Saturday
and returning the next day to
Rockland with his wife and the new
baby. He is stationed on the Kicka
poo.
Rita Carter called on Mabel Rob
inson Sunday at Ixrudville.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Willey and
daughter Ella called on Mrs. C. N.
Robinson Sunday.
Mrs. Robinson is having her wood
moved to Franklin Island, for this
is her last year at Loudville and she
is going home for a while.
Dr. Goudy is treating Sherman
SEARSMONT
Gifford of Loudville. He is in very
poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. George Ness and
• • • •
* granddaughter Priscilla Beals and Mr.
and Mrs. J. Earle Ness of Belfast were
Mt Desert Rock
Keeper York wishes to thank Edi visitors Sunday evening with Mr. and
tor Fuller for the card received from Mrs. F. A. Dunton.
George Buck of Ellsworth spent the
Florida, and hopes he enjoyed his
weekend here with his parents, Mr.
trip.
It was inspection day at this sta and Mrs. Henry Buck.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Templeton of
tion April 26, Mr. Sampson coming
on the Hibiscus at tne same time Portland are at their home here.
Miss Blanche Day of Belfast was
with the radio engineer who came tc
shift the frequency of the radio j the weekend guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Day.
beacon.
Appropriate services for Mothers’
The keepers saw the new steamer
St. John when she passed this sta Day were held Sunday at the M. E.
■ Church by the pastor, Rev. O. G. Bar
tion recently on her maiden trip.
The lights visible from this sta nard.
S. II. S. played two games last week,
tion are Duck Island and Baker
Island. The flash of Matinicus one at Warren, winning 9 to 8; also
Rock and Petit Manan can be seen winning at Appleton. Everyone is
proud of our Searsmont High.
on very clear nights.
Mrs. Lottie McFarland is in Belfast
Mrs. Quinn is still at Red Beach
receiving medical treatments.
with her mother.
The play “Aaron Slick From Punkin
Keeper York and family are on
i Crick,” was played by the senior class
liberty.
of Searsmont High School Saturday
• • * •
I evening with good success. Each part
Portland Breakwater
was well taken and the young people
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Marr were din showed good dramatic ability. Mr.
ner guests Sunday at 39 Beacon Rattan the assistant high, took the
street, Portland. There were four 1 part of Aaron Slick, and Miss Knowl
Maine cars, a Massachusetts and a ton, principal, coached the play. Miss
Rhode Island car parked there dur Harriet Hutchins, grammar school
teacher, assisted. Lawrence Robbins
ing their stay.
The lights of cars can be seen from j and Mrs. Johnson, teacher of the
this station, coming over the Bruns Ghent school, furnished the excellent
wick-Portland road through Fal music. Proceeds of the play are to
mouth Foreside at night. There ap ! go towards the graduation expenses
pears to be a lot of traffic over the 1 of the seniors.
road now.
Mr. and Mrs. Mvron Burrows oi
APPLETON
South Portland were evening callers
at the light this week.
Committal services for T. W. Pease
Spring traffic is on tlie ir.cve in tbe will
be held at the grave. Pine Grove
harbor now. The ferrj’ Swampscott cemetery tomorrow, Sunday, at 2 p.m.
is on her regular run to Peaks Island. standard time.
She only runs occasional trips
The nights continue chilly, the
through the winter. The fishing thermometer
registering only 20 above
boats are bringing in a lot of fish j Wednesday morning.
Early peas look
but the price is low. With the Casco
Bay boats and the Fort boat.there cold as they are up about 1% inches.
Day was brought to mind
is something passing nearly all the ! inMothers'
many pleasant ways. Among these
time.
returning home were Mrs. Ralph Ben
♦ ♦ ♦ »
nett and Mrs. Rov Page to visit their
Portland Head
I mother Mrs. Adelia Gushee.
Mrs. Marion Hall Sukeforth and
Thayer Sterling was in Portland
j children Alice and Arthur Leslie were
on business recently.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow of Port guests of her parents Mothers’ Day
Edward Ames recently bought a
land were guests last Tuesday of
, work horse from the Yarmouth horse
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Sterling.
! mart. He lost one of his pair by
Keeper Elliott of Cuckolds Light ! paralysis last winter.
visited the station Friday, May 6.
Little Priscilla Gushee brought a
Mis. Hilt and Mrs. Sterling at bunch of beautiful violets last week to
tended the Good Timers Club last this correspondent. Ralph Griffin also
Wednesday. Mrs. George Soule oi presented several lovely bouquets of
Portland was hostess
mayflowers.
Brad Grant of Peaks Island re
Mrs. Grace Brown was a recent
cently visited the station. He spent visitor to the home of her son Robert
his childhood days out on Matinicus Gushee.
Reck and got quite a kick from look
Frank Hart and Fred Demuth are
ing over pictures of that place.
helping Robert Gushee in his plant
Eagle Island sends word that Mr. ing.
Mrs. Florence Ellis from the Central
Webster is on deck again, able tc
return to duty after a long illness Maine Power Co. was a recent busi
F. O. Hilt sends a timely warning tc ness caller in town.
Keeper Bracey, to make the boats
fast, lash them securely if any
ORFF’S CORNER
dances are announced while L. B.
Beal is at the light
Mrs. Irene Sprague of Winslow's
Often the remark “::cep cool" it Mills recently spent the day with
shouted in the direction of tome ex Mrs. Fannie Weaver.
cited person, but there Ls no neeo
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Ludwig ol
for such an expression these days Richmond were guests Sunday of
i Early risers beheld quite a frosty at- relatives in this place.
' mosphere last Wednesday morning
J. W. Gilbert of South Union is
and a little fog along with it. We visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albee Sidehave picked trailing arbutus and dug linger.
dandelion greens, some have gar
Freeman Peaslee of Rocklard
dens planted—but where and when visited his daughter Mrs. Kenneth
do we get summer weather? Keep Elwell Sunday.
cool.
Mrs. Amber Childs, Mrs. Lida
F. O. Hilt and family motored to Creamer and Clyde Borneman re
Lynn May 1, visiting Mr. and Mrs cently visited in Rockland.
Charles Ward and Mr, and Mrs. J
J. W. Gilbert has had a monument
Albert Thomas. They also visited set on his lot in Ludwig cemetery.
Marblehead Light on the trip and
Mrs. E. R. Greene of North Wal
ran into thick fog. This light is lo doboro was at Albert Elwell's Mon
cated on the north point oi Marble day.
Rev. Mabelle Whitney was a re
head, is 130 feet above high water
and 137 steps to the too of the lofty cent caller at Mrs. Nettie Brown’s.
Mrs. Fvie Morelen Studley, county
structure. Keeper Hilt didn’t ven
president of the W.C.T.U., and Rev.
ture forth.
Mrs. Charles Sterling. Mrs. Fred Helen Carlson, State organizer, last
Sterling and little daughter Nancy Sunday visited the Sunday School
were dinner guests of Mrs. Thayer and organized an L.T.L.
Committal services for Gustavus
Sterling Thursday. Mrs. Fred Sterl
ing and Nancy were guests at the Shuman, an aged resident of this
Maine General Hospital in the after town who died at the Odd Fellows
noon. Nancy was one of the 300 Home in Auburn were held Sunday
babies bom at that institution since afternoon at Ludwig cemetery in
charge of the Waldoboro Lodge ol
May 12, 1931.
Odd Fellows.
County Agent Wentworth gave a
pruning and grafting demonstration
Tuesday at Albert Elwell’s.

Catching Cold?
VICKS

She—“I wonder if you’ll love me
when my hair has turned to gray.”
NOSEDROPSg
He—“Why not? I’ve loved you
every time you’ve changed color so
MEW AID IN PREVENTING COLDS far,”—Capper's Weekly.

Chimney Corner
Chat
Adelia F. Veazie

Do you know that most of our gar
den shrubbery may be increased by
“slips,” just as you increase your
stock of geraniums? I know this by
actual test, though I cannot guaran
tee that all shrubs will prove thus
accommodating, but so much of my
own shrubbery has been obtained in
such a way that I feel reasonably
sure that many more will respond
to the same treatment if taken at the
right time and treated with proper
care.
My forsythia, Tartarian honey
suckle, and several Dorothy Perkins
roses were all slips, and I am plan
ning to try the old fashioned white
rose and “Seven Sisters” the coming
season, and this is the process: Cut
a shoot from last year’s growth into
pieces from six inches to a foot long
before the leaves appear. Bury this
all but the upper end and tramp it
firmly into the earth so that the
ground is solid. In a dry season
water it occasionally and when other
shrubs of its kind put forth their
leaves these little new plants will
follow suit though perhaps a little
later, and the roots will form at the
same time.
I have had roses blossom the next
year after rooting them in this way.
Be sure that the part you place in
the ground has one or more leaf
buds or “joints," as these are the
points at which the roots will form
The old big willow tree which was
for so many years a landmark on the

I West Meadow road near the Win
chenbach home was once a switch
• stuck carelessly into the ground
while a woman was making a call
Being on horseback she hitched her
horse to the fence, stuck her willow
switch into the ground near by.
made her call and forgot her switch
when she left.
Many years afterward, when her
grandchildren had children of their
own, a heavy storm ripped the old
tree asunder. The partially decayed
trunk was found to be occupied by
honey bees and the neighbors there
about feasted on honey for many
days thereafter. While I would not
recommend this method of procuring
. honey, the incident serves to show
the consequences which sometimes
follow a slight, careless act. Let us
hope that the lady’s great-great
grandchildren got a fair share of
that honey.
I have not experimented with
slips of shrubbery at ahy other time
of year except early spring time, so
I cannot speak from my own expeI rience, but I have heard of cases of
such slips rooting at other times of
year, for there is a great difference
in plants in regard to sending out
roots, but I have no doubt that
there are very many shrubs ar.d
trees which might be multiplied at
almost any time of year if one only
has the patience and interest to
keep on trying.
Sometimes, even in spring. I have
had failures with these slips while
planted side by side with others
i which were a success, so I know a
good deal defends on the kind of
branch chosen, the weather at the
time of setting out and also the way
the new plant is tramped into the
ground, so dop't get discouraged il
you fail at first, for there seems to
be such a thing as “luck" in regard
to many phases of gardening.

LINCOLN COUNTY HELPED

Tlie Christmas Seal and Bond Sale
There Amounted To Nearly $900

Mrs. Ora Turner, $18.00; Nobleboro and
Damariscotta Mills, Miss Elizabeth
Bryant, $44 08; Waldoboro, Mrs. W
H. Crowell, Dr. George H. Coombs,
Miss Agnes Creamer, $69.73; White- j
field and Coopers Mills, Mrs. J. E.
Odiorne, Mrs A. K. Chisam, Mrs.
Amy Kensel, $50.85; Wiscasset, Mrs.
E. F. Albee. Miss Carolyn S. Varney.
Dr. D. F. S. Day, Alex Weatherbee,
$83.05.

Lincoln County citizens showed
their willingness and interest in co
operating during the past Christmas
health seal sale and bond sale, the
money from which is used to fight
tuberculosis throughout the State of
Maine. The Maine Public Health
PUNT IS ELIMINATED
Association regrets that it cannot
thank personally every individual Feotball Rules Committee Decides
buyer but finds that is impossible. It
Against This Alternate Form of
expresses appreciation to all those
who made the sale such an un
Kickoff
mitigated success by serving on com
mittees, by acting as chairmen or
The National football rules com
through the purchase of the little mittee has revoked the rule allowing
penny stickers. The total sale lor tne
county was $89174 making a per the punt as an alternate form of
capita sale of 5.7. The group of towns kickoff. As a result only the place
composing Boothbay, Boothbay Har or drop kick will be allowed for kick
bor, Monhegan. Trevett and South- ing off in games next fall.
port, have the highest per capita sale | It was announced that experiences
for towns registering .094. Nobleboro
and Damariscotta Mills came next in spring practice throughout the
with .073; Damariscotta and New country showed that the rule requir
castle with .072. The data regarding ing five men on the defensive team
the Lincoln County sale will be of to remain on their own 45 yard line
interest.
Aina, Mrs. Lydia Jewett, $13.12; until the ball is kicked coupled with
Boothbay, Boothbay Harbor, Monhe the use of the place or drop kick was
gan, Trevett, Southport, Mrs. Mary G. enough to allow the kicking team to
Higgins, Mrs. Benj. W. Rand, Mrs. get down the field before heavy in
Grace Carlisle, Supt. H. B. Clifford, terference could form.
The original change in the code
Prin. Arthur W. Jellison, Mrs. L. Rae
Pullen, Miss Margaret Welsh, Mrs. was made last winter in an effort to
Charles Chapman, Mrs. Joseph N. eliminate mass interference and the
Dodge, $365.60; Bremen, Mrs. Evie I “flying wedge” in the kickoff. The
Studley, $22.00; Bristol and Round j change eliminating the punt was
Pond, Mrs. R. E. Francis, $53.96; made in a mail vote of the rules com
Damariscotta and Newcastle, Mrs. mittee.
Thos. E. Gay, Mrs. J. M. King, Mrs.
Mrs. Brown—"I hope you didn’t
Clarence Bates. S. H. Erskine,
Mrs. J. W. Laughlin, $125.72; Dresden, : take a second piece of cake at the
Mrs. I aura Bailey, $19.53; Edgecomb, party.”
Mrs. Fannie Stone, Miss Abbie Dodge,
Bobby—“No, Ma. I took two pieces
Mrs. N. B. Clifford, $21.00; Jefferson, the first time."—Tit-Bits.

BENEATH THIS HOOD

COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
Colby College joined with 150 other I
representative colleges in this coun- I
try in an experimental testing of the
sophomore class last week. All the
sophomores in each college were given
the same tests which lasted through
out the forenoon of each day. The
results will be compiled by the Car- I
negie Foundation for the Promotion
of Teaching and, it is expected, will
give valuable data upon the efficiency
of teaching methods, the accuracy of
ranking systems and the like. Among
those taking these tests at Colby was
Ralph Fowler of Rockland.
• * • •
The annual field trip of the geology
classes to Bar Harbor took place over
the last week-end with some 25 stu
dents in the party, besides Prof.
Edward H. Perkins, the leader, and
Miss Corinne B. Van Norman, wom
en’s physical director. The group
climbed mountains and studied
features of the shore line. Mt. Desert
is said to be one of the best regions in
the country for the study of general
geology, since it combines mountain
and shore features and affords many
unusual examples of rock structure,
wave erosion, mountain formation,
evidences of the glacial period and
contains Somes Sound, which is the
only true fiord on the American coast.
• • • •
The annual Lyford interscholastic
prize speaking contest took place Fri
day with 62 students representing,38
schools in attendance. The boys were
the guests of Colby undergraduates
during their stay at the college. The
preliminary speaking took place in the
afternoon and the twelve best orators
competed for the $100 in prizes in the
evening. David A. Nichols of Camden
High School was one of the contest
ants.

will find the
tlmo-proved and reliable Chevrolet motor, which combines un
equalled economy with smoothness, speed, quietness and flexibility
Raise that big, impressive Chevrolet
hood. Look at that fine, modern, grxcyfinder engine underneath. Right
there lies one of the chief reasons why
Chevrolet continues to be America’s
largest-selling automobile I

7 CHEVROLET

PRICES REDUCED TO

$

445

For that engine is a six—and only a
six, aa Chevrolet builds it, combines
both the smoothness you want and the
economy you want. With anything
more than six cylinders, you sacrifice
Chevrolet’s famous low oost of opera
tion—the lowest ot any car you can
buy. With anything less than six cyliaders^ousacrifice the inherent smooth i that makes driving enjoyable.

That engine is mechanically sound
—Over three and a half years of con
tinuous improving, refining, and testing
have gone into its development. The
result: It’s as nearly 100% perfect as
the motor of a quality low-priced car
can be I
That engine is thoroughly proved—
Its basic design and construction have
been tested and proved by billions of
miles of service, in the hands of millions
of owners. And today, over a hundred
thousand of these engines are in daily
service on the roads of America.
7hat engine is up-to-date in every

you

respect—Due to many mechanical
advancements, it develops 60 horse
power-delivers a top speed of from 65
to 70 miles an hour—accelerates from a
standstill to 35 miles an hour in less
than 7 seconds. Combined with Free
Wheeling and Syncro-Mesh shifting, it
delivers performance thrills no other
low-priced car can equal.

Its advantages are yours for as
little as (445—Due to new reduced
prices, the new Chevrolet Six now sells
for one of the very lowest prices in the
motor car market. And all 14 big,
high-quality models are available for
immediate delivery.

CHEVROLET MOTOR CO., DETROIT, MICHIGAN. DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

up

All prices f. o. b. Flint, Michigan,
equipment extra. Low delivered prices and
easy G. M. A. C. terms.

CHEVROLET SIX
---------------- SEE YOUR DEALER BELOW =

SEA VIEW GAP[AGE, INC689 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

BAY VIEW GARAGE
CAMDEN, MAINE

INC.

THOMASTON

WARREN

ROCKPORT

B1G FIVE LEAGUE

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE

Mrs. Ann Waldo Lord of Washing
ton, D. C.. arrived in town Thursday
and is the guest of Mrs. Maria
Prince.
Mrs. C. E. Bean and son Vernon
of Lynn. Mass., came Thursday and
are at the home of Mrs. Nellie Bean.
C E. Bean has spent the winter with
his mother.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray and
daughter Sally have returned from
a visit in Massachusetts.
The Baptist parsonage is receiving
new paper, paint and whitewash—
a sort of spring cleaning.
Mrs Robert A. Watts entertained
the Episcopal Guild Thursday eve
ning at her home on Meeting House
Hill. Work and the question of
raising funds was the business tran
sacted. and
refreshments
were
served Those present were Rev. and
Mrs. P B. Franklin and son. Miss
Mrs" wni7a’mM^ucBk“n MersRFlSoOra

Every-Other-Day
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Mr. and Mrs. Howard Johnson of
Friends listening in on the Rain kickapoo Opens I*,
all persons Interested in either of
Its season Orland
and Mrs Elmer
of theToestates
hereinafter named:
bow Hour Wednesday evening were
At
a
Court held at Rockland,
With 6-2 Victory Over Brewer were recent guests of Mr in and Probate
interested to hear Charles Wilson.
for the County of Knox, on the
n , ...
and Mrs. Arthur Berry.
The duet sung with Miss Gladys
20th day of April in the year of our Lord
Rockville
Harold Soear arrived Thursday one thousand nine hundred and thirty
Grant of Rockland was particularly
------from Malden to join Mrs. Spear who two alld b>' adjournment from day to
pleasing.
Today-Thcmaston at Rocklano: has been caring for her mother. Mrs | « mature haring' beenA$Unt
A good attendance marked the 11William A. Paul, during her recent , ed for the action thereupon hereinafter
lustrated lecture given at the audi St. George at Vinalhaven.
indicated It Is hereby Ordered:
Wednesday — Rockland at St. illness.
torium of the Baptist Church Monreigned supreme at the home
That notice thereof be given to all
day evening by Rev. Herbert Long George; Camden at Vinalhaven; Lin of Fun
Mr,
Minnie
Crozier
Fridav
after■
persons
Interested,
by causing
a copy
of
coln Academy at Thomaston.
ot Mis. Minnie crozier rriaay alter . thjs
order
to be published
three
weeks
missionary to India.
noon
when
her
granddaughter
Pa|
successively
In
The
Courier-Gazette.
a
Miss Julia Libby was very pleasBlakely, entertained several ! newspaper published at Rockland in
aritly remembered Monday, her
‘ Bozo" Weston, who was once fa tricia
friends in honor of her fifth birth- I sa,d County that they may appear at a
birthday anniversary, by cards, a miliar in a Rockland uniform, ts irienos in nonoi oi ner luui oirin- Prol)a,e Court to be held at salB RockA color . scheme
handsome cake and a cotted plart. playing with Charlotte, in the Pied- day.
,
. . of pink ano !alld, On ,the
.. 17th
, , .day-. of.. May A. D
Miss Libby spent the day with Mrs. mont League. Fred Loftus, another ^^he'rooms "and^ttS;
JaVe^^herU^Sr1
Helen Borneman.
former Rockland star, is with Wil-'
pfnk “InXs 1 ALICE R FROST, late of Attleboro.
Mrs. Newell Eugiey has entered the ; mington in the same league, and birthday cake
P’
Q1€s : Masg deceased Exemplified copy of will
Maine General Hospital, Portland Turner, who pitched for Rockland, is * ^a"ut ,nt and
a,ld Pr0,bateD ^T0', !o"''her,„*:!th a
forded much amusement, and the petition for Probate of Foreign will ask
for tests and x-rays.
with the Pacific Coast League.
time
passed all too quickly for the ! allowed,
'■'« thal filed
«« Cand
°P>' recorded
bf aald In the
„™ayPro„ de
Rev. Herbert Long was overnight ■
. • • •
,....
. little tots.
Those present were | bate C'ourt of Knox County and that
gufst Mondav of Rev. and Mrs. 1
Kickapoo 6, Rockville 2
Betty Lou Wellman. Patricia Wall, I letters Testamentary be Issued to
Howard A Welch.
Crozier. Shirley Staples. Alle- Charles T. Frost, of Attleboro. Mass.
Timely
hitting to''
by2 the
“Kick' Betty
B<X Monday m Mtend'the meet- earned
‘them'a'e
^dictVver
^.Noyes. Natalie ^Barbara f ^Ra e. raau^ljteof W.rr«md£

In Everybody’s Column *
Advertisements in this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. A ci ditlonal lines five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Six words
make a line.
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TO LET

♦'

;

FOR SALE

•

! M*-*********-*-***.
H
!
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment toi BOY'S Lovell. Diamond coaster brake
1 let. good location, rent reasonable ; b*byc1®- alao 5‘i f0°l
wrC°PTei
ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel hath tub, for sale. 83 GRACE ST. Tel.
77 .
52-tf ! 1155.____________________ ______
56 58
---------------------------------- 7 7
. . I SCH WILLIAM PENDLETON, for sale.
THREE; ROOM apartmenL 1mmlaheff:
information write R J.
modern, to let at 19 WILLOW ST. 57 59 biqkpoRD. Vinalhaven. Me.
53*58
FIVE ROOM apartment to let. unfurDAHLIAS, 15. each different ana lanlshed. Apply to MRS. J. W. BIRD. Dialed. $1.25; 20 mixed, not labeled. $1.
Middle St. Tel. 8-W._____________ 56-58 ; postpaid in first three zones. MRS. A. I.
SECOND-HAND small one-horse side
ABOUT JUNE 1. furnished second floor PERRY. Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens^
45*65
hill plow in good condition wanted. apartment to let, desirable location. | Hope._
State price and where. Address W . 44'.
three
rooms,
bath,
electric
stove,
heat.
|
NICE
LOAM
for
grading.
Delivered
High St.. Camden_______________ 57*59 lights add water included; adults onlv. anvwhere. Price reasonable. Also truckSTEADY WORK—Good pay—Reliable Price reasonable. ROBERT U. COLLINS. ing F A BLACKINGTON. West Meadow
man wanted to call on farmers in Knox ' 375 Main St.
_________________ 58-tf j rp Tel. 176-W.
58-63
edun Wrlte,°tadavrle McNKs’cO' Dept ‘ GOOD rent of six rooms at 686 Main
ESSEX—1928 Sport Coupe—ExceptlonM Freenort Ill
58* It St.. e,ectric lights, gas. toilet, rent rea- pRy good for a down payment of only
M treeP°n- ------------------------------------sonable. J. H MELVIN, 21 Gay St.
\ $75. sea VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
MAN with helper wanted, experienced
56*58 Phone 1250, Rockland.
_____ 4?*5LP^5
In carpentry, building, or roofing Work
FIVE ROOM apartment, all modern,
USED LUMBER, three wooden tanks.
in Knox County, and must furnish own [ with
nice
garden
spot,
to
let
at
5
Broad
75 and 45 gallon kettles with steel base
transportation. Address "C.” Courier
57*58 wav Place- ERNEST C. DAVIS.
56-58 for sale. Inquire 9 UNION ST.
56*58
Oazette. giving full particulars
STORE
to
let.
also
several
tenements
SIX CYLINDER Gray engine: two cyl
EXPERIENCED direct salesman want at moderate prices. C. M. BLAKE WALL
inder out-board Sea Horse motor, for
ea.
ed. must
Must own
own car.
car. nigu
High type ivuii
ijian "
57-59 sale. C S. PARSONS. North Haven Me
with successful sales experience. Repre- PAPER STORE. Rockland.
58*63
sent manufacturer in Knox County
HEATED apartment to let. all modern
Commission basis. Address ”G.” Cou- j improvements, janitor service. Inquire
apple cider vinegar from now
Rice. Mrs. Henrietta Levensaler ing of the executive committee of the Rockville s entry in the Big Five | Richardson. Patricia recenea many there0{ asking that the same may be rter-Gazette, for Interview, stating full i 91 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 552-W 56*581, unPURE
tii June 15. three gals. 50 cents.
__________
57*58 , — IAROE sunnv room to let for liuht Pitted wood $5.75 per cord at my farm,
proved and allowed and that Letters of particulars,
Mrs. Harriet Copeland. Mrs. Grace Ne’w England Superintendents' Asso- Ba:.ball League. Auld pitched good nice gifts
n^nlne" >1
InconveniencesCAIJ,
West
_R..ckport __ These are mud prices.
Administration with the will annexed be -WILL BUY large trunk, Need not be , housekeeping.
Mrs.
Albert
Coates
of
All conveniences CALL
Payson. Mrs. Maud Pillsbury.
ciation. He expects to return Tues- ball lor the winners, allowing only
Mr. and
issued to George G. Teague of Warren or
57*59
test model
58-tf .TAMES H. SIMONTON.
Fred Waldo is down from Boston dav
i cne hit in five innings. He was re Springfield. Mass., arrived Thursday some other suitable person, with bond.
6 to 7 p. m.
58*60
FIVE ROOM house and gBrage to let i ,
®x’"ezer on.‘on sbt,s fdr “le;
fora while. He is an interior decorator william Lawry is visiting Mr. and lieved by Drinkwater in the 6th. for an extended stay with his par
MABEL H HAINES, late of Rockland,
CARPENTER WORK and contracting at 182 Broadway, all modern. Tel. 949 ?125 p,e-ck,J8 ,5s,: P°sta8® 18c' Soldier
and finds business in that line cur- Mrs Louis Tolman at Winthrop.
Martin was the all around star of ents, Mr and Mrs. Herbert Coates deceased. Will and Petition for Probate wanted;
WTI1 14M R LUFKIN
53-tf. bpans 15c lb.—10 lb. lots. Postage extra.
free estimates. JOHN SOR- WILLIAM
thereof asking that the same may be KVIST. Tenant
R. LUFKIN.----------------- u-l— l MAINE SEED CO . 78 Elm St . Portland.
’s Harbor. Me.
57*62
tailed.
' George Leonard caught a 17-inch the game, getting three hits in three Limerock street.
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
AT
30
HIGH
STREET
three
furnished
I Me.
58’ It
Miss Dorothy Welt is a patient at Testamentary Issue to Arthur P. Haines,
Mrs. A. O. Keene who has beensajmon at Crawford Lake Wednes- times at bat, and accepting five of his
DELIVERY ROUTE MAN with car 1 rooms or single room to let. bath and I —,
auraee
modern
information
10c
pound,
five
pounds
all
modern.
For
Information
see
luma
confined
to the house several
dav afternoon.
six chances. This was the first ap- Knox Hospital, where on Tuesday of Rockland, he being the Executor wanted, to supply famous line of house- i garaee.
TB n»iJir tJ. uot
miormaiion mc bon(, meftl 4(? |)oullJ flve pounds 50c;
20!;
hold goods to steady customers. Must I E.,T
HILI. DANE Tel 427
4B-tI Bradley’s fertilizer 4c pound. 100 pounus /
raonths, is now able to make calls, Mark Rogers of Concord. Mass, and pearance of the Kick's team on the she underwent an operation for ap- named m said will, without bond.
be satisfied with $27.50 a week at start
a
. a ,
a ,~t
Camden* was guest Sunday of Mr and I diamond this year E. B Drinkwater Pe£*cit*
p Powle motofed rhSn de^ed.'^f/and’Vriiti^ Write ALBERT MILLS. Route Mgr.. 2164
upon her neighbors.
FOUR ROOM apartment to let at 17 $1 6o to $2.15; nitrate soda 6c pound;
58*lt Grove ^t. Apply to DR. R. W. BICK-1 sheep manure 6c pound; our formula
Black & Gay Canning Co., Inc., Mrs. John Teague.
is manager and B J Auld. captain
°ev ana Mrs *• f, • *owie
.
„motorer.
. .
. i for Prnhnto
Probate thereof asking that the same Monmouth. Cincinnati. O.
- —I FORD.
v 56-tf | lawn seed 25c pound; seeds and garden
to Orrington Thursday to officiate at may be prbved and allowed and that
have shut down their factory for a
POST CARD projector machine want
There will be a meeting of the Dem- ' The score:
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland ot., tools of all kinds. Successor to G. H.
the
wedding
of
two
of
Mr.
Fowle's
Letters
Testamentary
issue
to
Frank
D.
ed
for
one
evening.
MRS
FRANK
D
while. They have furnished employ- _____
_____
__________
one of the oldest seed and fer
ocratic town committee Wednesday j
Kickapoo
MR. Hart,
57-59 ' electric lights, toilet, garage.
former parismuiicis.
narishioners Thev
Hathorne, named
of Thomaston,
he being
the ELLIOT. Thomaston. Tel 69
tilizer dealers in Knox County. V. L.
iormei
u* cy returned
u Execuwr
ln saUj WiUt
without
I SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888
ment to many hands through the evening at Glover hall at 8 o'clock
ab r bh po a
PACKARD. Tel. 44G.
53-tf
home
Friday
night.
1
,
bond
52-tf
spring.
daylight time.
I Bray. 3b, If ............ 3 0
$(
•«> ••• •«» •••
STRAWBERRY PLANTS Xor sale.
Game Warden Fred Smallwood
freeman s could, late of Union,
ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Newbert and
H. D. Sawyer has bought the Vinal snow, cf ................ 3 1
i heated and lighted. $6 a week. V. F Ready now at LUFKIN’S. Glencove.
and family of Rockland have moved deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
son Herbert, and Mr. and Mrs block in Thomaston and will use it as Martin. 2b .............. 3 2
1 STUDI.EY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 52-tf Tel 44-13. Address. Box 125. R. D., Rock
into the Whitten house on Com- thereof asking that the same may be
Walter Bucklin of South Warren a branch to his Warren business of Auld. p. Sb ............. 2 2
into tne wuiurii uuuov
proved and allowed and that Letters Tesland. Me.
58*60
*
?
SINGLE house to let. five rooms, bath,
mercial street.
tamentary issue to Roy H. Gould, of
were recent visitors to Mrs. Nellie funeral director and undertaker. The Roggii. c ................ 3 0 1 11
gftrden spot
MRS CORA CURRIER
REO TRUCK 1927—Will do a lot o*
The
Johnson
SocTetV
of
the
M.
E.
,
Union
he
being
the
Executor
named
in
Reed in North Waldobbro.
FINNISH man wants work on farm, j 32 Green St.. Thomaston.
57-59 work for someone. Small down payment
, „ ,,
.
. front of this building will be par- p0]an, $$ ................ 3 0 1 1
Church were hostesses to the Ladies said win, without bond. Also the pe- AARO
MEHUILA. L Box 42. Long Cove | ~ SMALL tenement to let. MRS E A of $50 SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St.
Albert Lovejoy of Rockland was_ m titioned off in two parts, the under- pickinson. rf ........ 3 0
j
cf iVio xrac- titioner prays that the Court determine Tel. Tenant's
46*56 P<iiR
Harbor 11-6
56*58 MURRAY. 121 Pleasant St.
Aid Wednesday evening at the yes- as a matter Of fact whether the omission
53-60 Phone 1250. Rockland
town Friday calling upon hisfather ;;dcing establishment in one side and Holbrook, lb, If ...... 3 0
cur ATT
rereair 4re
PONTIAC-- 1927 Sedgll---This CUflS ill
try
and
an
unusually
delightful
time
Of bequest under said will was intenNURSE
wishes
position
as
Invalid
at

Charles H. Lovejoy.
in the other a men's clothing store, Drinkwater. p ...... 3 1
single house, clean and
exceptionally good condition nnd can be
Maternity
calls answered. letSMALL
Thomaston High second baseball,
wju
run py Edgar Ames, for- j
’
______________ was the verdict Of all who attend- tional or whether the said Roy H. Gouid tendant.
f8IS'?W,Vvh 1M Ma n St TO had for a d<”™ Pa>'ment of $50. SEA
St. Tel.
Tel VJEW GARAGE 689 Maln Sl phone
ed.
Twenty-eight
were
seated
at
recelved
a
.
due.proportion
of said Rpronimendstion evailable. MRS CLIF MABEL RAWLEY. 130 Main St.
Estate during the lifetime of the testa FORD G. FERNALD. Lake Ave. City. Tel. 676-M.
team went to Friendship Thursday j^iy 0{ warren.
26 6 7 21 6 3
55-tf 1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
supper. The tables were attractive- tor.
1183-J
58-lt
afternoon and won the game by an , Mrs Martha KanOch is the guest of
Rockville A A
FIVE ROOM unfurnished tenement to
I
ly
decorated
and
at
each
place
was
MARY
E
THOMAS,
late
of
Rockport,
DRY pine and hemlock boards for
PLACE TO WORK for room and board let at 79 Grace St CALL 163-M
8-G score.
56-tf
Mrs. George Ludwig in Thomaston
sale; horse 10 years old. weight 1400,
Will and Petition for Probate wanted by young woman. Address K .
ab r bh po a e a dainty maybasket filled with deceased.
The cement plant team played in for a few days.
,
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms 1 sound, good worker. ALBERT SHEKthereof asking that the same may be
58-lt
4 0 0 5 1 0 ‘ mints. A social hour and games fol- proved and allowed and that Letters care Box 143. Rockland.
Rockport Thursday and lost. 8-5.
to let at 17 Warren St., good repair,1 MAN. Appleton. Tel. 7-41.
57*59
Warren alewives were dipped iStarr, c
1 .lowed.
Testamentary issue to Maynard
Russell Gray was an overnight Thursday for the first time this sea-;E Lofman. If
SV8*™* ,d--Slred' Inqulre 12 WARrR,EH ' DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
3 0 0
1
1
Many
from
town
are
today
attendThomas,
of
Rockport,
he
being
the
BI.
lei,
an.
__________________________
jz-u
(
J10
Junk5
tl0
w
L
OXTON,
W«t
visitor in town Thursday, leaving son. It is reported that 19.000 fish L. Starr. 3b ........... 4 0 0
Notices of Appointment
1 ! ing the State school music contests in ^,e1cclutor named ln sald wlll‘ wlthout
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart-1 Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
52-tf
Friday morning.
were caught.
1 Saliminen, ss ........ 3 1 1
Inquire 12 KNOX ST
I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro- b?e,nt?„tb let
BUICK
—
192b
Coach
—
You
can
’
t
wear
Mrs. Florida Brown of the local
0 Camden, in which the Rockport
minnie l. strout. late of Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Skewis. Mr Kamalaine, p ........ 2 0 0
58-tf , out
S I SrticSTs1 band and °rCheStra art SSSS'SSI ^te?JSSn^b?cX; t« ! -fwok^ed rooms for. light hour,
mentthis
.,s obi,
type $45
of car and the down payPentecostal church and Mrs. Goldie and Mrs. Richard Howarth and Mrs M. Starr, lb
2 1 1
' SEA VIEW GARAGE.
Banks of Belfast held service at the Mark Rogers of Camden were guests C. Lofman. rf
irticipants.
thereof asking that the same may be j tPe f0n0W[ng estates the persons were I keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
3 0 0
Hahn schoolhouse, Waldoboro Wed of Mr and Mrs. John-Teague Friday Gardner, 2b
0
Monday evening the Trytohelp S.r?itZmentarv lsstie m timore E StrouT ! appolnted Administrators. Executors. SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 864-J
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I TENEMENT to let at 36 Mcchanii: St. wonderful condition, both mechanical
Acquainted With God." They will
Ralph Spear has been doing paint
176 and in appearance. Down payment
I ??q.n,rq,ofo^,R8-4WwS KENNISTOH.52-tf
25 2 4 18 5 4 “Depression Social" will be held clara g. hodokins. late of Rock- j ti932
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Rehearsals are progressing well for morning. Rev. Howard A Welch will
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let. rear 11 Masonic St. MRS. E. K
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the riotous doughboy comedy "Cor have for his subject "The Joy of Rockville .... 0 0 0 0 1 1 0—2 4 4 i to wear their oldest clothes. Every Letters Testamentary issue to David G.
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Rockland,
of Rockland he being the
poral Eagen,” which will be given Sharing;’’ Sunday school at noon with Kickapoo .... 3 0 0 0 3 0 x—6 7 3 ninth person will be admitted free, Hodgkins,
TO LET—5-room fit all modem.jp for sale. E F. ROBERTS. Brldgeside.
named tn said Will, without deceased April 20. 1932. Rockland Na58-60
and other features will carry out the Executor
tional Bank, of Rockland was appointed Fulton St. Inquire rtOSE PREStOTl Vinalhaven.
Thursday and Friday evenings in
bond.
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Rogall.
1.
the Red and Green contest continu
Exr., and qualified by filing bond on 240 Broadway.
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Watts hall.
Heme
run,
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by
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novel
idea.
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ESTATE
HATTIE
M
FOSSETT,
late
of
ing; Christian Endeavor at 6; evening
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, fine cellar, hard wood limbs $9. long $8. soft wood
Union, deceased. Petition for Adminis- same date.
At the Federated Church Sundav at
ELIZA A. WATERMAN late of North! toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
7. with opening praise service, the 7 Drinkwater 3" Hamalaire 5 Bases 1 ^Vord has been received of the
morning. Rev. H. F. Leach will take pastor's subject, "Selling Out Cheap." on balls, off Auld 1. off Drinkwater 2. birth of a son May 8 at Limingtonto of
trauon.^king
£hat^Sarah
large
veranda, large yard. Adults only 263-21.___________________________ 50-tf
Union, or some other suitable person Haven, deceased, April 20. 1932. Oeorgi ?
52-tf
as his subject “The Key of Worship
I A- Harkness, of Veazie, was appointed Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
HUPMOBILE—1927 Sedan—Never able
At charter member night of Mystic off Hamalaine 3. Hit by pitched ball. | Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul. The he appointed Admx.». without bond.
The anthem will be “Come Gracious Rebekah Lodge Monday, five of the 17 Brav
ESTATE JOSEPH A OXTON. late of Exec’,trlx- without bond.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit- i to buy a car as good as1 this for only
Umpire. Grimes.
Scorer, little one has been named William
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for
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Petition
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conSpirit. Adams. .a
living charter members were present
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i gratulations to the happy parents.
of Stoughton. Mass., or some other suit- Thompson and Jennie O. Harvev. both of i Tel. 318-W. ____________________ 52-tf _____________________________46*56 PAR
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Church at which Grace c, J? „,r_’ and Mrs E R Moody Mr and Mrs.
Camden High defeated ---------.
aole person be appointed Admr.. without Rockland, were appointed Executors,
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556 ’ CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan-Paint and
O.E.S., will be present as part of their ““Jri Waltz and Mrs Marv Rich- Academy 14 to 3 at Camden yester- I George F. Currier, services for to- bond.
i without bond.
Main St. Inquire at FULLER-COBB- rubber in excellent condition. Splendid
Herbert Waltz and Mrs. Mary Rich
DAVIS.
53-tf I motor, hot water heater, other acces
I morrow will be: Sundav school at 1C
ESTATE EMELINE C. OXTON. late of EMILY A RACKLIFF. late of South
George
Washington Bicentennial mond.
These members were present-1 day.
sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW OA
i o’clock; service of worship at 11, Rockland, deceased. Petition for Admin- Thomaston, deceased. April 20. 1932.
celebration. Special
| ed with beautiful carnations. A pleas
.stration. asking that Wilbur J. Oxton. Archie H Raekllff. of South Thomaston,
RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockelude “Jubilate Deo n E Flat CorH
wnth special music by the choir: of Stoughton. Mass., or some other suit- i w^s appointed Exr.. without bond,
land.___________________
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HOPE
children's story. “Price Tags.” ser- able person be appointed Admr., with- ; JOHN CREIGHTON late of Thomasbin, with incidental solo by Mrs. m__ _
|
GRAY
MARINE
MOTORS.
New Light
Eleknor Libby, and tenor solo bv guessing contest in which first prize
Abner Dunton who has been under _____
_____
out bond.
' ton. deceased. April 20. 1932. Albert T.
Four 12-24 horsepower. $298 Other sizes
ESTATE WILFORD C. FOSSETT, late Gould of Boston. Mass, was appointed
Stanley Cushing, “Spirit of God," went t° Mrs Nancy Clark, consola-; an operation at Camden Community ; B YPu at 6.30, subject, “How Mat
5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
tion ,n
to Mrs
Mrs. Herhert
Herbert Waltz
Waltz. DmiohDough Hospital, arrived home Thursday ot w. Work for World Good-Will?" °f union, deceased. Petition lor Adnnn- Exr.. and qualified by filing bond on
•
-• will b ,lnn
new motors at new low prices. Write us
Neidlinger. Sunday
school
,____.
’
"oin. .y
lstratlon. d. b. n. c. t. a., asking that same date. Alan L. Bird of Rockland,
nuts. cake and coffee were served.
WE WILL have 500 S. C. R I. chicks I fo® Information. A. L. ANDERSON, Box
last week.
Evening service at 7 30, Music fot garaj, b. Pinkham of union, or some appointed Agent in Maine.
hplfi at Q 4S
in
for sale on each of these dates: May 16. i
( amden. Me.___________________ 45-65
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56*58 home news, at the Old Scuth News
where she spent Woritj wide Guild Tuesday evening tate
for Dunn <fe Elliot Co.
bond.
pointed Exr.. without bond.
the winter with relatives.
! at tbe parsonage. The Ladies' Circle
READY cut chick range shelters, also Agency. Washington St., next Old South
Mrs. Sanford Hyler and Mrs. Aletha this week.
ESTATE GLADYS M GREGORY, late
ANTOINETTE H BABBIDGE. late of
also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
Nathan Barrett attended a meeting ho!d an ai]-day meeting at the of Rockport, deceased. Second Account Rockland, deceased. April 20. 1932. Adel- large sized feeders for range use. for sale. Church:
Thompson visited in Warren Friday
time and grain. C. E. OVERLOCK. mont St.
of the Camden Farmers' Union Direc- : cburch parlor; Thursday evening filed for allowance by B. Stanley Greg bert L. Babbidge. of Rockland, was up- Saves
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
Gamma Beta Boys' Banquet
Tel. 3-4 Warren.
56*58; =
ory. of Rockland. Trustee.
pointed Exr., without bond.
in the vestry Wednesday afternoon.
A fine banquet was served the tors Saturday and Mrs Barrett spent prayer meeting at 7.30.
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deceased. April 20. 1932. Fred F. DearRogers who have been visiting Mrs tbe Montgomery rooms. The menu uamaen oatu y
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bandleader Clarence Fish. The first estate euoene m stubbs late of
oeorge
52-tf cause he has bought matched pair. J.
ToHian nuddir.g and T g Mr^Lura No^ood—d UJo-,
deceased. April 20. 1932 Charles B ren.
Mrs. Sayward Hall and children are cakes, pies, Indian
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Miller and M. Blanche Miller, both of
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gnow^ Steward Rhodes I estate adelia l masters late of out bond.
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Gregory of Stow. Mass., was appointed
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gaited. sound and clever. Broken to
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Chartotte Young and music by the choir.
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FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres.
morning worship at 11, topic, “Mis-: ^id Miss Olive Teague, president of Mrs. Harold Hardy and children of ! In the 9efond
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George Swears and Mrs. Lucy Skoog; Malli St.. Rockland.
hlgh 8Clloal candidate Tuesday night.
modern buildings, pasture land, hay.
understandings.' The choir will sing , the Girls' Club for the invitation exrecitation, My Dolly. Ruth WardsHARNESS and leather goods, also re apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
Lincolnville. Mr. and Mrs. Austin: band was featured, and opportunity
"O Pray For the Peace of Jerusalem." tended to them by the boys. FollowJAMES H. HALL. 231 Main St., MRS It P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
± I Rankin and 'children of Camden. 1 ^as again given the public to see the Mrs. Frank Colson entertained the worth: duet„ Meet Mother in the pairing.
52-tf St., Camden. Tel. 2597 .
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.
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duet.
| Lawrence Snow and Leroy Moon I gUerite Chapter, O.E.S.,- Monday Mother, Thelma Bright;
Young. Mrs. Amy Tripp. Y.P.S.C E. 1
trumpet, and “Chum Crockett bari-1 night, there will be games and music Springtime in the Rockies, Roland
at 6 o'clock. At 7.30 the church will
WARREN-CAMDEN
tone, also a saxophone trio by Stew- jn charge of Christina Christie, Alice and Buddie Skoog; duet. Since
unite with the Federated Church on a^e patron, William Lenfest; secre
Mother Left Us, Minnie Wardsworth
ard Rhodes. Gertrude Havener and creed and Gertrude Sellars
invitation of Grace Chapter. OE.S-.rtary, Frank Hallowell; treasurer.
COAL PRICES
and Bessie Swears; solo, My Mother's
Franklin Clough .and a sextet “Tent
who are to attend the service as a Mrs. Cora Knights; chaplain. Mrs.
ing on the Old Camp Ground
Be- I Mrs- Lora Hardison entertained the Eyes, Louise Morton; recitation, Th*
part of their celebration of the George Aleola Watts; marshal. Mrs. Wini EGG, STOVE, NUT HARD COAL tween acts a clog by Hazel Hendricks ! Four A’s Wednesday evening at her Poppyland Limited Express. Marian
fred Slader; conductress. Mrs. Dora
Washington Bicentennial.
$14.00
| of Camden was enjoyed. The enter- ' home on Chestnut street.
J Webb; trio. The White Carnation,
Miss Katherine Winn and Mrs. Maxey; associate conductress. Miss:
SOFT
COAL, $7.75
tainment was repeated in Camden j -phe star Club met Wednesday eve- Lena Williams, Dorothy Swears, Vir
Warren Noyes of Rockland enter Alida Hyler; Adah, Mrs. Helen Halginia Webb; recitation Waiting for
tained members of the Itoovik Club 1 'owell; Ruth, Mrs. Alice Lermond; These are Delivered Prices For the Friday night, with Camden talent in j njng witH Mrs. Jeanie Gilchrist.
; the olio.
and gentlemen guests Wednesday eve- Esther. Mrs. Mary Jones; Maltha,
John Lowe returned Thursday from the Doctor, Evelyn Robinson; duet,
Month of May
ning for bridge at Miss Winn's apart- Mrs. Ella Stackpole; Electa, Miss
j Rockland, making the trip by plane. Faith of our Mothers, Allen Lawry
and Mrs. Arthur Warren; recitation,
ment. following supper at the Episco- ' Edith Lenfest; warden. Mrs. Ruth
PORT CLYDE
The Bridge Eight met Wednesday
pal Church of Rockland. Six tables Perry: sentinel, William Hastings; orJ. B. PAULSEN
At the Baptist Chape', Rev. Miltor. with Mrs. Sada Robbins, and enjoyed Mother, Minnie Wardsworth; duet.
Since Mother's Gone. George Swears
were in play.
ganist. Mrs. Harriet Hastings, who was
R. Kerr, pastor, the services will be a dandelion green dinner.
Telephone Thomaston 84-2
and Mrs. Lucy Skoog; reading,
Mrs. Harris Kalloch has returned the fir£t organist of Grace Chapter
held
on
daylight
time
in
compliance
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Miss Elizabeth Pease entertained Mothers' Dav Memories, Sadie Brown.
home after spending the winter in and P'ayed the same march music
with the new town law.
the Sewing Club at her home Tues
New York.
used at the chapter's first meeting.
day evening.
» « » ,
The first worthy matron and worthy
TENANTS HARBOR
patron, Mrs. Lucy Weston and Georg?
L. A. Coombs entertained the memHonored Past Oflieers
Moore, were presented with bouquets
i bers of the B. S. Club Thursday
A special town meeting was held
Grace Chapter, O.E.S.. observed from the chapter. Six chapters were
I night at Boulder Cottage. Shore last Tuesday evening when by al
Past Matrons’ and Past Patrons' j represented by visitors.
Acres, in honor of Jerry Hayes of most a unanimous vote, the daylight
Night Wednesday evening in Masonic |
____________
Belfast Others in the party were E. saving olan was approved, in accord
hall.
Forget-Me-Not Chapter of
Mont Perry, Bert Rcbbins, H. L.. ance with other nearby cities and
FRIENDSHIP
South Thomaston were their guests.
Coombs. O. C. Lane, William Staples. towns. No more discussions and mixWHITE
AND
COLORS
A banquet was spread upon tables
Thomas E. Stenger of Abington
Harold Chandler and Joseph Nichols. ups this summer as in previous ones
decorated with red, white and blua Pa., has been visiting Mr. and Mrs
I A shore dinner was served. and music over the time schedule in St. George.
Now
you
can
paint
your
home
and
give
it
a
beautiful
colors, each having as centerpiece a Charles H. Stenger.
and story telling were features of the
News has been received here of an
large birthday cake. The waitresses
The Consolidated. Capt. Dodge
appearance. This paint protects any outside surface
' evening.
accident which befell Mrs. Aaron W.
wore old fashioned costume. At the was here last Tuesday bound from
Mothers' Day was observed at the Mont, sister of Mrs. Emma Torrey,
for many years and will not lose its smooth lustrous
chapter meeting the chairs were Gloucester to Nova Scotia.
II after Dav Saints Church by a spe when she fell in her home breaking
filled by past officers thus: Worthy
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Wallace, for
finish. Take advantage of this amazingly low price.
cial program which included these her arm in two places and friends are
matron, Mrs. Blanche Vose; worthy merly of South Waldoboro, have re- |
numbers: Congregational singing; sorry for her misfortune. Mrs. Mont
Give us your order today.
patron. Arthur Hatch; associate ma cently moved to Friendship.
[ prayer. Rev. A. Begg; trio. Mothers' was taken to the hospital at once,
Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop J. Whit
tron, Mrs. Florence Gardiner; associj Day, Dorothy Swears, Virginia Webb, where the fracture was reduced and
Made by the makers of MONARCH PAINT
ney have returned to Friendship for
j Lena Williams; sermonette, Rev. Mr. the arm placed in s cast. Her ad
i
the
summer
after
visiting
their
1
Strout Insurance Agency
Begg; solo, Break the News To dress is 20 Auburn Road, West Hart
daughters. Mrs. Rodney Feyler and
Mother. Bessie Swears; recitation. ford, Conn.
17 GREEN ST. THOMASTON, ME. Mrs. Charles Starrett in Thomaston !
Who Made the Speech? Charlotte
Mrs. Grace Freeman received a
during the winter months.
Insurance in all Its branches
Webster; trombone solo. Beautiful telegram Mothers’ Day from Phila
TEL. 745-W
ROCKLAND, ME.
' The Virginia R, Capt. Lew J. Wal- 1
Mother of Mine. George Swears; solo, delphia, sent by her son Austin, who
Probate llonds
Notary Public ]ace recently came into New Bed54-59
Mothers' Day Song, Delma Calder- is enroute to California.
Alfrrd M. Strout i ford with 800 bushels of scallops.
J. Waller Strout

HOUSE
PAINT

$

1.99

Per
Gallon

JOHN A. KARL & CO.

NOTICE. Customs Case No. 14153. de
scribed as 312 cases assorted liquors,
seized from on board the Ga. S. Margue
rite (off No. 228849) of Boston, on April
19. 1932. while lying at Elliot's wharf.
Thomaston. Me.; cause, violation of the
Tariff Act of 1930. Any person claim
ing this mdse, must appear at the Cus
toms Office. Rockland. Me., file their
claim and give bond within twenty days
from May 7. 1932; otherwise the goods
will be forfeited to the Government.
FRANK M. HUME. Collector.
55-S-61
NOTICE, Customs Case No. 14154. de
scribed as a Ford Truck. Model-A Engine
No. AA. 3289920; seized at Elliot’s wharf.
Thomaston, Me.. April 19. 1932. for viola
tion of the Tariff Act of 1930. Any per
son claiming the goods must appear at
the Customs Office at Rockland. Me., file
claim and give bond within twenty days
from May 7. 1932, otherwise the mdse,
will be forfeited to the Government.
F. M. HUME. Collector.
55-S-61

’♦

♦ Summer Cottages !

THOROUGHLY MODERN cott&ge on
shore at Crescent Beach for sale or to
let. All conveniences. LENA K SAR
GENT, Rockland. Phones 990 or 994.

FOUR ACRES shore property for sale
at Ballard Park. C. M. BLAKE WALL
PAPER STORE. Rockland.
57-59
32 FT. CABIN CRUISER to let—New
engine, toilet, stove, all cloetrlc
14
knot; by month or season. J. N, SOUTH
ARD Rockland.
55-62
HIRAM SMALL HOMESTEAD. Cres
cent Beach to let for season. For par
ticulars address EDNA M. SMALL. 436
Boylston St., Boston. Mass.
54*59
SIX ROOM cottage to rent bv the day,
weekend or by the week. Fully fur
nished. beautiful location, near a nice
clean shore not far from the main
road. About one mile from the village.
*•**•* F Row
boat Included.
MRS. JAMES
f GREGORY. Vlnalhaven. Me
57*59
♦
SIX ROOM cottage at Crescent Beach
to let for season, hot and cold water,
fireplace, electric lights, bathroom,
.*•
•••
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
cellar, garage: completely furnished.
STUDEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must be MRS. IRL HOOPER. Tel. 1206 .
57-59
seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
SEA VIEW GARAGE. G89 Main St
Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56P6cR
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE. $4 per month |
dead: $5 per month live. NILO'S GA- ;
RAGE.
56-tf
Keys made to order. Keys mane
to fit locks when original keys are
FORD roadster for sale cheap, ready to
run. self starter, new battery, tires good I lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Can be seen at 17 BEECH ST. Tel. 417-J : books provide keys for all locks
or 654-W.
56-58
without bother.
Scissors and
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This Is a Senior i
Knives Sharpened.
and < Is mechanically right. Looks and
runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down , Prompt Servioe, Reasonable Prices
payment takes It. SEA VIEW GARAGE, i
689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
i
46*56 PA'R I
ESSEX—1927 Sedan—In good running
ROCKLAND
order. Will give someone a lot of eco- : 408 MAIN ST.
nomlcal transportation ;$45 down. SEA
Telephone 7(1
VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone I
M-tf

AUTOMOBILES

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

1250, Rockland.

46*56 PttR

52-tf

Every-Other-Day
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Society

MOTHER AND DAUGHTER BANQUET
Sponsored By the W. C. T. U. and Proves Itself Very
Much of a Success

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................... _.... 770 or 794-W

Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Milburn of
Portland are visitors for a week with
Mr. and Mrs. George Lurvey, Fulton
street. "Bob,” as usual is getting the
glad hand from the boys who remem
ber how he used to make candy and
music—lots of both.

Mrs. Herbert Curtis entertained at
luncheon and bridge Thursday eve
ning at her home on Pine street
with two tables. Honors were won
by Mrs. Gardner French, Mrs. Ralph
' Glendenning and Miss Pearl Borgerson.
Carl A. Snow and Mr. Carlstrom of
Worcester, Mass., were guests Friday
of Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow
on their way to Northern Maine for
a weekend fishing trip.

Miss Hazel Day, Mrs. C. W.
Mrs. Nan Parsons and daughter Creamer and Miss Lois Small cf
Miss Delia Parsons of Castine were Winslow’s Mills and C. B. Jones and
Rockland visitors Thursday.
Miss Bessie Reed of Waldoboro were
in the city Friday.
Dr. and Mrs. Blake B. Annis with
Dr. Donald A. Haskell will attend the
Mrs. Kate Murphy, Mrs. Lawrence
annual meeting of the Maine State Leach and Mrs. Carrie Nichols were
Chiropractors’ Association at the guests at Mrs. Ralph Wyllie's home
Mansion House, Poland Spring, Sun in Warren Thursday night.
day. Dr. James Firth of Indianapolis
will be the main speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wray and
Rev. and Mrs. Henry F. Huse of daughter Mary Margaret of Brewer
North Haven have been in the city were guests Wednesday of Mrs. Har
during the week. Mrs. Huse is a pa rington’s mother Mrs. Nutt. Mr.
tient at Knox Hospital.
Harrington visited his mother Mrs.
Loretta Harrington in Thomaston.
The Sunshine Society is to meet
Monday afternoon at the clubroom
Wednesday Ralph E. Nutt visited
447 Main 6treet.
his mother Mrs. Mattie Nutt, Pine
street. Friends are pleased that he
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Robin is able to be out, if only for short
son and Miss Adelaide M. Damon of periods.
Natick, Mass., arrived Hate Friday
afternoon to complete the opening
Miss Helen Fifield was home from
of the Robinson cottage at Ginns Boston Sunday, the guest of her par
Point, Crescent Beach. The party ents. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Fifield.
expect to remain about ten days this
trip, looking after some improve
Mrs. V. K. Wilson and children
ments on the place and in arranging Betty and V. Keith Jr., of Providence
for flower and vegetable gardens.
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Cclburn, Jefferson street, while Mr.
Irving Furlong of Winthrop, Mass, Wilson is on a business trip.
arrives today to spend his annual
Sherwood Williams was given a
vacation with his aunt, Mrs. G. W
surprise party Wednesday evening at
Ames, Oliver street.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
The sixth and final party in the Jones, Warren street where they
series of bridges being given by Ruth gathered to celebrate his birthday.
Mayhew Tent, will take place Tues There were three tables of bridge,
day evening at Grand Army hall. honors falling to Miss Betty Duncan.
The awarding of the capital prize Dan Snow, Mrs. Ruth Williams and
of the series is certain to provide in Sam Rogers. A late picnic lunch was
served, the color scheme of yellow
terest.
and green being carried out very
Mrs. George Palmer of Pleasant effectively by yellow and green glass
street was hostess to the Corner ware and a centerpiece of jonquils;
Club yesterday afternoon.
together with the birthday cake, pre
sented by Mrs. Jones. Mrs. Jones was
Mrs. Ernest Young has returned assisted bv Mrs. Lawrence Leach and
to Boston after making a short visit Miss Madlene Rogers. Mr. Williams
with her sister, Mrs. Henry B. Bird. was presented with nice gifts.
Broadway. Mrs. Young plans to re
turn to Rockland the latter part of i John McDonough Burke of the
June to open her cottage at Dyna Ford ship Oneida is a guest of Mrs.
mite Beaph for the season.
Margaret Burns, Gay street.
Dr. W. H. Armstrong went Wed
nesday to Portland, where he will be
with his daughter, Mrs. Edward
Cutting, for a time. He has given
up his Rockland residence and will
probably divide his time between
Portland and Philadelphia where his
other daughter, Miss Rhandena
Armstrong, is employed.

Mrs. E. C. Boody Jr.. Mrs. Burpee
tlrs. Lillian McRae. Miss Dorothy
Ventworth of Camden and Miss
lelen Burns carried off honors at
he bridge party given Thursday
ivening by the BPW Club. Mrs.
Villis H. Anderson acted as hostess

The Men’s Bible Class of Littlefield
Memorial Church, augmented on
this occasion by 10 of the women
folks, journeyed to J. S. Wardwell’s
in Belfast Thursday night and spent
a thoroughly enjoyable evening. One
member had considerable difficulty
in disposing of his cup (?) of coffee,
and the women found it no easy task
to duplicate Mitchell Hartley’s Houdini stunts. The annual meeting of
the class was held and these officers
were chosen: President, Edgar Barter;
vice presidents, Harry Chase, Ralph
Conant and Sidney Munro; secretary
and treasurer. Stanley Gregory.

MRS. ADELA (FULLER) HILLS
Mrs. H. F. Hicks has arrived home
ifter a winter’s stay in New York Former Rockland Woman Dies In
md New Jersey and has opened hei
Fall River In 90th Year
esidence on Talbot avenue. She
nsited friends in Boston on the way
The death in Fall River, Mass., on
lome.
May 10. of Mrs. Adela S. Hills, In her
90th year, ended the long life of one
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Dondis have well known to an older generation of
eturned from a short stay in Bos Rockland, where the chief part of
on.
her life was spent. She was the old
est of the family of three daughters
The Moonlight Auctioneers had and three sons of the late William
uncheon and cards Wednesday eve- O. and Bethiah (Snow) Fuller, and
ling at the home of Mrs. Earl Suke- was born in Martinsville, Aug. 11,
orth. Masonic street. Favors were 1842, being brought to Rockland by
iwarded to Miss Esther Ahlberg, Mrs her parents two years later. On Dec.
31adys Buzzell of Thomaston, and 12. 1867, she was married to Cyrus C
Hiss Lenore Benner.
Hills and of that union there were
three children who survive—Martha
The T&E Club had a picnic dinner Douglass, now Mrs. Jefferson Borden,
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Jr., of Fall River; Cyrus W. Hills, now
enry Jordan, Warren street.
of Cheyenne, Wyoming: and Oliver F.
of Rockland. A son Harry died
Mrs. Lina Carroll entertained the Hills
at the age of six.’ Mr. Hills died at
oily Eight Wednesday evening at
er home at The Highlands. Honors the home on Summer street Aug. 12,
1 cards fell to Mrs. Belle Lewis 1911, since which time Mrs. Hills had
Irs. Annie Aylward and Mrs. Addie made her home with the daughter,
immons. The occasion served as a Mrs. Borden, where every comfort
elated birthday observance for administered to the happiness of her
Irs. Lillian Cotton, and refresh- declining years. Her interest in and
lents included an attractive birth- affection for the earlier friends never
ay cake. Mrs. Cotton was present- abated and the renewal of friendships
in occasional visits to her former
d with a gift from the club.
home was to her a deep source of
The Hill and Dale Club met yes- pleasure. She united with the Con
;rday afternoon with Mrs. C. Alton gregational Church under the pas
torate of Rev. J. J. Blair and through
aimer, Union street.
out her residence here was an active
Mrs. Annie O'Brien, Mrs. Lucius member. Of the family of which she
ark, Mrs. Lillian McRae and Mrs. was a member three survive—Mrs.
rstin Brewer were winners in Mary F. Veazie, William O. Fuller
idge and Mrs. Annie Alden in ”63’’ and Frank W. Fuller.
The funeral service Friday after
the card party given Wednesday
ternoon at Grand Army hall by noon at the Borden home was con
lies Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R. ducted by Rev. Dr. Thomas, pastor of
rs. Priscilla Smith and Mrs. Susie the Fall River First Baptist Church,
among those present being the two
imb acted as hostesses.
sons, the elder having macfc the jour
The Friday Night Club had supper ney from Cheyenne by airplane. The
nnd bridge at the home of Mr. and service was followed by cremation at
Forest Hills. The burial service will
Mrs. Wallace Spear, Broadway.
take place at the family lot in Achorn
Mrs. William Hemingway who has cemetery next Tuesday at 2 o'clock,
■en visiting her daughter, Mrs. Wil- which friends are invited to attend
rm Glover in Watertown, Mass., Rev. Walter S. Rounds, pastor of the
ir two weeks, is expected home to- church of which the deceased was a
member, will officiate.
HANCOCK FOR HUNTERS
Mrs. Pearl Studley was hostess to
the Cheerful Circle Wednesday eve
If one wants to know how the game
ning at the home of Mrs. George
has increased in Hancock county with
Britto, Camden street.
the last few years and how great a
The Itooevik Club met for sewing variety there is, all one needs to do,
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs. L. is to visit one of the Ellsworth drug
A. Thurston at The Highlands. At stores and listen for a short time to
6.30 the members were joined by their the stories told by nimrods and others
husbands for supper at the Under of their experiences. For instanct, (he
croft of St. Peter’s Church, served other night produced the following
by the Girls' Friendly Society. Jon Information: A physician while driv
quils and candelabra were the table ing on a country road saw three rac
decorations, and a baked ham sup coons and a deer; a rural mail car
per was served. Bridge at the home rier saw a fox and a cock pheasant
of Miss Katherine Winn in Thomas and three partridges; another man
ton rounded out the evening, honors saw three deer and five partridges,
being won by Mrs. E. L. Toner, Mrs. and then to cap the climax, two
E. C. Boody Jr., Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, young women said that on the same
Mrs. Walter H. Butler, Mr. Boody day they had seen two moose on the
rdad between Bluehill and Ellsworth.
R. H. Britt and Mr. Toner.

MOTHERS OF LIONS

Page Seven
CHAPIN CLASS ANNUAL

Visit Den of the Rockland Mrs. Katherine Veazie ReClu'b and Hear Rev. E. O.
elected President—A Busy
Kenyon’s Fine Address
Year

The annual meeting of Chapin
Miss Hazel Marshall, children's
Class was held Tuesday evening,
1 librarian, subject “Daughters Around
May 10, at the Universalist Church
the World,” mentioned China, Japan
Twenty-two persons were served a
j India, Turkey, Eskimos, Russia and
delicious supper, the hostesses being
America, noting the change of custhe officers of the past year.
I toms and the social and political lib
At the business meeting presided
erties that have come to the daughover by the president, Mrs. Kather
i ters of these countries in recent years.
ine Veazie, a report of the club's
| “They are sisters around the world for
,I work and social events was read by
i the one thing they have in common
the secretary, Miss Hope Greenhalgh.
is Mothers.”
”
This year's activities began June
A piano duet was rendered by Mrs.
Mothers’ Day with the Rockland 30, with a picnic at the Crescent
H. H. Marr and Miss Carol Gardner. Lions Club was such a success that , Beach home of Mrs. Katherine St.
In the absence of Mrs. Ethel Perry, it bids fair to become an annual in- ciair, followed through the summer
i detained by illness, Mrs. E. M. Law- -titution. The guests of honor on season by three other picnics held at
i rence, recently returned from Florida that occasion were Mrs. R. R. Lud- j Mrs. Maude Blodgett’s Jefferson
was requisitioned for the part for i wicjj mother of Lion C. Earle Lud- | Lake camp, at Mrs. Faith Berry's
I mothers and spoke on the topic “Hold I
Mrs pjora g Lovejoy, mother Grove street home (weather preventI Fast and Go Forward, an old slogan | 3{ l101I Maurice F. Lovejoy; Mrs. E. ing a beach picnic), and at the Nel- !
of the W.C.T.U., asgood today as yes-, p starrett of Thcmaston, mother of I son Cobb farm as the guest of Mrs '
terday. Mrs. Lawrence, always a Lion Earj starrett; Mrs. A. J. Elliot Nellie Peterson.
| good speaker, and listened to with, oj Thomaston, mother of Lion Albert \ Oct. 27 opened the season of reguI interest, mentioned some of the signs ; Elliot; Mrs. Gladys Morgan, soloist; lar meetings, when the class was enof the times as she has observed them and Miss Margie Stahl, accompanist, tertained at the parsonage, with Mrs
’ -rh hf1 travels tile
six
! To say that these feminine visitors I Dorothy Smalley as assisting hostThe temperance people are establish- j enjOye{j the occasion is putting it very j ess. Seven meetings have been held
The dinine room at the ConereeatW°i greatg°a!s> "ot onlF co”st'*: mildly, albeit the Lions roars were in the homes of members, with astional Church Dresented a Dieasing 1
prohlb‘tJ‘onfibat Pers°nal
} cmewhat startling. They were pre- ] sisting hostesses, as planned for this
Dirture Thursday evening when the Jal abstinence The first has been won :ented with roscs
year. one all-day meeting for reliei
mothers “ugS 08f Eland !
‘'education and^amp^ "
C1“b * alwayS delighted W£r‘ ™
gathered around the ten tables in a e
FevoluUons in mocess todav fWalUr
“°”e “ grese?l T
1 at the h°me °f M
F8‘ ° Berry
Five suppers have been held in the
PBiehradnn nf
nf , she
i saldi
-j levoiuuuns
in process
celebration
of the
the fifth
hfth nhsprvnnno
observance ol
which We hope
Will ]ead t0 , former Rockland and Swans Island vestry of the church.
this occasion.
somethiner better But
must kecu n i,
.
.
,
Three patchwork quilts have been
Thp tahlps t-flstpfnllv rippnmtnd in omeinin» De“^r* "UL 7e musviKeej pcrtiand s most influential business
ine tames, tasteiuny decorated in , our morale. The church is not holdnmMAnt nf thn Pnn
yellow and white, were presided over , ing fast in the crisis- the business
Liors^lub He1 outlffiedP th completed and given away, and
by ten hostesses-Mrs. Edna French,! world is slipping. That there are no
d Ll0RS C!ub' H outllned thl three more tacked for individuals;
letails
of the District Lions Conven 108 candy bags were made for the
Mrs. Rita Robinson, Mrs. Lillian i rjCb men today is much in evidence.
Sunday School Christmas tree; one
Joyce, Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell, Mrs. I the stress of poverty is very appar- tion to be held in Portland during the Christmas box sent to a member of
Etta Stoddard, Miss Margaret Mac- 1 ent. The Woman's Christian Tem- week of June 2 and painted a picture the class; ten boys' blouses were
Knight, Mrs. Lottie Gregory, Mrs. perance Union, more than any other of Portland attractions that put the completed for the Thrift Shop and
Clara Emery, Mrs. Alfred Lord, Mrs. organized body, has been noted for literary gymnastics of the Maine one large puff and one small one
Hope Brewster, all members of the or- the holding of their morale in times Development Commission in the tacked for them. One evening was
gamzation. Supper was served and 12 ■ of stress, and have been admired for shade.
King Lion Annis announced that devoted to sewing for Knox Hospital
young ladies as waitresses—Vivian their courage, and the brilliancy with
there
would be a meeting of officers, and the gowns for the Junior Choir
Chaples, Arlene Chaples, Arlene Hav- which they go forward in faith. Hie
directors,,
and any members who were begun. Keys have been bought
ener, Marion Anderson, Virginia most of the wet propaganda is paid
night
care
to attend, Monday night for the grand piano and $3 con
Richardson, Mary Bird, Evelyn Sherer,| for. why? Because Uncle Sam is a
at
the
cottage
of C. E. Morse,.Cres- tributed to the school milk fund.
Lilia Sherman, Dorothy Dimick, Vir- I g00d paymaster, and they hope to
“‘X
The flower committee has sent ap
ginia Richards, Constance Joy and profit
the manufacture of liquor;, i „
Helen de Rochemont.
J that they would sell to Uncle Sam ' H' W' Dubols of p°f«and, known proximately 20 cards to invalids, and
messages of sympathy.
Housekeepers under the chairman- j under the system of government con- is “Dr. Sunshine” to radio audiences
The smallest attendance at meet
ship of Miss Ada Young served the trol. How to stop wet propaganda? and to the hundreds of children in ings has been 14.
supper—Mrs. Ida Simmons. Mrs. Eve- 1 Just tell them that if Uncle Sam'is hospitals and convalescent homes,
The treasurer’s report was read
lyn Sherman, Mrs. Frances Hall, Mrs. gOing to sell the liquor he is going to whom he entertains with his in- by Miss Myrtle Herrick who is re
niitable and unique talent, gave an
Kate Brawn, Mrs. Leola Risteen, Miss , make it.”
tiring this year from the office which
Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Ada Ripley; deco- j Mrs. Lorita Bicknell sang two nfcrmal program which included an she has held so faithfully for many
tnaginary
air
plane
ilight,
a
horse

rations, Miss Annie Frye, Mrs. Fred selections, accompanied by Mrs. Bird,
years.
Kittredge. A pleasant feature was the "Sylvia,” and “Sweet Little Woman ol back ride through the forest, and a
It was voted to hold' meetings each
fishing
trip
on
a
beautiful
lake-a
1
presentation to Mrs. Quimby of a Mine.”
week during the next season and to
filled
with
imitations
of
bird
and
ani

cake made by Mrs. Alden Ulmer and
In introducing the guest speaker
reduce the price of suppers to 35
sound
a birthday cake to Miss MacKnight, for the evening, Mrs. Althea G. Quim- i mal
„ friends,
.
. as
, well
.. as the
.
. . ..of cents; also to give the Ladies’ Circle
by, Mrs. Tweedie said she had been ’al °Ping boofs; the Put’P,ut of,the $15 towards this year's budget.
made by Mrs. Edith Tweedie.
Assembly singing was led by Mrs. for 13 years the mother of the Tern- ; OlOJ bcat; and s° on; also nature
These officers and committees were
Lorita Bicknell and Mrs. Nettie Frost, perance Ship in the State of Maine ,^...
unds x
w„
“d®. . at nJ.
_.gh},', usin” chosen: President, Mrs. Katherine
to ‘the Mocking Bird as a Veazie; vjce presi^ents> Mrs. Kathin the absence of Mrs. Gladys Morgan.
The program committee, Miss Alena Listen
’
Greetings were extended by Mrs. Hope Young, Mrs. Edith Tweedie, Mrs. Eve- background. Interwoven were words erine St. Clair and Mrs. Beulah
Brewster, president of local W.C.T.U. lyn Sherman, wishes to thank those of wisdom gleaned from his experi Allen; secretary, Mrs. Nora Cooper;
Mrs. Edith Tweedie as toast mistress who took part in the program, the ences in the very worth while work he treasurer, Miss Gladys Blethen;
introduced each participant on the young ladies who acted as waitresses, is doing among these children.
program committee, Mrs. Etta Stod
Mrs. Gladys S. Morgan, contralto, dard, Mrs. Minnie Cross and Mrs
program in her own pleasing manner, the hostesses, housekeepers, and all
with
Miss
Margaret
Stahl
at
the
Mrs Nettie Frost, accompanied by those who in any wav assisted in mak-'
Dorothy Smalley; work, Miss Jennie
oiano, sang “Little Mother of Mine,” Trussell, Miss Jennie Brown, Mrs
her mother Mrs. Dora Bird, sang two ing this such a successful affair,
by
Burleigh,
and
“
Mother
Machree,
”
selections, “A Dear Little Mother
The address of Mrs. Quimby. State
Velma Marsh, Mrs. Carrie Palmer;
With Silver Hair,” (Margery Wat- President of the W.C.T.U., which con- by Chauncey Olcott and found mos> flQWer Mrs ^uth Paimer, Mrs. Ella
Bird- ’ decorating, Mrs. Ella Bird;
kins) “Des Hold My Hands Tonight,” eluded the evening’s program, is print- rppriciative listeners.
Lion E O. Kenyon, rector of St. h
Mrs. Beatrice Welch
(C. J. Bond).
i ed upon another page.
Petei’s Episcopal Church, gave a Ws£ Alice Puller; piCnic, Mrs. Faith
thcughtful talk based on “Mothers' ) B
Mrs Katherine St. Clair, Mrs
tion on rose culture and rose plant- Cay.” May. one of the most beauti- Qrace'
A MISSION PLAY
Mrs. Clara Smith and
1 ing.
ful months in the year, is known in Mrs Maude Biodgett.
The ladies of St. Thomas parish the church calendar as The Month :____________
Presented At Meeting of will
hold a bridge party at the paristt of Mary, the Mother of Mothers,
GETTING LAKEWOOD READY
Universalist Mission Circle house Mav 24. The hostesses are which in its beauty seems especially
Mrs. J. Hugh Montgomery, Mrs. dedicated to motherhood. Father
Well in advance of the beginning of
—Sewed For Hospital
Standish Perry and Mrs. Harold Kenyon brought out the thought that the 32d consecutive theatrical season
Jameson and tables may be reserved in the establishment of a stated at Lakewood, members of the colony
The Universalist Mission Circle by applying to them. Refreshments Mothers' Day a great deal of senti are arriving, shutters are being taken
meeting Wednesday drew a goodly j
be served at 10 o'clock,
mentality had been developed, which down for the summer and reports
number of members who sat down at
’pbe ladies of the Methodist societv is a bit revolting when one I from Broadway indicate that the re
12.30 for a tempting meat loaf din- ■
Wed"^day afternoon in aauses to think that every day should sort will soon be bustling with activity.
be “Mothers' Day." The beautiful John B. Hymer, the playwright, was
ner served under the direction of Mrs. | The garage on Infill street, Millville; Cld Testament story of Hannah and one of the first colonists to appear.
Grace Rollins, Mrs. Annabelle Berry owned by George Tiffany was de- Samuel was cited as an illustration of Herbert Swett, manager of the LakeMrs. Ada Mills. Mrs. Ada Hewett stroyed by fire at 1.30 o'clock Fridav ,he mother's influence. Tribute was wood Theater, reports that many
and Mrs. Grace Daniels. Sewing for ' morning and the house was slightly paid to the mothers who take great i arrangements have been made by
Knox Hospital engaged the attention burned on the roof and quite badly responsibilities upon their shoulders fraternities at Bowdoin, Colby and
of the members until the devotional damaged by water. As Mr. and Mrs. who pour out devotion, sacrifice and University of Maine for house parties
exercises were opened with singing, Tiffany are now living in Warren and love through all their days.
this month. The Lakewood Country
Father Kenyon through contact Club will open the evening of Mem
Scripture and prayer, with Miss Alice the house was unoccupied, it is sup
posed to have been of incendiarv with mothers, and fathers, too, in his orial Day. Broadway successes sched
Fuller, president, in the chair.
church work, was able to present an uled to appear include “The Church
Response to roll call was based on origin. Partially insured.
unusually vivid picture of the aver. Mouse," “The Vinegar Tree,” “Death
God’s goodness and mercy, and in ;
—line with this, Mrs. Gladys Morgan: Strawberry ices made from the age situation, and in this particular Takes a Holiday”, “What Every Womontributed a solo, with Miss Mar- ! fresh fruit at Mrs. Thurlow's, Oak part of his talk there was much “food an Knows.” “The First Mrs. Fraser.”
for thought.” In closing tribute was "The Dove,” “The House Beautiful,”
garet Stahl at the piano. The treas- ! street.—adv.
given to the Virgin Mary, the Mother ! “Mrs. Moonlight” and "The Silent
urer's report showed an encouraging i
----------------—
cf Mothers—that now in these trying • Witness” as well as other current
balance gained from the mite boxes IIrate Father—“You ifnpudent pupwhich were turned in at this meet- j py! You want to marry my daugh- times we should turn to her, the ideal' plays of note.
ing..
The “shower” of household ' terAnd telli me, do you think mother, more than ever before as th( ' _______________________________ _
linens for the Clara Barton diabetic | y°u could give her what she's been example of purity to the world.
mission in Oxford, Mass., brought used to?'
Suitor—“Er---- yes, I think so, sir.
Jungle Echoes
MON.-TUES.
forth a fine supply of towels, wash
cloths, pillow-cases, etc., which are I’ve a very violent temper myself.”—
Rockland members are planning
to be packed and sent in the near fu Leicester Evening Mail.
for the District Convention in Portand June 2-3, their interest whetted j
ture. Members who have not yet
contributed may send their articles
by Walter Morse's announcement.
to the home of Mrs. Etta Stoddard.
A ladies' night is in the making ]
MON.-TUES.
Grove street. Miss Stahl, Miss Myrtle I
fcr May 26. A, star entertainer is I
Herrick and Mrs. Ada Hewett were
It's a man's picture
being arranged for.
appointed a nominating committee
played by a boy
Charles T. Smalley, Frank H.
who learned
to report at the next meeting.
Ingraham and Ralph E. Nutt, all past
to be a
The interesting missionary play
presidents, comprise the nominating !
“The Awakening' 'fcas presented.
man!
committee, which will report Mav 18
The delegates from the Rockland '
The cast included: Mrs. Eva Pease,
Mrs. Rollins, Mrs. Beatrice Welch.
Club to the Portland convention are
Mrs. Stoddard, Miss Stahl, Miss
A. B. Allen, C. E. Morse, Dr. Burton
Caroline Jameson, Mrs. Morgan, Miss |
E. Flanders, Charles T. Smalley and
Fuller and Mrs. Helen Wentworth, for
E: Stewart Orbeton.
Act 1; and these members of the
The alternates are M. F. Lovejoy.
Clara Barton Guild. Margaret Mc
R. F. Saville. Eugene E. Stoddard,
Millan, Ruth Pike, Marian Church,
Albert Elliot and A. W. Gregory.
and Shirley Stanley, together with
The prosperity check is in circula
Mrs. Angelica Glover and Mrs. Went
tion. It will put more than $200 in j
worth in Act 2.
circulation.
Amory and Frank, captains of en
tertainment committees for May and '
CAMDEN
AMERICA'S June are having a nice little contest
BOY STAR That June man will have to go some.
Mrs. O. E. Bryant and son Norman
of Dexter are guests of Mrs. Bryant's
THE LEGION AUXILIARY
sister, Miss Maude M. Thorndike.
The Dean Osbornes of New York
Mrs. Sara Oriffin, chairman of the
city have arrived at their cottage or.
with
Welfare Committee of the American
with
the Belfast road.
Legion Auxiliary to Winslow-Hol
CHIC
Camden Commandery, K. T., will ,
brook Post reports that $313.57 has
Charles
SALE
be guests on St. John’s Day, June 24,
been expended by the local unit foi
in
of Palestine Commandery in Belfast. 1
Marian Nixon
welfare work during the past winter
Minna OombaH
Mrs. Draper Ayer and family of
“WHEN A FELLER
Hospitalization, rehabilitation, child
New York city have arrived in town ,
welfare and family welfare work
William Collier, Sr.
NEEDS A FRIEND’ have shared in the amount expend
and will spend the summer at Stony- j
TODAY
hurst on Chestnut Hill.
ed. Homes for two orphans have
Special Children’s Matinee
SALLY BLANE and
been
secured
and
Mrs.
Griffin
is
try

Tuisday
at
4.00
o'clock
Rev. Winfield Witham, pastor of
FRANKIE DARROW in
ing to place two other children
Admission 10 cents
the First Congregational Church, was j
“PROBATION"
This
work
has
been
made
possible
in Auburn this week attending the :
NOW SHOWING
through the generosity of the citi
annual meeting of the Congrega
zens of Rockland, who bought the
“MIRACLE MAN”
tional Christian Conference of
little red paper poppies last yeat
with
Maine. Mrs. Laura Ritterbush was
from members of the Legion Auxili
SYLVIA SIDNEY
a delegate from the church.
A Paramount Publix Theatre
ary.
The Past Grands and Past Noble
A
Paramount
Publix
Theatre
The
Auxiliary
contributes
to
the
Grands Association will meet at
Community Chest, the Salvation
I.O.O.F. hall next Wednesday. Sup
Army and furnishes milk to under
per will be served at 6.30.
nourished children.
Mrs. E. A. Robbins will entertain
Mrs. Myra Watts, chairman of the
the Camden Garden Club at UnderPoppy program, announces that the
cliffe Tuesday afternoon, if pleas
sale will be held Saturday May 28
ant, if stormy, the following day.
Shows at 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
Realizing that the welfare work will
Victor Debree of the Kennebec Rose
Continuous Tuesday-Saturday
be needed next winter, Mrs. Watts
Gardens of Richmnod, will be the
to 10.45
asks the same generous response to
34tf
speaker. He will give a demonstraI the poppy sale this year.
wp

Our May SPECIAL
Electric Clocks

H-75

each

Both fcor

/$9.5OX
\ValueZ

HAMMOND ELECTRIC ALARM
A clock you have always
wanted. Illuminated dial;
never have to wind; per
fect time keeper; noiseless;
dependable alarm; black
enamel finish.

Adock that’s always right.
Never needs oiling, wind
ing or regulating. Just
plug it into your nearest
light socket. Choice of
blue, green or white. An
ornament for any kitchen.

j

Millions of Lovers
Wrote This
Story!

After
Tomorrow
Farrell

AR

price $4.75

HAMMOND JR. KITCHEN CLOCK

Price i4.75

Both Clocks during May for ^8.25
[regular 09.50 value]

CENTRALWAAIN E
POWERztUMPANY
“MICKEY AND HIS MA”
V/OW/-(VJO VEtVtRS WHRT two FELVtftS, ’ PVNOlREk FELLER 1
VEE WEE?
InftCMiiN WXkS
FVN' fAE '
™ ERCrt
Rn
I CrOt HIT Z

------

-

I

/?

A\_

A'NT ANNA S£Z
“If you feel like throwing something—throw
a bouquet." Well, I feel like throwing a brick
at that alarm clock, but I’ll throw a bbuquet
at the bed instead. It’s the most comfortable
bed I ever slept in—I’m sure glad that Mom
went to Studley's when she furnished my
room.

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

.

COMPLETE

HQME

61 PARK ST.

FURNISHINGS

ROCKLAND,MAINE

Shcrwin-Wiluams
PAINT HEADQUARTERS

Cut the Cost of
Painteng Your
Home!

SWP

Paint costs
should oe meas
ured ov *he surHOUSE PAINT
ace covered
and v e a r s of
wear. SWP House °aini: covers
half again as much surface, as
“ cheaper” paint and last years
longer. Outside Gloss
rn
White—per gallon..........

FREE “Jpy of Color" decorative booklet as
offered In Slierwin.WilliamM program “Keep.
Ing Cp With llnugliler'* over NIK red network
■tntlona every tteduesday morning.

Painted Walls with Charm
FLAT-TONE dresses your walls in a soil oleasing colorful finish, thal slays
beautiful. Finger marks and soil can oe emoved with soap and water. m
_—
Pei quart........................................................................................................ J

USB NHKnWI.N.WILLlA.MN U« AI.IT1 Illtt SUtsS
Hill BKS1 PAIXTlXb OSSI LTS

Water White Linoleum Lacquer
Your linoleum will wear longer and Keep new ookinq ir you give il a coat or
two ol ROGERS BRUSHING lACOUER KJR dNOLtUM.
z»r
Rogers Linoleum Lacquer pet quart................................................................... wl.vO

IT IS TIME TO PUT YOUR SCREENS IN
ORDER
Ask to see our Combination Screen and Storm Doors
which cost but little more than either a Screen or
Storm Door and takes the place of both.

We have a complete stock of All Kinds and Widths
of Screen Wire at Low Prices

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
453 MAIN STREET
TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

B.C.M. CIGARS

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
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British and Tory Marauders

................. .............. —

■,

FATHER COUGHLIN

THE SAUNTERER

THE REALM OF MUSIC

A. B. Crocker

♦

Famous Radio Pastor Up
holds Bonus—Would Take
Nation Off Gold Standard

True to promise to find the
marsh-marigold, when thc sun shone
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Rev. Charles E. Coughlin, the
this April day and the thermometer Michigan pastor whose broadcasts
got above freezing, I started the are heaid by hundreds of Knox Coun
hunt. I find it a good plan to start ty listeners was in New York Tues
Ever since “Les Camarades Musi- ’ played the study once more, even with an objective when I saunter day.
Although willing to discuss any of
caux” of Bath was organized we ' more delicately, but with the right
through the Fells, and then keep my the timely topics, Father Coughlin
have
been
particularly
interested
—
\
hand
in
octaves.
Such
a
tour
de
FOREWORD.
the name itself is intriguing. Ano force genuinely impromptu demon- eyes and ears open for anything oi declined to comment on his radio
we have a personal interest in that i strates his fabulous technique, and interest. In my progress hither to activities or on his estimated “con
In the preparation of my forthcoming book “Revolu
Allan H. Ramsay, president, is can be appreciated by an aspiring day my attention was first attracted gregation" of 50,000.000 persons
tionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox County, Maine,
which Cardinal O'Connell of Boston,
known to many Rockland musicians pianist, who will get the arrangeand Their Descendants,” which contains the biographies
some of whom have studied voice ment ad hoc by Godowsky—Prom by a mourning-cloak butterfly sun declared a few weeks ago in no un
ning itself on a rock. It was only certain terms was too large for any
of over six hundred Revolutionary Veterans, much
with him.
Christian Science Monitor.
-Les Camarades Musicaux" differs
about six feet from mc, and through single member of the Catholic clergy.
material on Revolutionary events has come into my
A priest, said Cardinal O'Connell,
The Eastern Music Camp Yeai
from
most
musical
organizations
in
the glasses I could see it plainly. It
hands that cannot be worked into a life sketch of
that its membership is made up of Bcok for 1931-32 is out and is charm was facing me with its back to the should speak to his own parish, but
individuals.
soloists—chorus and ensemble work ingly .gotten up. On the inner cover sun, wings spread out flat on the “the individual in Michigan takes it
This historical data is too valuable to be overlooked
being carried on merely as a back appears pictures of the officers rock; its back was kind of fuzzy, and into his head to talk to the whole
ground for solo, duet and quartet among the honorary officers being evidently Its back got hot, for those world.”
and I give much of it to the public in the following
Father Coughlin replied, “I have
work. Each member regards the Dr. William R. Chapman and
articles which are prepared or are being prepared for This Is the Car That Harry Won—P resented To Him As Paint Salesman second word of the title as his slogan ; Walter Damrosch. Other pictures in wings went up with a snap and you absolutely nothing whatsoever to say
could
almost
hear
the
tips
click
“Cha mp"
publication, viz:
and inspiration and tries to be a the booklet are of the buildings and when they came together. Then about this matter. It would be out
of place for me, an ordinary and
grounds, views of Lake Messalonsker
“Storming the Heights, Maine's Embattled Farmers
Mr. Carr has been with the paint "camarade'' in every musical way he from the campus, various groups of the wings came down again, and humble priest, to criticize a general
The Farm & Home Paint Co. has
at Castine in thc Revolution,” "British and Tory Marauders on the a very high appreciation of Harry firm since 1928. covering the territory can to assist in any scene or en students and classes, etc. Descrip then up again. Calisthenics I guess. in the army.”
which comprises Knox. Lincoln and semble of grand or light opera and
I found the American cowslip, or
Penobscot,....... Flic Revolution’s Aftermath.”
He added, however, that Bishop
Carr's skill as a salesman, and the Waldo Counties. This is the third oratorio. At times members do dif tions of the different courses are marsh-marigold, in its accustomed
Gallagher of Detroit, had approved
given
clearly
and
concisely,
details
ol
I trust the incidents related in this article will find favor with the Rockland man is now driving a half time he has won a premium, once ferent parts in the same numibet
place in the swamp. Some of the every one of his ladio sermons.
In this way. one recreational advantages are set
history loving public whose ranks are daily growing.
ton Chevrolet
truck which was pre- for the lar&est sales in the United | rcalizes the difficulties of "the othei ! forth, and general announcement ol plants had buds and flowers both Every Saturday night, said Father
,
Edward K. Gould
sented to him by the concern as his States, and once for the largest sales, fe]jott.,s oart and tbis t00 makesfees, registration, and personal on them, but the large plants out in Coughlin, “I show my sermon to my
reward for selling more paint than in the territory east of the Mississippi a much -more' sympathetic
,vnin3fh_:jp rendering I' equipment.
The 1932
equipment. The
1932 season
season begins
begin: the swamp did not seem to have bishop, and I never take it upon my
BRITISH AND l'ORY MARAUDERS ON THE PENOBSCOT any other of its dealers in the United River.
of the whole work involved.
; July 2. and closes Aug. 27. Inquiries either buds or flowers. A week of self to make an utterance of naStates. The quantity was 3500 galThe truck was bought through the The club members are glad to take [ regarding the Camp should be ad- warm weather and that swamp will tional importance in any of my serThere is a class of Americans but little known who paid the price ot Ions, and it must be admitted that Ludwick Motor Sales Co. of Newcastle,
inferior parts that one of the others ; dressed to Mrs. Dorothy H. Marden, be a handsome sight, yellow as far I mons without his approval.”
our liberties in suffering, privation and lingering death. These were the this would decorate a very broad Me., and decorated by P. H McKusick, may do an obligato, aria or scene , secretary-registrar, 101 Main street as you can see. The English cow
Father Coughlin, who has become
slip mentioned by Shakespeare and known as one of the most ardent
I a Rockland brush artist.
victims of 1 orv and British brutality. The story has been but half told space.
from an opera. The club has worked Waterville.
Milton is of the primrose family nationalists in the ranks of the
up most of the scenes from “Car
ol the devastation of the country bordering on the Penobscot Bay and
Wc appreciate the copy of “I’m The American cowslip is of the Cal American clergy, said: “I am abso
i>;iver, follow ing the occupation of Majorbagaduce, or Castine as we now temainder went to Warren, Saco, Bristol, New Hampshire and Massa men.” “Faust," "11 Trovatorp," "La
The skunk-cabbage lutely in favor of the soldiers' bonus,
Coming
Back to Claim You," sent tha family.
Giaconda.” "Cavalleria Rusticana,'
is out of the purple and in the j In addition to giving money to those
call it, by the British, in the Revolution. From this base marauding chusetts.
by
the
composers
(Burton
F.
Rich

"Masked Ball," “La Boheme" and
ards, Rockport, words, and Clarence green, as 'twere.
who are entitled to it, it would force
parties, led bv loud Tory sympathizers, operated by land and sea. Human
Some of those who halted in Camden found quarters at Glen Cove at "I Pagliacci."
While trying to get a good posi- : united States off the gold standard,
• • ♦ Fish, Camden, music). The tuneful
nature was thc same then as now. People living in the Penobscot region the houses of Tolman, Gregory and others. Those at Camden Harbor
tion to see the cowslip, I scared, or i and bring the dollar down to speakThe club gave an elaborate opera melody has been arranged by J. E. flushed, or whatever you do to a wild | mg terms with foreign policy, thus
i ould be found who would sell their souls for British gold, and give their were taken in bv Richards, while at Goose River thc Thorndikes and
recital last fall, inviting 150 friends. Andino, a New York professional duck, and it flew over my head and 1 enabling us to resume commerce
neighbors over to the plunder of British marauding parties, for the sake others cared for thc remainder.
They gave their youngest member who has collaborated in many song out of sight. I had an idea there
active way.
of possessing what had been accumulated by thrift and hard labor.
The barracks at Glen Cove were half a mile from the fort. Besides thc Hibbert Norton, of this year's High hits, both old and new. It is writ mjght be a nest somewhere in the once again in a•more
* • «
ten in waltz time and there is a
So numerous was this lory class that defensive measures could not be barracks which was a temporary structure more like a shed. William School graduating class, a chance happy harmony between words and swamp, so I walked around the
As a further means of restoring
planned without immediate knowledge of them being conveyed to the ! Gregory's barn was appropriated for the useof the soldiers, and to main \'? make his concert debBt' singing music. It would seem that it pos edge and through the glasses tried better economic conditions, Father
to
find
it.
There
may
be
one
on
Coughlin advocated repeal of the
British at Castine. Some of these lories were secret spies and then of those who fled here for safetv. Half of the Gregor)’ log house was Lahore’—Promesse de Mon Avenir sesses good commercial possibilities
one of those little islands but hav
treachery was never suspected by their trusting American neighbors.
occupied bv the officers, and as he soon after built another cabin down and also the death Scene of Valen- Anyway we hope so, so that Mr ing no waders I couldn't get out tc Eighteenth Amendment and taxa
Richards and Mr. Fish may realize
tion of liquor. Another way, he said,
There was a feeling of uneasiness among the small settlements on the toward Chickawaukie Pond, he gave them possession of the whole house.
'^’aust,' with the entire club a successful sale. We understand them.
would be to abolish “nine-tenths of
I saw something moving in the the bureaucracies which are now in
Penobscot, because one could never know whether his next door neighbor and removed into his new one.
"y^e c;u^'mccts every other week that the song is to be broadcast from
water, and next thing I knew a ! existence."
was friend or foe.
i
As the settlers of Belfast left their corn and other grain standing in their. for regular programs, and many Boston, Portlandand_ Bangor^
muskrat, or musquash, as the In- j “I have no reason to enunciate
The constant operation of the British marauding parties bv land, and i fields as they fled from the British, Peletiah Corthell was dispatched in a times in smaller groups to prepare tlons' 80 e ls
dians called them, was in front ot anything radical,” Father Coughlin
ihc “shaving mills,’ as thc small boats of the British were called, by sea, 1 boat to go to Belfast and gather a load. Filling thc boat with corn, lie I the different numbers. The first
me not more than 20 feet awav. and said, “but I try to point out to my
birthday has just been passed, and
I had a good chance with the glasses ■ listeners that a disease is ravishing
from 1779 to 1781. swept American commerce from the eastern ocean returned without molestation.
Simon
Snooper
•
”
“
Musical
Courier,
’
p.t the home of the president, Mr.
this country—the disease being the
and completely scattered the inhabitants of the Islands and the Main, so
August 14, 1779, a “shaving mill'' containing a crew of 12 men came Ramsay, the club gave its 27th pro- says; “Don't leave your signature to watch him for about 15 minutes.
What the habits of a muskrat are : concentration of wealth in the hands
around
where
Mrs.
Josef
Hofmann
that sonic -cttlcmcnts were completely obliterated.
, (0 (Joose River, (Rockport), in quest of the settlers' live stock. At the : gram on Monday of last week.
as Em savs, “I dunnot know, but 1 Of the few. And mark you, if we
In the concert production of Flo- could copy it. She’s the most accom do know that this one was very fas- i don't change thi'j condition, we'll
I he people lived by the products of thc soil and what could be caught tjme
landed Robert and Paul Thorndike had gone to the mill in
tow's “Martha," sung in English, plished amateur forger in the world. tidious about the eats. It would \ have a revolution. But we should
from thc sea. Thc parties of British and Tories burned the log houses of South Thomaston, then called Weskcag. The marauders first indicated 1 presented last Wednesday, the club
o | Change conditions in an orderly and
thc settlers, stole or destroyed their boats and vessels, killed or drove off their appearance by shooting a calf in the back yard. Mrs. Thorndike add'd the climax of its winter's work cleverly that even his bank cannot 1 take a b‘te here and a
tell the difference, and recently the I
trL!. yo?„nJ ?“1 J lcgal way
their live stock. devastated the growing crops, carried away the foeu j thinking one of her sons had been shot by them, seized her small son as its contribution to music week.
cashier almost “Returned‘one"of hit y®""’ r0®1' an vn«tnSTh^Unauaze
“One of the troubIes in thc United
pmducts store! in cellars for winter use, imprisoned the old men anti hovs lames, then three weeks old, and arousing a daughter who was asleep, she
hurriedly handwritten signatures ai finicky- Ha? 1 knounlanguage states, is that there is no class or
. , ,
,
. ,
, . ,
, .
.
. ,
Bearing in mind that the piano- „ ,frovorv ”
j
tbe gentleman with the lanceo- I race cchesion, such as there is in
whom the war had left to operate thc farms, as most of thc men ot Milirushed tor the woods just hack ot the house, and there she remained forte was a far less powerful instru- a It>r8er>lated tail, until toes separate, who pUIQpe There they pull together,
tnrv age were in the Continental service.
secreted until morning, when with trembling step she cautiously ment in the early part of the Nine- i oicnc Mr tho onnstniptinn nf the sme11’ of musk in summer but not fjere
division and rule. Here
After destroying all a family might have of habitation and means of approached her house to find that its contents w ere left unharmed.
i teenth century than it is now. and
nnera Hnuce tr in wlnter> 1 would have suggestea politicians plav with races, creeds
‘
. .
,
,
.
, .
had a lighter touch, it is interesting nso ta son nnn neeonvine "
“““
.’.If , spinach.
.P a(fain
,t another.
livelihood, then thc women with their numerous small children were
thc
block
sPinach. iI "dunr.ot"
"ciunr.oi know
Know whethei
wnetnei and
and c]asses
c]assesP, or
0Re
af?ainst
another.
(In such alarm the settlers ami their families tied to thc woods tor to know that not only was Liszt’s hXeen^FPRh andPSWhAvenues il.was lo°king f°r a balan®ed
must get thc word bigotry out
driven into the woods to suffer and die. “War is hell,” said General , x .
...
■
, , , , . , ,,
,
,
, .... .
......
with vne
the right uuuiuvi
number ui
of* calories 1 oj
dictionary before we can get
,
flit*
.
,
Luc ( safety, as their resistance would be but feeble and useless against an armed finger facility bevond that of any- ......... ........ ......... ■ ,
4
.
_T
wivn
Sherman. It certainly
1 ' was for the loyal American living along the I’enob- ,<w>
ciitwlr;,ir ..... ntv>ri!
I onP else> but that lte dynamic rang" and 49th and 48th streets, in New
vj(aminSi etc., or just
foe of superior numbers.
City, were filed last week with I in
mid-afternoon snack, Prob" anyw,here' and the melting pot must
scot during the Revolution.
and control was astounding. He York
the
New
York
Building
Department,
j
3
“
’
v
"long?
During this period occurred a daring exploit of John Harkne s of Goose reveled in those favorite effects o!
Department.
thp ,atter
lon| until I gc melL
laical hi torics have preserved meagre and isolated rases of these devas
“Thc first economic axiom we must
t and find a £ide.hill gouger.
River. (Rockport), who served as a Lieutenant at the battle of Lexington Beethoven, thc sudden sforzando in The building, according to plans, will
follow is one of the first enuncia
tating raids. There arc many incidents of this kind which have never
be
90
feet
tall,
including
the
pro

N. C. C. 2.
and Bunker Hill, and being disabled came and settled at Goose Rivet, the midst of piano, and the big
tions in the Bible about earning thy
appeared in print, and because of this the story cannot be told in all its
jected roof garden, and will have a
Somerville, Mass.
bread bv the sweat of thy brow. We
At this time he was unmarried and dwelt in a log cabin alone. British crescendo culminating in pianissimo capacity in the hail proper of 4,042
But enough remains to give an idea of the awful price • '
' .
'''.
7.....","T '7 "
”,
• ;■ These were the things that electrihorrid uglincs'
are all supposed to work, not to
, ■
.______ r _ a___ i.u.................
marauders coming ashore in quest of plunder, found their way to his , fled an audicnce and confounded seats. It is to be of a general horse- j
AT CASTINE NORMAL gouge from others, or play ‘craps.’
I aid by our Revolutionary predecessors for American liberty.
shoe shape.
cabin. Harkness being absent, they rifled his cabin of its most valuable jj»5S accomplished players,
But I would rather nlay ‘craps’ than
To protect thc people from this plundering, the Continental Congress,
But more than all, the uncanny
contents, including his gun and carried them down to the barge. Leaving
get money the way some of our
In
a
rather
loosely
played
game
iu 1780. ordered 600 men to be detached from the three eastern Brigades
IN PRAISE OF MUSIC
case with which he would ripple out 1
Brewer defeated Castine at Castine bankers do. Wat can't drink our
the men to guard the boat, the rest went in search of other booty.
fabulously difficult cadenzas and or- Murlc nlonr of all the arts we know
of thc St. 'c, for ci ht months’ service. Every soldier was ordered to
While thus guarding their ill-gotten gains, Harkness di covced then namcntal embroideries, often invent- ”r''omPZnI‘°of circumstance" ™ "une. or i Saturday forenoon to the tune of 9-6. own blood and eat our own flesh."
p arch well equipped, within twentv-four hours after he was detached, or
I Principal W D. Hall and Ermo H | Father Coughlin announced that
from thc opposite side of thc river, ar.d crossing thc stream, he unob- ing or modifying these on the spui |
spare;
can's dull ' Scott spent Thursday and Friday in ; he had signed a contract to broadpay a fine of -ixtv pounds currency, which was to be applied to procure a I
bound
by
walls
........
—
of
.
,,
,
, i nast neJ£t winter_ bcginning October
Not
man
auu
i
..............................
.....................
of
the
moment,
was
the
despair
cf
servedlv approached them, and coming out of the thicket bv the river's
fashioning.
; Augusta attending the annual meetsubstitute. Thc command of thc whole eastern department between thc
rivals who
It. soars, transcendent, to the very door ;ngs of the principals of normal and 16. But the moment his bishop tells
side unarmed, thev were not at all apprehensive of anv danger from a,.would-be
.
,
.. , went. to hear
.
Of Heaven, when It comes and whither 1 secondary schools.
Piscataqm. and St. Croix, was given to Brigadier-General Peleg Wads
him to stop broadcasting, he added.
single man in his situation. Jumping into the barge he seized Ins gun | Jn otder t0 karn how lt was done
It goes.
Miss Nellie F. Harvev conducted the “I shall graciously obey."
worth, with power to raise more troops if they were needed.
alone can plumb profoundest
when they attempted to approach to w rest it .from him, but instantly1 There are many legends to this ef Music depths
weekly Y.W.C.A. meeting Sunday eveTelling of the 118 clerks and secreHe was also empowered to declare and execute martial law over terri
cocking it, be leveled it at the head of one of thc maraude-s and threatened fect, but one is sufficient to note Within the soul, or stir the lonely heart ning centering around Mothers' Day. taries who help him take care of the
To
wordless
ecstacy
and
wistful
throes.
tory ten miles in width upon the coast east of the Kennebec, according to
here; it is perfectly authentic.
E. S. N. S. will be on the air at 6 30 thousands of letters he receives each
them if thev moved their guns, a life would pay the forfeit.
Responding to a wakened memory
the rules of the American Army.
Stern mastery has banished with youth s next Sunday evening over WLBZ. day, and of the secretaries he has
Wi’h his gun thus aimed at one of their number, he began to pace back
tears.
On a certain evening < in 1864 oi
General Wadsworth was an able and distinguished officer. His assign
through the courtesy of the Andrews stationed in Washington and Ge
wards on the shore until he disappeared among thc woods, leaving his thereabouts), the famous Dreyschock, All moods of life are mirrored ln Its
Music House. The school orchestra of neva to keep him informed on eco
voice:
ment to this isolated command with but an inadequate force to guard thc
astonished enemies to attempt a hazardous pursuit, or content themselves a pianist celebrated for his wonder- No humblest creature cowed by poverty, 13 pieces, and the Boys' Glee Club nomic
and political conditions,
lung coast line, completely buried him from ever attaining distinction in with eoninn the contents of his musket.
, ful playing of octaves, was honored j But
share with kings this gift to will present a varied program of vo Father Coughlin said that his great
the Continental -cvicc. He was by nature a soldier. Had it been bis
Elizabeth Ott, dauehter of Peter Ott "a Revolutionary
Kd. J.r,- soldier, ,.who
t„, by a royal command to perform becal, instrumental and ensemble num success could not have been achieved
—Lily Strickland.
I,, .Iceiop
el„p (Js
Arin\ | subsequentlv bfo|re Harkness’ wife, was not le-s valiant th m he. At fore the Emperor Franz-Joseph it |
bers. Members of the orchestra are: without the supernatural aid of St.
pnvilepe to
his military
military talent
talent as
as a
a General
Uenerai in
in the
tne .Main
.Main army
Do vou remember lovely Joanne Director, Ermo H. Scott; first violins, Theresa, "the little flower."
under U ashinffion, hi - name would undoubtedly have shown with lustre
Harkf|ess fxp,oi, a ..shavin2 nli„.,
Gkh) e Vienna, Now Dreyschock had an
“encore niece" which was an ar- de Nault, contralto, who sang in Frances Cressey, Hildreth McNeil, Albeside < .enetaL I incoln. Knox, Gates and Lafayette, as one of the leading , R.
an(J {he p|undcrers went ro tbe inn 0{ peter Ott, which was I rangement of Chopin's study in C Rockland at a midsummer concert vena Murray; second violins, Mary
Before his death Edgar Wallace
General of the Revolution. But the fates and his unselfish devotion to situated between D
,____ and G'en Cove,
...........
i.,.„spot
............................
■■ lbv
, minor, known as the “left-hand some years ago, as assisting artist Murgrozc. Nelson Powers; clarinets, was telling a scribbler friend what a
Rockport
on the
later occupied
study." This was done so that the to Walter Mills, baritone? We have Ben Thomas, Lloyd Hatfield; saxo great business the film industry was.
the cause of the Colonies decreed otherwise. He is best known in history s
Jefferson Smith's house.
left hand appeared to play the diffi- , often wondered where her musical phone. Eleanor Wescott; cornet, Or “Why," said Wallace, “It's marvelous.
as the mandf'ther of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, the world's most
The marauders went into the cellar and were drawing of f some liquor, cult semi-quaver passages in oc- j activities have taken her, so the ett Robinson; bass. Marjorie Hodg I write a scenario in a couple of days
talented poet.
taves. Much of this was no doubt brief item from “Musical Courier" a kins; drums, Frank McCluskey, Ar and they pay me a fortune for it.
when Miss Ott came down and indignantly exclaimed:
what is termed “fake.'' but the piece short time ago was welcomed. It thur Neike; piano, Mary Madruga. You ought to get into it,” he advised.
It is the purpose of this article to bring together in a single narrative the
“Stop, you villains! Let that alone!”
was very clever, and always made a stated that she was engaged for a The personnel of the Bovs' Glee Club
“Yes, I know,” returned his friend,
scattered records of British and Tory marauding. Many of these inci
As thev took no heeri of her words, she rushed forward and stayed the great effect. On the present occa special program at the Virginia State is: First
— . tenors, Nelson Powers, “but it’s too strange for me. I once
dents are contained in old and rare works long since out of print and flow of the liquor, by placing her hand on the aperture. One of the men sion it was duly trotted out. and the
Music Festival in Richmond, Va. Frank McCluskey, Frederick Sadler: was asked -by a film company to
inaccessible to the general reader. A patriotic purpose can be achieved bt
presented a pistol at her head, when she knocked it aside with the other Emeperor was so excited that he ap the latter part of April. She has baritones, Ben Thomas, Lloyd Clark; submit something. I sent them four
plauded wildly, and turning to Liszt given several concerts through Vir bass, Arthur Nelke, Everett Childs, scenarios and blamed if they didn't
icproducing them here and rescuing them from oblivion.
hand, and persisted in protecting her father’s property.
who was sitting as usual close by ginia this spring, and recently ap Ralph Beal, John Buckley, Lloyd Hat return me nine!”—New York Morn
Her fearless persisting had the effect of saving what timidity would exclaimed: “There, Monsieur Liszt! peared In recital in her home city, field.
ing Telegraph.
Can you beat that?"
have lost.
Ottawa, Canada. The Ottawa Eve
•
•
•
•
CAMDEN
ning Journal commented on this
Robert Jameson when a boy, had a schoolmate bv thc name of Pnmroy.
It was known that Liszt had long
During the Revolution Camden was a scattered settlement of log who, in later years, had gone to sca with him,. When the Revolutionary retired, but the Emperor's challenge concert: "An Ottawa girl, unspoiled
by success abroad, came back home
houses divided into three groups. Thc first was at and near Megunticook -Tuggle commenced. Pomroy, then living at Friendship, became a Tory, was a command, he rose, bowed yesterday and by the magic of a
Localra tn B •‘icon
Harbor, as it was then called, being now Camden Harbor. The second and knowing Jameson to be a strenuous patriot, undertook to guide a and made his way to the concert marvelous vqjae and charming per
Hil Ntxi 'o tht
literally captured
ali
group at Goose River, then thc name of the present town of Rockport, ! “shaving mill" to Clam Cove to depredate his property. Thc barge platform. The surprised audience sonality,
Sitie Htuit
applauded, he shook hands with hearts." Following the concert Miss
w hile the third group w as at Clam Cove, as Glen Cove in the town of j guided by Pomroy, reached Jameson’s Point, now Bay Point, la’e in the Dreyschock and sat down. After a
de Nault was honored at a luncheon
Rockport was then called. As already stated all of these settlements were j afternoon, and landed a force of nineteen men near Mr. Jameson's lo;1 momentary pause he pree'eded tr which was attended by several of the
( house, seized him as he was mowing in the field, and carried him aboard play another Chopin study; the f nobility and prominent citizens of
then within the limits of Camden.
It is difficult for one of the present day to understand the importance of j the barge. Some of the company went into his house and brought awav minor (double rhythm study) sc Ottawa.
• • • •
swiftly and delicately that, wherea
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
thc ‘ettlement at Glen Cove, or to find a reason for erecting a fortification ' two guns, two firkins of butter and other things of value. Another partv the other had been like the roar of
“Do come and spend the evening
and maintaining a garrison there. Just before the Majorbiguyduce shot his oxen and killed his pigs which thev dragged to thc shore, quartered a thunder storm, this was like the with us. My daughter will sing and
and shopping centers
(Castine) expedition, Major-General George Ulmer, of Duck Trap, without taking off the hides, and carried them on board their barge. Thev sighing of a zephyr. The audience play, and at 9 o’clock we have sup
»itk talh 9i.^o up. (. omptir Restaurant ana Cafeteih. Strtitt.
gasped; Liszt still kept his finger on per.”
( Lincolnville) then a Captain in the service of Massachusetts, and later j then told Jameson that he was free to go home.
the treble C with which this piece
"Thank you. I will be there at
a M aior-( icneral of Militia, threw up a slight timber breastwork on the j
Under those circumstances most men would have hurried away as soon begins and ends, then after a pause, j 9 o'clock prompt.”
So

Recalling Some of Their Activities On the Penob

scot-Recorded By Judge E. K. Gould
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summit of Pine Hill, a beautiful eminence at the northern side of Glen ! as possible. Not so Jameson. His heart, which knew no fear, was burnCove, which commands even now a most delightful prospect of the sur- i ing with rage at the loss and indignity he had suffered, andwith a determirounding scenery that can be obtained for many miles. It is now a part nation to get revenge if possible. His seaman’s eye had detected an
of thc sumniei estate of Mrs. Sallie H. Henry of Philadelphia. Why this American privateer in the fog near Owl’s Head, and thinking that an
fortification should he erected at this particular place and agarrison | opportunity to avenge himself was at hand, he resolutely refused to leave
stationed there i- a Military mystery. From the light we have now of thc barge. Thc privateer approached within two miles of Glen Cove,
that distant time i; appears to be absolutely useless as a measure of defence, | when Jameson, notwithstanding he was ordered to hold his tongue, loudly
as there was nothing there worth defending, and by a stretch of the most - hailed it, but thc increasing density of the fog prevented thc privateer’s
vivid imagination it could not he called a strategic place to station troops, j attention being attracted.
However, the breastwork was placed on this hill and an 18 poundI he British then offered to take him with them if he would join in their
cannon mounted on it. l'lie force stationed at the Cove numbered 200 [ predatory expedition, which offer he contemptuously rejected and said hr
men of which Capt. (later General) Ulmer was in chief command, hoped the privateer would take them that he might wreak his vengeance
Among the officers were Lieut. Alexander Kelloch of Warren and Capt. 1 upon them. Deciding that he was a dangerous man to have with them.
John Blunt. John Marsh of Orono, Maine, was the Indian interpreter, { they peremptorily ordered him to go ashore, which he as peremptorily
as there was also a company of Penobscot Indians that made a part of thc | refused to do. They then brought his wife aboard the barge to persuade
garrison. .Men w ere living in 1859 who remember having seen thc ' him to go ashore peaceably, but he persistently adhered to his determinaIndians frequently play ball near the barracks, as it was one of their i tion to remain aboard as long as there was a chance of the privateer returnfavorite sports.
ing to the place.
John .Marsh's family lodged in the barracks, and William Gregory on
As night was approaching they decided to remain in Glen Cove until
whose land the barracks were, acted as commissary. At the same time the morning and allow their unwelcome guest to stay on board. Thc mornencampment was established at Glen Cove, Lieut. Benjamin Burton was , ing’s light showed no trace of the privateer, and seeing no hope of immedistationed at Camden Harbor with a small force.
late redress, Jameson strode ashore declaring as the barge sailed away.
As soon as thc American force was defeated at Castine in 1779, Capt. that his wrath would be forcibly visited upon the head of thc base
Brewer and others with their families from along Penobscot River, pro- j Pomeroy, when next they met.
cured a passage on board a vessel to Camden, of which General Llmei
The story is not complete without the sequel which took place a few
assumed command. At thc same time rather than to take the British oath years later after peace was declared, when Pomeroy went as pilot to
of allegiance, the inhabitants of Belfast to a man left their homes and Bangor on board a Waldoboro vessel commanded by Paul Jameson
came to Camden. They arrived on the morning of the 15th of August, ’ Robert’s brother.
[TO BE CONTINUED]
Lut onlv about half a dozen families remained in Camden. The |
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George T. Cavanaugh, Mgr.

At North Station
I have 1000 Gallons of Farm and Home Paint,
but I need Money more than I do Paint, and I
am willing to sell it at Cost in order to do away
with Storage and Interest.
In order to Help the Sale I can offer you Tur
pentine and Pure Linseed Oil, Practically At
Cost.
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54 Willow Street,
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DIRECT ENTRANCE FROM B. & M. DEPOT

AU Transit Facilities at Door
A TOWER OF
HOSPITALITY
Each Room equipped with a Tub and Snower - - Built-in
Radio Speaker (Three Station Service) - - Tickless Electric
Clock - - Servidor - - Circulating Ice Water - - French
Telephone - - Full Length Mirror.

500 Rooms

New England's Most Modcrnly Equipped
and Perfectly Appointed Hotel.....................

Dining Room, Coffee Shop, Oyster Bar, and Soda
Fountain offer wide variety of food and service
RATES—ROOM AND BATH
For One—$2.50 up. For Two—$4.00 up
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Hotel Manger, North Station, Boston, Mass.
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